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ABSTRACT 

 In this paper, Hairpin Bandpass Filter (HPBF) is designed, simulated and fabricated at two 5G low-frequency 

bands: 3.7 GHz - 4.2 GHz and 5.975 GHz -7.125 GHz. This filter will be a part of our 5G narrowband/ Ultra Wide 

Band (UWB) reconfigurable antenna project that plays a significant role in the recent wireless networks, such as 

Cognitive Radios (CRs). Through the two frequency bands, the filter resulted in good matching and transmission 

responses with enhanced bandwidth. The measured reflection coefficient of the proposed HBPF, S11 is < -10 dB 

and < -11.66 dB through 3.45 GHz – 4.25 GHz and 5.62 GHz – 7.6 GHz, respectively. However, the transmission 

coefficient, S12 is around -1.5 dB  and – 1.17 dB at the center frequencies FC = 3.75 GHz and 6.61 GHz, 

respectively. In this paper, the High-Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS) software is used to carry out the 

simulation.  The full-wave simulation results are validated with the hardware measurements.  

KEYWORDS 

Hairpin bandpass filter (HPBF), Harmonics suppression, 5G, Reconfigurable antenna, Cognitive radios (CRs), 

HFSS. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Filters play an important role in many RF/Microwave applications and are used to control the frequency 

responses (band-pass, band-stop, low-pass and high-pass) to overcome the limitation of the 

electromagnetic spectrum and facilitate the possibility to share it. HPBF is a compact structure bandpass 

filter which is simply constructed by folding the λ/2 resonators of the parallel-coupled filter, to get the 

U shape that eases its fabrication process, where no grounding via holes is needed [1]. HPBF has been 

recently used in many applications at different frequencies, such as Ku-band satellite communication 

[2]-[3], WiMAX [4]-[5], Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) [6] and millimeter-wave applications 

[7]-[8]. In [9], X- band 9.3 GHz HPBF with a bandwidth (BW) of 0.28 GHz was designed for radar 

navigation; however, a 2 GHz – 4 GHz HPBF was designed in [10] for satellite application. For the 5th 

generation mobile communication system, authors in [11] designed three different 20 GHz HPBFs with 

different feeding techniques. It was found that the filter with input/output feed structure is better than 

the one with tap-type feed in terms of insertion and return losses. Authors in [12] designed HPBF with 

sharp frequency response suitable for narrowband communication, such as the uplink frequency in the 

band -3 eNodeB LTE (1.710 GHz-1.785 GHz). A 6-order unlicensed frequency band (2.2 GHz to 2.3 

GHz) HPBF that meets electromagnetic interference (EMI) or electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) 

issues requirements was designed in [13]. In [14], the authors designed HPBF for 923 MHz RFID 

application. Second harmonics suppression for 1 GHz HPBF was achieved using modified Minkowski 

fractal shape in [15]. Besides, Defected Ground and Microstrip Structures (DGS) and (DMS) were used 

in HPBF for performance enhancement and size reduction. Superior harmonics suppression in the 

response of HPBF is obtained in [16] by adding different DMSs to the filter’s resonators. The resulted 

suppressions were -25 dB and -40 dB for the second and the third harmonics, respectively. In [17], 

dumbbell-shaped DGS cells are etched at the input and output ports of a five-pole 2.5 GHz HPBF to 

enhance high-order harmonics suppressions. Extra harmonics suppression was also achieved by 

introducing an open stub at the feedline of the designed filter. Authors in [18] also used two pairs of 

dumbbell-shaped DGS cells at the feed lines of a 3-GHz HPBF used for microwave imaging application 

to enhance the BW in addition to get better S11. In addition, to enhance the filter response, size reduction 

can also be achieved by adding square DGSs to HPBFs used for S-band [19]-[20] and X-band radar 
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applications [21]. However, in [22], dumbbell and stepped hairpin resonator (SHPR) DGS shapes are 

used for second harmonics suppression below -30 dB for a 2.4-GHz HPBF with 29% FBW. The design 

in [19] was enhanced using the dumbbell DGS [23]. Tapped feed lines are also used for harmonics 

suppression as in [24] by controlling the two transmission zeros. The designed 8.75-GHz HPBF 

provided 1 to 8 GHz and 9 to 15 GHz harmonics suppression. Furthermore, Plackett-Burman Design of 

Experiment methodology (DOE) was applied in designing a 2.4-GHz HPBF for further optimization. 

Resulted insertion and return loss of this filter were improved by 61% and 15 % from the designed one 

with Gensys software [25]. Many techniques were developed to reduce the size of HPBF, such as adding 

ground holes, a high dielectric substrate, multilayer structure, nonuniform coupled line resonators, 

aperture coupled line resonators, metamaterial complementary split ring resonators, Inkjet Printing and 

integrated passive device (IPD) technologies. A 37 % of size reduction was achieved in designing a 923-

MHz HPBF with 7.5 MHz BW via hole grounding [14]. However, an 11% size reduction with spurious 

harmonics suppressions was obtained for a 1-GHz HPBF in [26] using novel fractal shaped lines (FSLs). 

For low-cost and high-performance integrated circuits, Inkjet Printing Technology (IPT) is used in [7] 

to design a 30-GHz millimeter wave HPBF on Liquid Crystal Polymer (LCP) substrate. Conventional 

Uniform Transmission Lines (UTLs) of 2.06 GHz HPBF resonators were replaced by artificial left-

handed and right-handed transmission lines (LHRHTLs) in [27] for size reduction. For further 

compactness, these artificial lines were implemented in the form of multilayered structures by using 

liquid crystal polymer technology (LCPT). Compact size with spurious harmonic response suppression 

was obtained by using nonuniform coupled lines (NCLs) resonators to design a 34-GHz HPBF in [8]. 

A five-pole ISM band HPBF with approximately 40 % size reduction was designed in [28] using two 

stacked microstrip layers. In this filter, two apertures are introduced in the common ground planes to 

provide coupling between resonators at the two layers. A high dielectric substrate (Al2O3 ceramic) was 

used to design a compact C-band HPBF in [29]. A compact HPBF with a selective 100 MHz WLAN 

BW was proposed in [6] using two short-circuited comb-lines coupled with a Rectangular Shaped Loop 

Resonator (RSLR). For the first time, integrated passive device (IPD) technology was used in [30] to 

design a compact W-band 95.5-GHz HPBF with 8 GHz BW. A GaAs substrate with a thickness of 0.100 

mm and two metal layers were employed to design the filter using PID technology. In [5], a compact 

multi-band (3.5 GHz and 5.5 GHz) HPBF was proposed using metamaterial complementary split ring 

resonators. Multilayer techniques are used in [2] for significant size reduction and enhanced Ku-band 

HPBF performance.  An HPBF with a tunable center frequency of 650 MHz to 920MHz and a BW of 

25MHz and 85 MHz was designed in [31] using Screen Printed Ferroelectric Varactors. However, in 

[32], a barium strontium titanate (BST) thin film was used for continuous control on center frequency 

(from 900MHz to 1.1 GHz) and BW (from 40MHz to 80MHz) of the designed HPBF.  A λ/4 stub 

resonator was added to the filter to increase the stop attenuation and band isolation by controlling the 

introduced transmission zero at the upper frequency.   

5G is a revolutionary technology that aims to enhance the communication link data rate [33]-[34], reduce 

the latency and increase the reliability [35]-[37] to meet the growing demand of mobile users and to be 

suitable for (Internet of Things) IoT networking services [38]. On October 24, 2018, the Federal 

Communication Commission (FCC) has proposed two frequency bands below 24 GHz: licensed (C-

Band: 3.7 GHz-4.2 GHz) and unlicensed (5.925 GHz -6.425 GHz, 6.525 GHz -6.875 GHz and 6.875 

GHz – 7.125 GHz bands (totally 5.925 GHz–7.125 GHz)) spectrum for 5G technology [39]. In this 

work, as a contribution to 5G technology, an HPBF is designed at these two frequency bands a wider 

resulting BW as compared to other filters in the literature. For recent wireless communication system  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Future project: 5G narrowband / UWB reconfigurable antenna. 
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2. HAIRPIN BANDPASS FILTER  

To reduce the size of the parallel-coupled λ/2 resonator filter, its resonators as shown in Figure 2a can 

be folded to get the U shape as in Figure 2b, forming a new type of bandpass filter called Hairpin 

Bandpass Filter (HPBF). In addition to HPBF compact structure, it is preferable due to its ease of 

fabrication, where no grounding via holes is needed [1]. 
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Figure 2. N-order (a) Parallel-coupled λ/2 resonator filter into (b) and (c) HPBF. 

The characteristics impedance of each resonator of nth-order HPBF can be found in [1]: 

                                                    (𝑍0)𝑗,𝑗+1 = √(𝑍0𝑒
2 )𝑗,𝑗+1 + (𝑍0𝑜

2 )𝑗,𝑗+1                                                 (1) 

where 

                                         (𝑍0𝑒)𝑗,𝑗+1 =
1

𝑌0
[1 +

𝐽𝑗,𝑗+1

𝑌0
+ (

𝐽𝑗,𝑗+1

𝑌0
)

2
],       for j = 0 to n                       (1.1) 

                                         (𝑍0𝑂)𝑗,𝑗+1 =
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𝑌0
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𝐽𝑗,𝑗+1

𝑌0
+ (
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𝑌0
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2
],       for j = 0 to n                      (1.2) 

                                                                            
𝐽01

𝑌0
= √

𝜋𝐹𝐵𝑊

2𝑔0𝑔1
,                                                      (1.3) 

                                                            
𝐽𝑗,𝑗+1

𝑌0
=

𝜋𝐹𝐵𝑊

2√𝑔𝑗𝑔𝑗+1
   , for j = 1 to n-1                                      (1.4) 

                 and                                               
𝐽𝑛,𝑛+1

𝑌0
= √

𝜋𝐹𝐵𝑊

2𝑔𝑛𝑔𝑛+1
                                                      (1.5) 
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where Y0 and Jj,j+1 are the characteristic admittances of terminating lines (input and output ports)  and J 

inverters, respectively. g0, g1 . . . gn are the elements of a ladder-type lowpass prototype with a 

normalized cutoff, ΩC = 1 and FBW is the fractional BW of bandpass filter which is equal to:  

                                                                             𝐹𝐵𝑊 =
𝐹𝐶

𝐵𝑊
                                                        (1.6) 

After calculating the characteristic impedance of each resonator in (1), its width can be calculated using 

an online microstrip line calculator [41] based on the following familiar microstrip line Equation [42]:  

                           𝑊 = {

8ℎ𝑒𝐴

𝑒2𝐴−2
                                                                                                  ,

𝑊

ℎ
< 2

2

𝜋
ℎ {𝐵 − 1 − 𝑙𝑛(2𝐵 − 1) +

𝜀𝑟−1

2𝜀𝑟
[𝑙𝑛(𝐵 − 1) + 0.39 −

0.61

𝜀𝑟
]} ,

𝑊

ℎ
> 2

,                (2) 

                                                         𝐴 =  
𝑍𝑜

60
√

𝜀𝑟+1

2
+

𝜀𝑟−1

𝜀𝑟+1
(0.23 +

0.11

𝜀𝑟
),                                     (2.1) 

                                                                          𝐵 =  
377𝜋

2𝑍𝑜√𝜀𝑟
.                                                          (2.2) 

Two important parameters controlling the performance of the filters are the separation between the 

adjacent resonators, S and the tapped line at the input and at the output, Lt. Details on their effect will 

be addressed in the upcoming sections. S and Lt can be determined by the mutual coupling 

coefficient, 𝑀𝑖,𝑖+1 and the external quality factor of the filter, 𝑄𝑒, respectively. These design parameters 

are given as follows [1]: 

                                      𝑄𝑒1 =
𝑔0𝑔1

𝐹𝐵𝑊
,    𝑄𝑒𝑛 =

𝑔𝑛𝑔𝑛+1

𝐹𝐵𝑊
,    𝑀𝑖,𝑖+1 =

𝐹𝐵𝑊

√𝑔𝑖,𝑔𝑖+1
       , for i = 1 to n                     (3) 

where 𝑄𝑒1  and 𝑄𝑒𝑛 are the input and output external quality factors. 

It should be mentioned here that in Full-wave Electromagnetic simulations, such as ANSYS HFSS, the 

relation between S and  𝑀𝑖,𝑖+1 and between  Lt and 𝑄𝑒 can be extracted  using [1]: 

                                                    𝑄𝑒 =
𝑤0

∆𝑤±90°
,    𝑀𝑖,𝑖+1 = ±

𝑓𝑝2
2 −𝑓𝑝1

2

𝑓𝑝2
2 +𝑓𝑝1

2  ,                                                      (4) 

where 𝑤0, ∆𝑤 ± 90°, 𝑓𝑝2 and  𝑓𝑝1 are the angular center frequency, absolute BW between ±90° points, 

high- and low-frequency peaks, respectively. 

In this study, the g's values of Chebyshev response lowpass prototype with 0.1 dB passband ripple are 

g0 = g4 =1, g1 = g3 =1.0316, g2 = 1.1474. In addition, the chosen substrate material is Rogers RO4003C 

with Ɛ𝑟 = 3.55, height h = 0.813 mm and dielectric loss tangent = 0.0027. 

3.  3.95-GHZ HAIRPIN BANDPASS FILTER  

At Fc= 3.95 GHz of the 5G lower band (3.7 GHz- 4.2 GHz) and using the design Equations (1)-(4), a 

3.95-GHz HPBF is designed and simulated using ANSYS HFSS. The calculated and optimized 

parameters are shown in Table 1, where Lres , Wres, S, Lt, Lp1, Lp2 and Wp are the length of the resonator, 

the width of the resonator, the space between two adjacent resonators, tapping length, length of the first 

and second ports and width of the ports, respectively. Figures 3a and 3b show the relation between S 

and  𝑀1,2 and between  Lt and 𝑄𝑒, respectively. The detailed parametric studies are shown in Figure 4.  

Table 1. Calculated and optimized parameters of 3.95-GHz HPBF. 

Parameters Calculated Optimized 

Qe 8.14 - 

M12=M21 0.12 - 

Lres (mm) 23.268 23 

Wres (mm) 0.595 0.45 

S (mm) 0.9 0.3 

Lt (mm) 1.3 2.7 

Lp1 (mm) - 3 
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The chosen optimized values are in red color withs dashed red box, which indicates the acceptable 

matching and the smallest ripples within and beyond the required band (3.7 GHz – 4.2 GHz), 

respectively. As noticed from Figure 4a, the band is shifted to the left or right as Lres increased or 

decreased, respectively. Good matching is obtained when Wres = 0.45 mm, as shown in Figure 4b. Figure 

4c illustrates that to increase the BW, the coupling between resonators should be increased by decreasing 

S. Better matching is obtained when Lt is larger than the calculated one, as shown in Figure 4d and 

finally, good matching within the required band is obtained when the port width is less than 1.819 mm, 

as indicated in Figure 4e. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a)                                                                   (b) 

Figure 3. (a) Variation of mutual coupling due to the space between adjacent resonators and (b) 

Variation of external factor due to the tapping length of 3.95-GHz HPBF. 

 

 

 

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a)                                                                             (b) 

 

 

                                          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(c)                                                                                   (d) 

Lp2 (mm)  3 

Wp (mm) 1.819 1.5 
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        (e) 

Figure 4. Parametric studies of the proposed 3.95 GHz HPBF on (a) Lres, (b) Wres, (c) S,  (d) Lt and (e) 

Wp. 

 

 

 

          (a)                                                                            (b) 

Figure 5. Simulated and measured (a) Return loss and (b) Insertion loss of the proposed 3.95-GHz 

HPBF. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                    (a)                                                             (b) 

Figure 6. (a) Layout of the proposed 3.95 GHz HPBF and (b) fabricated prototype. 

As shown in Figure 5a, good matching and transmitting response are obtained for the designed 

filter,where the measured and simulated return losses are less than -10 dB and -10.45 dB with enhanced 

BW of 0.1 GHz and 0.3 GHz through 3.57 GHz – 4.17 GHz and 3.45 GHz – 4.24GHz, respectively. 

Also, the measured and simulated insertion losses are around -1.5 dB and -0.78 dB at centre frequencies 

Fc = 3.75 GHz and 3.81 GHz, respectively, as shown in Figure 5b. In addition, one can observe that the 
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proposed 3.95 GHz HPBF can support up to only 7.8 GHz (Sim.) and 8 GHz (Meas.) harmonics 

suppression. Because this harmonic will occur within the UWB, this filter is not preferable in 

reconfigurable 5G narrow band / UWB reconfigurable antenna applications, such as Cognitive Radios 

(CRs).  To overcome this limitation, Defected Ground and Microstrip Structures (DGS) and (DMS) can 

be added to the filter as in [19]-[20] and [8], respectively. Moreover, another type of compact structure 

filter can be used, such as interdigital filter that supports high-order harmonics suppression [1]. The 

layout and the fabricated prototype of the designed filter are shown in Figure 6. The circuit area of this 

filter is 14.1 mm x 11.2 mm (0.31 λg × 0.24 λg). 

4. 6.55-GHZ UNIFORM TRANSMISSION LINE HAIRPIN BANDPASS FILTER  

Based on the design equations (1) - (4), 6.55 GHz HPBF is designed. Table 2 indicates all the calculated 

and optimized parameters of the filter. Figure 7 shows the variation of M12 and Qe due to S and Lt, 

respectively. The optimized parameters in Table 2 are obtained via parametric studies to get better filter 

matching responses, as indicated in Figure 8. The optimized parameters in Figure 8 are in red solid line 

eith a dashed red box. Figure 8a indicates that at the calculated Lres (14.324 mm), the band is shifted to 

the right and good matching within the required band is obtained when Lres increases a little bit to 15.524 

mm. No matching is obtained when Wres< 0.5 mm, as shown in Figure 8b and although matching is good 

at Wres = 0.7 mm, the high frequency of the band is covered when Wres = 0.6 mm. Figure 8c illustrates 

that to increase the BW, the coupling between resonators should be increased by decreasing S and the 

best matching within the required frequency band is obtained at S = 0.3 mm. As shown in Figure 8d, 

good matching is obtained at Lt =2.9 mm. The proposed HPBF is shown in Figure 9. The dimensions of 

this filter are 17.3 mm x 6.91 mm (0.66 λg × 0.27 λg). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                

     

                                          (a)                                                                 (b) 

Figure 7. (a) Variation of mutual coupling due to the space between adjacent resonators and (b) 

Variation of an external factor due to the tapping length of 6.55 UTL HPBF. 

 

Table 2. Calculated and optimized parameters for 6.55-GHz HPBF. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Parameters Calculated Optimized 

Qe 7.84 - 

M12=M21 0.162 - 

Lres (mm) 14.324 15.524 

Wres (mm) 0.5 0.6 

S (mm) 0.65 0.3 

Lt (mm) 1.3 2.9 

Lp1= Lp2(mm) - 4 

Wp (mm) 1.819 1.819 
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      (a)                                                                    (b) 

 

 

 

 

             (c)                                                                        (d) 

Figure 8. Parametric studies of the proposed 6.55 GHz UTL HPBF on (a) Lres, (b) Wres, (c) S and (d) 

Lt. 

   (a)                                                                           (b) 

                   Figure 9. (a) Layout of the proposed 6.55-GHz HPBF and (b) Fabricated prototype. 

Figure 10 illustrates the simulated and measured results for the designed 6.55-GHz HBPF with good 

impedance matching, transmission response and up to 11.1 GHz harmonics suppressions, where S11 = 

S22 is < -11.66 dB (Meas.) and < -19 dB (Sim.) with a BW enhancement of 0.83 GHz and 0.33 GHz and 

up to 11 GHz at frequency ranges (5.62 GHz – 7.6 GHz) and (5.87 GHz – 7.35 GHz), respectively. 

However, S12 = S21 is around -1.17 dB (Meas.) and -0.5 dB (Sim.)  at center frequency 6.61 GHz. The 

difference between simulated and measured results is due to the fabrication and measurement tolerances. 

These good results make the filter suitable to be integrated into our 5G narrowband / UWB 

reconfigurable antenna project. 

Finally, Table 3 shows a comparison of the proposed filters in this paper with other HPBFs in the 

literature with different frequency ranges. As it is clear from the table in terms of narrowband, the 

proposed 5G HPBF provides wider BW at the two frequency bands with good impedance matching and 

transmission response.  
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(a)                                                                        (b) 

Figure 10. Simulated and measured (a) Return loss and (b) Insertion loss  of the proposed 6.55-GHz 

HPBF. 

Table 3. Comparison to other related works to HPBF in the literature for the last ten years. 

5. CONCLUSION 

Two 5G low-frequency band (3.7 GHz - 4.2 GHz and 5.975 GHz -7.125 GHz) Hairpin Bandpass Filters 

(HPBFs) suitable for filtering and reconfigurable antenna applications are designed and simulated in 

this work. At the two bands, the results are good in terms of return and insertion losses. A filter is 

fabricated and tested at both frequency bands. The measured S11 and S12 are < -10 dB and <- 10.66 dB 

and – 1.5 dB and -1.17 dB, through 3.45 GHz- 4.25 GHz and 5.62 GHz – 7.6 GHz, respectively. As 

Ref. Technique used Substrate h(mm)/ 

εr 

FC 

GHz 

3 dB  FBW, 

Freq. Band 

GHz 

S11= S22 

(dB)< 

S12=S21 

(dB) 

Circuit area 

 

 

This Work 

Single Layer 

UTL 0.813/3.55 3.75 21.1% 
3.45–   4.24 

-10 -1.5 0.31 λg  × 0.24 λg 

UTL 0.813/3.55 6.61 30% 

5.62–   7.6 

-11.66 -1.17 0.66 λg  × 0.27 λg 

[4] 

Single Layer 

UTL 0.508/2.33 5.66 4.45% 

5.608–   5.86 

-23.9 -4.4 0.97 λg  × 0.68 λg 

[14] 

Single Layer 

UTLs via holes 1.52/2.2 0.92 0.004% 

0.92 -0.924 

-18.9 -7.7 0.32 λg  x0.17 λg 

[26] 

Single Layer 

FSLs 1.6/4.4 1 25% 
0.875 -1.125 

-27 -1.37 0.26 λg  x0.2 λg 

[7] 

Single Layer 

UTLs using IPT on 
LCP 

0.1/3.2 
 

30.4 15% 
28.12 –  32.68 

-18.9 2.41 0.50 λg × 0.48 λg 

[27] 

Multilayers 

LHRHTLs by LCPT different/ 

different 

2.06 24% 

1.813 –  2.307 

-11 1.5 11.8  × 4.8 mm2 

[8] 

Single Layer 

NCLs 0.127 /2.94 31.57 3.45% 
31.02-32.11 

-9 -3.5 2.16 λg × 0.25 λg 

[28] 

Multilayers 

UTLs with apertures 

for coupling 

1.27 /6.15 2.5 4.75% 

2.44 -2.56 

-11 -1.65 0.42 λg × 0.41 λg 

[20] 

Single Layer 

UTLs with square DGS 1.6/4.4 3 20.72% 
2.9 – 3.1 

-46.64 -0.3 0.23 λg × 0.18 λg 

[29] 

Multilayers 

Higher  εr substrate 0.381/9.8 8 15% 

at 7.4 – 8.6 

-14.5 -3 0.48 λg  x 0.48 λg 

[22] 

Single Layer 

UTLs with  dumbbell 
and (SHPR)  DGSs 

1.524/3.48 
 

2.4 29% 
2 – 2.7 

-26 -3 0.65 λg × 0.33 λg 

[19] 

Single Layer 

UTLs with square DGS 0.348/1.524 2.92 97.33% 

2.82 – 3.02 

-19.5 -1.6 0.87 λg × 0.29 λg 

[9] 

Single Layer 

UTLs with square DGS 1.58 /2.2 9.3 30.11% 

9.11 − 9.39 

−19.2 - 3.7 1.81  λg × 0.35 λg 

[6] 

Single Layer 

S.C. comb-lines with 
RSRL resonator 

0.5 /2.55 2.45 0.4082% 
2.4 -2.5 

-36.71 -0.36 0.26 λg × 0.1 λg 

[30] 

Multilayers 

UTLs using IPDT different/different 95.5 0.83% 
91.9 -99.9 

-10 -5 0.95  × 0.4 mm2 
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future work, many techniques can be used to reduce the size of this filter and to get further harmonics 

suppressions, especially at the first band (3.7 GHz – 4.2 GHz) to be compatible with 5G narrow band / 

UWB reconfigurable antenna.  
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 ملخص البحث:

ييييي     اييييي    ييييين   ييييي       ييييي   ييييي    فييييي  لييييي ي م تصميييييحا ايييييني  مييييي تي ير نطيييييند ي مييييي ت  ر    

 7.125-5.975جتجيييييييين لت  يييييييي ا ي  4.2-3.7رُ عَ ييييييييا   يييييييين   يييييييينمت   يييييييي    ات  ر    ييييييييت    

ييييي   يييييت ت  جييييي هما رييييي  رمييييي يل م  تم تييييين  م   ن ييييي  م ييييي  م جتييييي  جتجييييين لت  ييييي  . يلييييي م  م      

م  ييييينري م ييييي    ع ييييي    تيييييّا يم لنلييييي  ط ييييين د م ن مييييي ت    ييييي  رييييي  م   نمييييين  م  يييييتلح  م   نمييييين  

ا فييييييي  م مييييييي  ن  UWB/NBفن ليييييييح م عييييييي      ا يم ييييييي   رييييييي   يييييييس ّ    ا عييييييي   يصما   ن يييييييتن

  ي  يييييييي  ريييييييين  م   يييييييينمت  CRsم لا يييييييي  تح م  ناشييييييييحد رشيييييييي   يييييييي  ن  م  م اييييييييت مط صمطيييييييي   

يييييي    يييييي  رتمهرييييييح  يم يييييينجنلح   ص ييييييني جتيييييين ت ا ريييييي   يييييي   م نيييييي   ات ا مميييييي  ن ريييييي  م      

ييييي . ييييي  م  لنييييي    مييييي  رييييي   ي   ييييين  ر       ا يييييت   10-ل يييييم رعنرييييي  مق ع ييييينِّ م  لييييينِّ        

جتجييييييينلت   ا  4.25-3.45   ا يييييييت     ييييييي  رييييييين  م   ييييييينمت  م نييييييي   ات   11.66ي مييييييي  رييييييي   

  1.5-لت  ييييي     ييييي  م ن  تييييي .  رييييين رعنرييييي  مطص يييييني ف ييييين  فييييي  ميييييني    جتجييييين 7.6-5.62ي 

 6.61جتجيييييييييينلت   ا ي 3.75  يييييييييين م نيييييييييي   ا  م   طيييييييييي ات      ا ييييييييييت   1.17- ا ييييييييييت  ا ي  

فيييييي  ليييييي م م   يييييياا م يييييين نرو ل رجتييييييح م   نطييييييند م    تتاييييييح ي جتجيييييينلت      يييييي  م نييييييتم  .

رييييييي   نييييييين   م   نطيييييييند    طجييييييي مه م   نطيييييييند. يمييييييين  يييييييي م ن لييييييي HFSS  نييييييي   م  م عن تيييييييح  

  .   تجح م  نر حا ر  م لتن ن  م      ح لن  عنم
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ABSTRACT 

The Internet of Things (IoT) is the Internet's latest innovation today, where every physical object is situated or 

where measurement, as well as communication capacities, can be seamlessly synchronized to the Internet at 

various rates.  The most important infrastructure, the smart grid, is called the extended version of the power grid 

with comprehensive Internet infrastructure. The smart grid will include billions of intelligent appliances: 

intelligent meters, actuators, vehicles and so on, despite a few correspondence infrastructures, whether public or 

private. Notwithstanding, security is viewed as one of the primary considerations hampering the large scope 

reception and arrangement of both the IoT vision and the smart grid. To date, the issues of IoT for the smart grid 

are rarely discussed empirically in any academic research. This study aims to examine security problems and 

challenges in the IoT smart grid system.  Findings show various issues that we can categorize into three parts; 

component issues, system issues and network issues. As a result, this study proposes a mitigation plan for the 

problems highlighted by developing an IoT smart grid security component model. 

KEYWORDS 

Advanced metering infrastructure, Cybersecurity, Internet of things, Smart grid, Smart meter. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Internet of Things (IoT) is an emerging domain that evolves from interfacing machines and people to 

combine smart objects.  IoT can be a device that will be an embedded processor or computation device  

with advanced communications of the machine to machine correspondences [1]. For this intelligence 

and interconnection, IoT systems include integrated sensors, actuators, processors and transceivers.  

Sensors and actuators are instruments that support the physical environment. Sensor data must be stored 

and analyzed intelligently to draw useful inferences from it. An actuator is a device that is used to induce 

a change in the environment. Storage and processing of data can be carried out on the edge of the 

network itself or in a remote server [2].   

IoT devices typically connect to the Internet through the IP (Internet Protocol) stack. IoT devices can 

also connect locally through non-IP networks which consume less power and connect to the Internet via 

a smart gateway. The leading communication technologies used in the IoT world are IEEE 802.15.4, 

low-powerWiFi, 6LoWPAN, RFID, NFC, Sigfox, LoraWAN and other proprietary protocols for 

wireless networks [2].  Nevertheless, some smart devices are still linked to the network through non-IP 

protocols, such as Bluetooth, RFID and NFC. With the advent of IoT, the smart tool and the protocols, 

such as IP, TCP or UDP, would be entirely seamlessly related [3]-[4]. 

The smart grid is an intelligent power system that provides two-way communication back to the database 

from power generation to electricity distribution to households. A smart grid includes technology 

applications that promote the incorporation and penetration of renewable energy [5]. It will be necessary 

to accelerate the production and widespread use of plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) and their 

potential use as grid storage.  Among the benefits of the smart grid are that it is able to provide more 

reliable power, generate more efficient renewable power and use a mix of energy sources, in addition to 

being able to work with smart devices and smart homes and most importantly, it will reduce our carbon 

footprint [6]. Essentially, the smart grid, together with wireless communication-connected smart metres, 

will monitor how much energy a net-positive enterprise produces and reimburses. 

The smart grids form a part of an IoT system that allows all forms of lighting, traffic signals, transport 
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congestion, parking areas, road warnings and early detection of such items as power inflows due to 

earthquakes and extreme weather [7]. Wireless devices, such as sensors, radio modules, gateways and 

routers, are part of the technology that makes the IoT-enabled energy grid "smart". These devices ensure 

sophisticated connectivity and communication to encourage customers to take more energy use 

decisions in order to save electricity and expenses in cities and to allow electricity authorities to restore 

power more quickly after an emergency [5]. The smart grid enables a power provider to analyze system 

health considerably more fully than before. For example, a power utility can detect real-time demands 

for power with smart metres with granularity and exactness that is simply not possible with older 

technology. 

Overall, smart grid connectivity networks should comply with time synchronization, reliability, latency 

and data criticality including support for multicast [8]. Furthermore, interoperability is a big problem in 

smart grid networking [9]. Most importantly, any device connected to communication systems may be 

subject to unscrupulous and malicious individuals, whose primary purpose is to access sensitive 

information [7]. This makes the critical infrastructure to be monitored and operated in a much more 

efficient manner.  This introduces security challenges to the smart grid infrastructure; for example, man-

in-the-middle, session hijacking, spoofing and Denial of Service (DOS) attacks [10]. 

Based on the IoT security issues and challenges arising in a smart grid environment, this paper aims to 

investigate the existing possible security vulnerabilities. In order to achieve that, this paper will start 

with a discussion on the use of IoT in the smart grid environment (Section 2), followed by the analysis 

of security attacks on IoT for smart grid (Section 3). Then, Section 4 will explain the mitigation actions 

and in Section 5, proposed components for IoT secured smart grid are presented.  Finally, in Section 6, 

the paper concludes with all the related findings.  

2. USING IOT IN THE SMART GRID ENVIRONMENT 

The future of grid networks is IoT.  The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) defined 

IoT for the smart grid as integrating the old power grid with the current ICT emerging grid [11]. Unlike 

traditional power grids, the smart grid can sustain or manage power distribution's demand, achieve 

power delivery efficiency and minimize energy losses [12]. According to the US Department of Energy's 

Office of Electricity Delivery and Energy Reliability, a smart grid is a digital-infrastructure grid 

allowing two-way contact between the utility and its customers. The "smart" aspect is its ability to adjust 

to variable supply and demand.  Technologies that yield today's IoT-enabled "smart" energy grid include 

wireless devices, like sensors, radio modules, gateways and routers [13]. These devices provide 

advanced networking and communications that encourage customers to make smart choices in terms of 

energy use, allow cities to conserve resources and costs and enable energy agencies to recover power 

more quickly after an outage. 

2.1 Overview of Smart Grid Design 

Smart grid networks are designed to connect various remote controls, smart meters, smart grids, cameras 

and other network-based products [11]. IoT allows current grid connectivity across the two-way data 

source and network across the energy system using IoT devices that interconnect customers, distributors 

and service providers. It can also limit human interference to track meters, home portals and other 

relevant devices to ensure that grid power is safely managed [14]. Most smart grids follow the NIST 

defined smart grid model illustrated in Figure 1. 

In general, NIST outlines four (4) types of smart grid entity which are: the service provider, the 

operations, the distribution and the markets. There are three (3) main groups of users; namely, the 

building or commercial users, the industrial users and home users. Using IoT in the smart grid allows 

two-way data exchange between the entities and all components of the smart grid [16]. Beside sensors 

and drives, other intelligent devices and transmitting and storage fields, the touch is conceivable, given 

the use of smart meters and other smart devices on the end-customer side.  This allows the monitoring 

of energy usage and demand while enabling consumers to watch and change their activities [17]. 

IoT structures can be guided to another step of efficiency and execution due to a greater degree of 

controllability and perceptibility, which gives power systems enormous benefits. There are many 

advantages associated with the smart grid application of IoT. For example, the Advanced Metering 
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Infrastructure (AMI) can be accessed without any trouble using the IoT smart grid [18]. AMI is 

responsible for processing, disassembling, storing and distributing the intelligent metering information 

submitted to the utility organization's billing, outage control and electricity demand forecasting systems. 

Accessibility of real-time calculation provides consumers and manufacturers with critical signs to better 

satisfy their energy needs and supplies [11]. 

 

Figure 1. NIST customer domain smart grid model [15]. 

The IoT smart grid can quickly repair itself (self-recovery) in the event of any external or internal 

aggravation or risk [18]. It also allows the self-rebuilding of the system, after attacks, cataclysmic events, 

power outages or breakdown of the network components by complex reconfigurations in order to 

recover electricity. Besides, it also can create a micro-scale grid and self-sufficiently protected islands 

in the event of power loss, even as it distinguishes the source of energy leakage [12]. This increases the 

power grid's performance, modelling and analysis, thereby increasing the power grid's consistency. 

Due to the usage of a wide range of sensors, actuators and intelligent meters used to monitor the entire 

power grid, they may send intermittent data to the utility on-demand or on other occasions while often 

responding to demands from customers, due to their willingness to communicate in both directions [19]. 

Added to delivering details on the state of the last mile grid, these instruments can be remotely 

controlled, managed and operated to include updated Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition 

(SCADA) features. This helps promote bi-directional electricity, because end-customers can also sell 

abundant energy from homes, particularly from sources during peak hours, such as sun-based or bio-gas 

sources around the building [10]. Using the IoT smart grid, this can easily track demand and request 

reactions on the smart grid, thereby allowing complex electricity pricing components to be influenced.  

Competitive energy pricing increases peak load management capabilities by charging more significant 

prices on top occasions to discourage consumption and lower prices at off-peak periods, encouraging 

reduced utilization and idle use of electricity [14]. 

The provision of real-time, fast and bi-directional information sharing allows more excellent 

connectivity with end-users of energy. It provides utilities with a critical insight into consumer 

consumption habits that further enhance the interconnected grid [11]. The extensive installation of 

sensors, as well as signal processing and real-time connectivity equipment, helps assess individual grid 

pieces' position. This helps handle energy, plan for future and current opportunities properly and make 
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the transmission lines and transformers function in this manner, contributing to a reliable transfer of 

electricity. These reviews can result in clearly identifying signs of line defects, a decrease in the risk of 

catastrophic failure and a decline in operation and repair costs in these lines, thereby improving the 

unwavering efficiency of the transmission system [8].  

2.2 The Benefits of Smart Grid 

Today, the current grid faces challenges daily; for example, blackouts, current overloading and service 

disruption in a particular area.  However, this is only determined if the end-user files a complaint on the 

occurrence. In contrast, with the implementation of smart monitoring on the grid, we can react 

proactively to the downtimes. Smart grid technology is the key to easy integration and customer 

reliability [8]. This system can solve problems very quickly in a current system since it can reduce the 

workforce and strive for sustainable, effective, secure and quality energy for all consumers.  According 

to [13], [20]-[22], the following are the benefits of smart grid technology. 

Smarter Energy Use: The technology from smart grid helps reduce energy usage and costs by using 

and retaining data. Smart lighting, for example, can be tracked around various areas by using smart 

urban technology, immediately accommodating settings like rain, changing the production to suit traffic 

conditions or time of the day and instantly identifying light outages and fixing them. Users can change 

the temperature of their home thermostats for use in consumer applications when working or on holiday 

[21]. 

Cleaner Energy Use: Smart grid technologies have lower battery requirements, are carbon-efficient and 

are designed to reduce the maximum load of distribution feeders. The US Department of Energy is 

incorporating renewable technologies into its intelligent IoT management framework for sustainable 

solutions. There is an ability to support all levels of the distribution network through integrated wind 

turbines, solar panels, micro-grid technologies and feeder automation systems [13]. 

Lower Costs: Today, power outages and interruptions of the electricity system cost Americans at least 

$150 billion per year and set the price tag of about $500 per person. If the world's population continues 

to expand, the older networks cannot meet growing demands. Smart grids are built to reduce costs by 

monitoring intelligent electricity and redirecting the source from the moment a power failure is detected 

[13]. 

Improved Transportation and Parking: IoT smart sensors can collect data in real-time for drivers and 

authorities to obtain information. Ultimately, this would reduce traffic delays, provide better parking 

options, alert drivers to traffic events and townscape structural damage and allow electronic payment at 

road tolls and car park metres. Future IoT technology is also expected to charge electric vehicles 

wirelessly [20]. 

Assistance in Waste and Water Management: The smart network will benefit smart cities by rising 

their productivity and reducing their waste management solution costs. In order to track inventory and 

minimize fraud, IoT apps can provide real-time data. Cloud-based monitoring and traffic management 

can increase time and scheduling on lorry routes. Smart energy analytics can collect data about water 

flow, pressure, temperature and much more, which allows customers to keep track of their usage 

practises [21]. 

Energy Enablement in Developing Countries: Smart grids could be used to convert power to sparsely 

populated regions from simple on-off electrification methods; for example, from battery-based 

household electrification to neighbourhood grids, which would then connect to national and regional 

grids. These grids would be crucial for the implementation of new energy infrastructures in developing 

countries that are suffering from the consequences of the overflowing population. This will potentially 

pave the way for economic development [22]. 

IoT allows the remote detection and control of smart grid resources through an adaptable communication 

network that enables better synchronization between the physical environment and PC-based control 

systems [12]. This is proven to improve productivity and precision and allow the grid to meet present-

day and future energy needs. However, the advancement of technologies always comes with challenges, 

especially in terms of security. The following section will discuss the IoT security issues in the smart 

grid area.  
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3. RELATED WORKS ON IOT FOR SMART GRID SECURITY ISSUES 

In the literature, the need for detailed investigation of smart grid security issues has been suggested [9]-

[10], [17]. The energy industry is essential, and without doubt, cybersecurity challenges will be present 

and faced by smart grid IoT devices. IoT devices on a grid environment may reach hundreds and 

thousands of tools spanning across the regions; they are most vulnerable to cyberattacks. Malware threat 

is a significant hindrance to efficient information exchange on the IoT [23]. A cyber-attack on these IoT 

devices may cause loss of valuable data or even halt in company production. For example, in 2015, an 

attack on the Ukrainian power grid made it possible for hackers to stop and monitor the network with 

BlackEnergy malware in order to hack the grid and SCADA Network. This resulted in a vast blackout, 

where over 700,000 users did not receive any electricity [24]. This clearly showed that security is a 

significant impediment to the introduction or service of the IoT-based smart grid.  

What makes IoT protection more complicated is the big number of tools deployed which would not add 

security to the devices. Unlike computers, we would be able to reinstall or wipe the entire network, but 

most IoT devices do not support that just yet. A study by Salameh, Dhainat and Benkhelifa [25] showed 

that the efficiency of these wireless network sensor systems varies as many IoT devices are mostly tied 

to the manufacturers. The end consumers do not have access to fiddle with the devices as the 

manufacturers lock them [26]. This paper presents IoT security issues in the smart grid distributed over 

three classifications; firstly the component security issues, secondly the system security issues and 

thirdly the network security issues.  

3.1 Issues of Component Security 

Many experts and engineers have evaluated the safety deficiency of the smart meter.  A malicious code 

attack may disrupt the expected behaviour of the intelligent meter. DOS attacks can be powered to avoid 

the contact of legitimate smart meters with different nodes. For example, an unapproved node can 

perform eavesdropping (passive man-in-the-middle) stealthily to identify sensitive data about the client's 

energy use, current charges and appliances used in the household [8].  Furthermore, an attacker can send 

out false information imitating to be the legitimate smart meter. There is a function in smart meters 

called Remote-Connect-Disconnect. This function enables operators or engineers to collect the 

maintenance information from the meter for troubleshooting purposes. This allows a back door in the 

smart meter itself for the attacker, and the attacker may use this to falsify the data of the meters [17]. 

The IoT smart grid network has been named a home portal, which receives information from the smart 

meter on power usage and shows it on the household's mobile device or even the computer. The home 

app or smart meter provides a service provider with power usage information for budgetary benefit.  

However, eavesdropping will destroy this gateway communication [17]. Another threat is posed by the 

Phasor Measurement Unit (PMU) device, which can gather field estimations sending voltages and 

electrical quantities to the Phasor Data Connector (PDC). The PDC perceives the information from 

various PMUs, mixes it as a single post. 

Moreover, it interacts with other operating domains. A malicious node can spoof PMU attacks, alter 

PMU messages, provide estimated vitality data and even replay PDC and PMU messages. Such attacks 

impact critical decision-making processes, such as fault detection and location of incidents. For instance, 

when an attacker replays an old PMU message that contains vitality estimation misfortunes or line 

blackouts, the operating system may choose to kill the power for a zone [14]. 

3.2 Issues of System Security 

Smart grid operations have a few control frames which with similar goals and specifications.  The 

Energy Management System (EMS) and the Delivery Management System (DMS) will assume 

transmission control and energy dispersal. At the same time, SCADA will assist in electronic power 

systems [5]. Hence, such control and management systems that conduct critical tasks, such as regulating 

voltage, identifying blackouts, transferring power intensity for distribution and transmission of 

electricity, should be protected from attacks. They are vulnerable to malicious node attacks that target 

the DoS control systems, which will later affect their functionality. 

Similarly, a false information attack against a control system will influence the smart grid automated 

decisions. For instance, sending invalid measure energy will affect the distribution and transmission 
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activities.  At the same time, systems depend on false PMU data control choices. A malicious node can 

replay PMU transmission estimation information; thus, the control centre concludes the decision based 

on the PMU data [27]-[28]. Messages are transmitted in multi-hop within the AMI system and 

interchanges between smart meters and the control centre. Therefore, it is possible to accelerate man-in-

the-middle attacks and change the energy consumption data before transmitting messages. Moreover, 

there is a possibility for an attacker to stealth-listening on data trading between the smart meter and the 

control centre through a remote communication channel. 

The Wide Area Monitoring Protection and Control System (WAMPAC) will share information on 

transmission with other control systems, delivering real-time monitoring and warning capability and 

maintaining effective transmission and aggregation of electric grids.  The grouping of attacks indicates 

that the WAMPAC system is additionally vulnerable to Denial-of-Service (DOS) attack.  At the same 

time, applications give real-time activity and performance [27]. DOS attacks can occur in different layers 

of communication. For example, a malicious node can transmit jamming that fills the small-medium 

with noise flags and can severely impact the data in real-time [28]. The jamming attack will harm the 

system's functionality, and an authentic node cannot get messages back. Besides, different kinds of 

assaults; for example, spoofing and man-in-the-middle, can be pushed only as the full or partial channels 

of communication can be jammed. One more aspect to be considered is the malware attack. Malware 

threat is a significant hindrance to efficient information exchange on the IoT, including for the smart 

grid [23]. Modelling malware propagation is one of the most imperative applications aimed at 

understanding the mechanisms for protecting the smart grid environment.   

3.3 Issues of Network Security 

The Neighborhood Area Network (NAN) protects and tracks smart meter connections in a single 

geographical area.  Conventions that are available on NAN systems include the Routing Protocol for 

Low Power and Lossy Networks (RPL), the Minimum Transmission Energy Protocol (MTE) and the 

Ad Hoc on Demand Multipath Distance Vector (AOMDV) [15].  The smart grid network's basic features 

can be targeted under various attacks by the RPL routing protocol for NAN networks. For example, the 

Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) attacks will affect the IoT RPL directing convention. WSN is a group 

of spatially deployed sensor nodes that acknowledge or remotely observe diverse environmental 

variables or natural events. The sensor nodes are used to collect the surrounding natural events, process 

data, respond to base station requests and commands or transmit the data to other neighbour sensors. 

These features indirectly expose WSN to more types of attacks, including DoS attack due to the open 

wireless communication and physical risks [29]. Currently, the Home Area Network (HAN) can handle 

the link between the smart meter and the HAN devices. HAN can use distinctive networking 

technologies, such as Zigbee, Bluetooth and WiFi [3]. Present protection protocols, such as IDS, IPsec, 

VPN and PKI, can be extended to the smart grid; however, it is still inadequate to guarantee that these 

protocols are secured for the smart grid environment. 

In summary, we conclude the possible attack types and their classification associated with the Smart 

Grid IoT implementation in Table 1. 

Table 1. IoT smart grid possible security issue and attack types. 

Security Issue Classification Attacked Type Related Study 

Component Security  Malicious code attack 

 DOS attacks 

 Passive man-in-the-middle 

 False information from smart meter 

 Phasor Measurement Unit (PMU) attack 

 Phasor Data Connector (PDC) attack 

[8], [14], [17] 

System Security  Energy Management System (EMS) attack 

 Delivery Management System (DMS) attack 

 False information attack 

 Man-in-the-middle attacks 

 Stealth-listening 

 WAMPAC system attack 

[5], [23], [27], 

[28] 
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 DOS attack 

 Malware threat 

Network Security  Routing Protocol attack 

 Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) attack 

 DoS attack 

[3],[15], [29] 

Until now, the concept of IoT has concentrated on the demand side, with little attention to the supply 

side. Smart grid technologies all contribute to efficient IoT energy management solutions that are 

currently lacking in the existing security framework. The next section explains the mitigation control 

for the security concerns highlighted. 

4. MITIGATION OF SECURITY CONCERNS 

With the current emerging technology and fast-evolving internet technologies, IoT devices are an 

essential element in the network.  However, with the implementation of IoT with the smart grid, it should 

be further secured and guarded at all times. From the previous discussion on smart grid security issues, 

this paper highlighted a few components that could be implemented to prepare the environment to face 

the attacks over the smart grid network. 

Firstly, a guideline must be established to ensure the rules and regulations of IoT in a smart grid 

environment. This includes access to grants and privileges. Getting these predefined access privileges 

to grid devices and network functionality eliminates the possibility of malicious user access [30]. The 

IoT-based smart grid is a centrally managed and optimized cyber-physical system; access controls are 

necessary to ensure network connectivity to customers and devices. For example, in access control 

aspects, Discretionary Access Control (DAC), Compulsory Access Control (MAC) and Roll-based 

Access Control (RBAC) will extend unwavering consistency and dispense with possible safety hazards.  

While deploying IoT systems, traffic between IoT devices and control centres, including utility-

supported servers, needs to be encrypted. As mentioned by [1], encoding messages using rigorous 

encryption methods is crucial, because it diminishes an intruder's ability to decrypt data or produce 

useful information for trickery. It ensures both material security and secrecy, as it involves identifying 

computers in the system and authorizing what each network machine completes. System authentication 

is typically the central stage of software exchange sessions, often culminating in a shared session key 

for encryption and verification of data packets and maintaining performance validity [31]. Since IoT 

smart grid contact is time-sensitive and traffic-intensive, an authentication scheme will need little 

messaging interaction between grid devices. The authentication process will ensure that the meter will 

not accept commands from an unapproved system. In contrast, the validation process will provide 

identity verification and acceptance. 

IoT systems must be scalable to be upgraded to implement bugs and software upgrades fairly and 

effectively [32]. Unfortunately, most developers now develop software without contemplating applying 

any leap of imagination to update potential firmware [33].  Nonetheless, they will accept that creativity, 

operating systems and computer code look at potential threats and flaws in the future and improvements 

will be made to address these problems. Deploying firmware upgrades can be difficult if not designed 

to provide upgrades.  Given a smart IoT system's sheer size, frequent firmware overhaul upgrades are 

the sensible and rational approach relative to the significant replacement of outdated systems in reach. 

Cybersecurity concerns are significantly heightened when businesses mix modern and old technologies, 

irrespective of overall network security.  Consequently, maintaining a steady protocol that considers 

agile software delivery would cause the network security vulnerability to be closed, thus mitigating 

possible hazards. 

The environmental stability of all grid systems is paramount. The tamper-resistant device can be used 

and integrated into grid segments to avoid unwanted physical entry. Remote exposure by unauthorized 

workers will lead to data stored, such as authorization, identity, use and account details in compromised 

computers [8]. Remote wiping technologies should be set up to uninstall or lock network resources to 

protect confidential private information from leaking because intruders can use them maliciously. It is 

crucial to strengthen the physical security of the facilities, where servers and control rooms are located 

[34]. This provides a focus area from which those intending to damage the network, such as hackers and 

disgruntled former staff, can easily control the entire IoT smart grid.   
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While designing IoT for smart grid applications, integrity and end security will remain the critical factor, 

since the IoT devices may be used for surveillance or law enforcement purposes. Nevertheless, it also 

can be exposed as a double-edged weapon, whereby it can be exploited by a terrorist [10].  Therefore, 

from the beginning, both manufacturers and users should ensure that no bypass or malicious code is 

installed on the smart grid application. They should also ensure that they do not mass-produce devices 

with a single arrangement of default logins and should not render specific logins for each model, because 

this provides an easy opportunity for DoS attacks on the devices. 

DoS attacks are the IoT's most crucial challenge. Thus, a viable network layer programming approach 

is required to prevent DoS assaults [35]. This can be resolved by using the fast hopping Internet Protocol 

(IP). It allows consumers an easy way to cover their contact sessions' content and destination site. This 

is achieved by concealing a server's real IP address behind a large pool of IP, which ultimately impedes 

the detection of network traffic destination through various switches.  The real-time shift in the server's 

IP address happens concurrently with all registered customers and applications.  

5. PROPOSED COMPONENTS TO SECURE SMART GRID WITH IOT 

From the discussion on the IoT smart grid security issues and the suggested mitigation control, this study 

proposes an IoT Smart Grid Security Strengthening model. This model focuses explicitly on 

strengthening because we believe that the initial security aspect has been implemented in both IoT and 

smart grid design. However, due to unexpected cybersecurity threat, specifically on IoT, the additional 

model will be beneficial to ensure security adherence.  Figure 2 shows the proposed model discussed. 

 

Figure 2. IoT smart grid security strengthening model. 

There should be an access control policy in place in the environment.  In that manner, we can avoid 

intruders from gaining physical or logical access to the critical infrastructure, besides encryption. As 

dangerous as the IoT network could get, state-of-the-art encryption on the communication is essential. 

For example, we could use MD5 or SHA 256 or 3DES to encrypt the data that is being stored. Password 

and credential policy plays a vital role. There must be an authentication mechanism in place for the 

systems to recognize and identify legitimate users. The authentication mechanism will then block 

intruders. This will not make it an easy process for intruders to get into the system. There must not be a 

natural or common password being used.  
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As soon as the security patch and updates are installed, they should be considered to be updated on the 

smart meter or IoT devices.  Improper test on the security updates and pieces may break the existing 

equipment. It is highly suggested to test the development environment before implementing the 

production environment, which indirectly allows the closure of backdoors and loopholes in the system. 

Furthermore, there must not be a single loophole or backdoor in the critical infrastructure. The 

fundamental issue to consider is physical defence. As we learn, smart grid SCADA and IoT are the most 

vital technologies. Environmental protection is essential and can be used as first-level security for an 

organization against intruders and natural disasters. Fast-hopping IP implements an innovative Internet 

security solution which should not be neglected. Thus, the network does not use static TCP, which helps 

protect the system and delay the attacker attempt. Tunnelling will be built to protect this vital 

infrastructure further; for example, the IPSEC tunnel or site-to-site tube. It will cover the smart grid 

network from man-in-the-middle-attacks and any other similar attacks. 

Smart electronic devices need end-to-network systems worldwide to protect the smart grid from the 

control centre to the broadcast substations. This technology includes network-level monitoring systems, 

such as Home Access Network (HAN), Neighbourhood Access Network (NAN) and Family Access 

Network (FAN), with endpoint devices, such as smart meters or other Intelligent Electronic Devices 

(IEDs), substations and control centres. A smart grid access system allows for numerous networking 

advancements, such as Zigbee, Wimax and WI-Fi.   

For example, HAN addresses specific mobile gadgets using the Zigbee protocol. Within a Zigbee 

configuration, Particular Zigbee provides different machine security arrangements. Contemplating 

introducing Zigbee security modules to handle Zigbee technology remains a flexible research point 

within the HAN. However, Zigbee specifications are meant for simplified activities, such as remote 

controls.  Zigbee's partnership functions to make the NAN mesh network a standard. The network field 

can establish Wimax-dependent connectivity between remote devices and substations. Thus, 

configuring the similar networking systems used in the smart grid will ensure that the smart grid network 

works to the end of the security infrastructure. 

Furthermore, the use of IPsec convention needs a commitment to incorporate an end-to-end smart grid 

security network. This case involves an IPsec investigation into Zigbee and Wimax. Zigbee has been 

designed for local networks, so web-based apps do not talk explicitly. Not just that; specifically, HAN 

and smart meters require Internet data transmission. The 6LowPAN allows sharing IPv6 packets to and 

from IEEE802.15.4-based systems. If 6LowPAN is used in the home area network, expanded security 

prerequisites must be addressed. Additionally, Wimax's IP-based protection for the FAN network must 

be investigated as an IPsec's configuration in the smart grid network, which may pose several problems 

because it has different specifications. 

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, we highlighted that securing the smart grid network is essential, as the data exchanged is 

sensitive, and the management operations are crucial. The smart grid is spread out in various spaces, as 

heterogeneous devices and systems are used in a distributed manner. We categorized types issues of 

security; firstly component security, secondly system security and thirdly network security. For 

component security, the smart meter is a vital element which is vulnerable to various forms of assaults, 

such as spoofing, eavesdropping, infusing false information and targeting replays. We have also featured 

that an intruder can spoof the smart meter's character to gain access to all home devices.  

For system security and network security, DOS attacks are the frequent attack type that can influence 

control systems rendering devices inaccessible to network demands. Besides, there is also the man-in-

the-middle attack on the AMI network and unique sending assault on conventions that separate an 

excellent hub that does not have the option to reach its neighbours and the control location. Therefore, 

this paper highlighted the essentiality in implementing an end-to-end security engineering, access 

control, physical security, frequent patches and updates, fast hopping IP and tunnelling to protect the 

smart grid. 

The proposed model has the potential to identify threats accurately and can provide an extensive security 

measure when supplied with adequate IoT smart grid equipment. At this moment, this proposed model 

is still at the experimental scope, and it still requires much experimentation to distinguish an optimal 
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parameter with the real IoT smart grid evaluation. The IoT is capable of changing how we think of cities 

around the world. In order to improve and replace old architectures, IoT links people and governments 

to innovative urban solutions by inventing smart grid technologies. Corporations, utilities and private 

citizens that use grid power and thus benefit from the implementation of smart grid technologies by 

municipalities include all residents, urban services and critical infrastructures. The intelligent grid is 

stable, effective, green and good for customers, utility companies and the environment.  
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 ملخص البحث:

-وتعددددددر بالتندددددده بالأ لأندددددده بد دددددد  تعددددددرن  الأشادددددد  بداددددددنتر ت ددددددش  ،ددددددرب ت  ب الأشادددددد   دددددد   بد ددددددت   

باتسددددددوه بامن ددددددعه ردددددد  اددددددلكه باتددددددر    و دددددد   ب  ،تندددددده  الأشادددددد  اددددددتر ه   -باشددددددلكه با  ندددددده

وت لأددددددنك باشددددددلكه با  ندددددده   ددددددا ،ق ددددددن  بد وددددددت  با  ندددددده   تامتددددددت ن  با  ندددددده  وبامشدددددد ق   

  ،تالأشب ل  هات نل ر  بالتا بالأ لأنه باوتصوباتنبقل وغنش ت  رع و ند ب

وتجددددر  ب اددددت   باددددا ر  بدرددددت   تاددددش بانددددل   ددددا راددددل باشددددتغل بد،ددددش  بادددد ك  عندددد  ب  ددددلأتلت  

 وب ع باتطتق وبالأشتنب باملأع   ،شؤ ه  لٍ ر   الأشا  بدانتر وباشلكه با  نه  

مدددددد  راامدددددده تشردددددد   دددددد   بان قدددددده باددددددا م ددددددا بامشددددددكق  وبالأ ددددددر ت  بامشتلطدددددده ،تدرددددددت  

باشدددددددلكه با  نددددددده  وقدددددددر ر ددددددديش  بار ب ددددددده  ددددددد  رسدددددددت ل رلأعدددددددرد   مكتتدددددددت  - الأشاددددددد  بدادددددددنتر 

تصدددددتنيوت مدددددد  سددددددقل م ددددددت ت رسددددددت ل رلأع تدددددده ،تامكناددددددت   ور ددددددش  رلأع تدددددده ،تداامدددددده  وستا دددددده 

رلأع تددددددده ،تاشدددددددلكه  و،تدددددددترح   دددددددا  ادددددددل   تلأدددددددش  بالدددددددت  ن   طدددددددهح ا لأوينددددددد  رددددددد  بامشدددددددكق  

 -رامددددددن فٍ ا  يددددددتن   ددددددا ررددددددت  باامدددددده  الأشادددددد  بداددددددنتر  باوتضددددددعه ا ر ب دددددده   لددددددش تصددددددمن 

 باشلكه با  نه 
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ABSTRACT 

Deep Learning (DL) techniques were successfully applied to solve challenging problems in the field of Natural 

Language Processing (NLP). Since source code and natural text share several similarities, it was possible to 

adopt text classification techniques, such as word embedding, to propose DL-based Automatic Vulnerabilities 

Prediction (AVP) approaches. Although the obtained results were interesting, they were not good enough 

compared to those obtained in NLP. In this paper, we propose an improved DL-based AVP approach based on 

the technique of character n-gram embedding. We evaluate the proposed approach for 4 types of vulnerabilities 

using a large c/c++ open-source codebase. The results show that our approach can yield a very excellent 

performance which outperforms the performances obtained by previous approaches. 

KEYWORDS 

Software security, Vulnerability detection, Deep features learning, Character N-gram embedding. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Disastrous consequences related to exploiting software vulnerabilities can be avoided if these 

vulnerabilities are early detected and fixed before software deliverance. Many solutions to automatic 

vulnerabilities prediction (AVP) have been proposed. Manual vulnerable code detection is very hard 

and very costly, especially when dealing with software with a large codebase. These solutions aim to 

assist developers and minimize costs related to detection and fixing of vulnerabilities by letting them 

focus their effort and time on the components (files, classes or functions) that are most probable to be 

vulnerable. Researchers have proposed several approaches to develop vulnerability prediction models 

(VPMs) that are cable of discriminating vulnerable components from clean components. The most 

important works were to propose data-driven approaches based on using software attributes, such as 

software metrics with machine learning (ML) techniques to build VPMs. The major limitation of these 

approaches lies in the fact that important semantic and syntactic characteristics of the code that may 

give insight about vulnerabilities cannot be captured by using only static code attributes.  

Motivated by the success of using deep learning (DL) techniques in other fields, such as natural 

language processing (NLP) and image processing, researchers in recent research works (see related 

work section) in the field of AVP begin to apply DL techniques to predict and locate vulnerabilities. 

Since source code shares several characteristics of the natural text and the same thing is valid for 

programming language and natural language (both have: vocabulary, syntactic and semantic 

characteristics, …etc), researchers have proposed to deal with source code written in a programming 

language like dealing with the natural text of a natural language. Therefore, techniques used in some 

applications of NLP, such as text classification, are adopted in the field of AVP to predict and locate 

vulnerabilities: classifying source code entities (file, function or slices) as vulnerable or clean (Figure 

1). More specifically, the techniques, such as word embedding and bag-of-word used in NLP to 

automatically extract features from the natural text, are applied to automatically extract features from 

the source code. The automatically-extracted features are then used as input for a classifier based on 

machine learning (ML), which classifies source code as vulnerable or clean (Figure 1: solid lines). In 

DL-based approaches, the output of the first step of feature extraction (the input vectors) is passed to a 

deep neural network (DNN) to learn more hidden features (deep features). Since the important hidden 
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features which become the actual classifier inputs are learned via the DNN, the first step of feature 

extraction (word embedding, bag-of-word, …etc) is considered in the DL-based approach as input 

vectorization.  

Two main DL-based approaches are proposed (Figure 1: dashed lines). In the first approach, a DNN is 

used to deeply learn hidden features from the vectorized inputs and predict vulnerabilities (i.e., as a 

classifier), while in the second approach, a DNN is only used to learn hidden features which are then 

used as inputs (features) for an ML-based classifier that predicts vulnerabilities.  

 

Figure 1. Vulnerabilities prediction approaches inspired by NLP techniques (dashed lines: DL-based 

approach, solid lines: ML-based approach ) (1: learning deep hidden features, 2: classification ). 

Source code and natural text have main similarities that make it possible to adopt techniques used in 

NLP also in AVP. The most important adopted technique is the word embedding technique. The word 

or token embedding allows representing the words of a text in the form of vectors suitable to be 

processed by DNNs. The efficiency of this method compared to other methods, such as Bag-of-Word, 

is that it allows preserving semantic and syntactic information of words. On the other hand, there are 

characteristics which are specific to source code, making obtaining good performance very 

challenging. The most important characteristic is the large vocabulary and the rare words that can have 

source code. To address this problem, researchers proposed to apply vocabulary reduction methods. 

These methods allowed them to initiate using word embedding on the code, but at the expense of 

reduced performance. This represents a limitation, because these methods can cause a significant loss 

of valuable information related to vulnerabilities.  

This research aims to address this limitation by proposing a code embedding solution that can be 

applied without reducing vocabulary, thus improving the vulnerability detection performance. The 

proposed approach lies in using N-gram-based embeddings at the character level. Compared with 

previous methods, the proposed embedding method can be applied without reducing vocabulary and 

enables the semantics of sub-tokens to be learned, which can avoid out-of-vocabulary tokens, thus 

reducing the possibility of information loss. Besides, we embed code at the slice granularity level, 

which allows the vulnerable code to be precisely identified. 

The contribution of this work is two-fold: 

 Proposing and evaluating an efficient and effective input vectorization approach based on the 

character n-gram embedding technique proposed by the Facebook research team [1]. The 

proposed approach allowed us to improve the performance of vulnerability detection.  

 Proposing and making publically available a dataset generated following the proposed 

approach. This dataset can be used by other researchers in other research works or to train 

concrete vulnerability detection systems. 
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we present the most relevant related 

works, while in Section 3, we describe the proposed approach and in Section 4, we present the 

experimental evaluation. In Section 5, we discuss the obtained results, while in Section 6, we highlight 

the limitations of the study and in Section 7, we summarize the work done in this study and indicate 

some perspectives for future works. 

2. RELATED WORK 

In this section, we present the most related works in the field of vulnerability prediction. To show the 

difference and the contribution of the recent DL-based approach, we begin by briefly presenting the 

previous ML/static-code-attributes-based approaches in the first sub-section, then in the second sub-

section, we present DL/automatically-learned-features approaches. For the sake of brevity, we will 

focus only on the works that used the technique of word embedding to represent source code. 

2.1 Traditional ML-based Approaches 

Applying traditional ML techniques to predict software vulnerabilities has attracted the attention of 

several researchers. Indeed, considerable research works have been done to propose automatic 

vulnerability prediction (AVP) approaches based on machine learning (ML) and manually-defined 

static code features, such as software metrics ([2]–[9]) and text-based features [7], [10]. These works 

were motivated by the success of similar works [11]–[15] that have been done to predict software 

defects and by the fact that several code attributes, such as complexity, size and coupling (which can 

be quantified by corresponding software metrics), are proven in practice to be correlated to 

vulnerabilities. As reported in [16], the task of defining features is tedious, subjective and sometimes 

error-prone because of the complexity of the problem. This means that the quality of the resulting 

features and therefore the effectiveness of the resulting detection system varies with the individuals 

who define them. Another major drawback of these approaches lies in the fact that important semantic 

and syntactic characteristic of the code, which may give insight about vulnerabilities, cannot be 

captured by using only static code attributes. Another limitation of these approaches inherited by the 

coarse granularity level (file, class and method), in which software metrics are calculated, is that 

vulnerabilities cannot be located in much fine granularity. Recent works have tried to improve these 

approaches. Researchers in [9] have tried to combat the limitation of coarse granularity by proposing 

to calculate metrics at the slice granularity which allowed to improve the performance of the proposed 

VPMs (Precision: 95.1%, Recall: 95.0% FN Rate: 4.91%) and to locate with much precision the 

vulnerable lines. Other studies, such as [17]-[18], investigated using the automatically-learned features 

to build prediction models. However, the ML-based approaches still suffer from the missing semantic 

and syntactic features of the code and cannot learn deeply hidden features of the code which may 

exhibit a better way of characteristics of vulnerabilities. This is why in recent studies, researchers 

begin to use DL in AVP to benefit from the power of DL in learning hidden features. The most 

important of these studies are presented in the next sub-section. 

2.2 DL-Based Approaches 

DL techniques have been successfully applied to solve challenging problems in fields, such as NLP 

and image processing. Motivated by this success, researchers of the field of AVP in recent years begin 

investigating the application of DL techniques to predict and locate vulnerabilities in source code. The 

researchers’ aim was essentially to benefit from the power of DNNs to learn deep hidden features that 

can perfectly characterize the vulnerable code, which was impossible using classic ML techniques, as 

well as to use them as a classifier (Figure 2).  

Unlike the ML-based approach where several works have been carried out, few researchers have 

addressed AVP using DL techniques. The first use of DL in AVP was done by Catal et al. in [19]-[20]. 

In the first study, they conducted a literature review to investigate DL algorithms that can be applied in 

AVP. They concluded that, depending on the availability of the data, different kinds of DL algorithms 

can be applied in AVP: supervised learning models, unsupervised deep learning models or semi-

supervised learning. In the second study, they proposed a web service-based VPM to predict 

vulnerable files of web applications. They used a dataset [21] proposed by [7] to train several machine 

learning techniques that exist in the Azure Machine Learning Studio environment and a Multi-Layer 
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Perceptron (MLP). They reported that the best performance (AUC: 76,5%) is achieved by the MLP. 

The type of VPMs’ inputs was a set of code metrics. Researchers in [22] also used software metrics 

with DL to predict vulnerabilities. The authors investigated the usefulness of using software metrics as 

input for DNNs to locate vulnerabilities. Researchers reported that they used a large dataset [23] 

suitable for DL. The code metrics used as inputs for the DNNs (MLP and LSTM) were calculated at 

the slice ([24]–[26]) granularity level which allows them to locate the vulnerable lines of code. Based 

on comparing the obtained results (Recall: 73.9%, Precision: 74.4% and FN Rate: 26.14%) with the 

results reported by similar works that adopted techniques used in the field of NLP, the authors 

concluded that software metrics represent good -but not the best- data to use with DL-based 

approaches in AVP and that software metrics are more suitable for ML-based approaches which gave 

them very good results (Recall: 93.7%, Precision: 93.2% and FN Rate: 6.25%).  

 

Figure 2. Using DNNs to predict vulnerabilities. 

As we said before, the similarities between source code and the natural text have motivated 

researchers in the field of AVP to adopt techniques used in NLP to predict vulnerabilities. Essentially, 

techniques, such as word or token embedding used in NLP to “vectorize” inputs (representing text as 

vectors suitable to be used as inputs for DNNs), were adopted by recent works [16], [18], [27]–[30] to 

represent source code as vectors. The DNNs are used to learn from the vectorized inputs deep hidden 

features of the code that are related to vulnerabilities (Figure 1). Z. Li et al. in their works [16], [28]-

[29] used the word2vec tool [31]-[32] which is based on using NNs to learn a vector representation of 

the word that preserves its semantic meaning based on its context, starting from the idea that words 

with similar meanings will tend to appear in contexts with similar words.  Researchers in [18], [27] 

used custom embedding techniques inspired by previous works done on sentence classification, such 

as [33].  

In all of these studies, token embedding was at the token level. This means that a distinct vector is 

assigned to each token in the training set. For an embedding model to be efficient and effective, it 

must provide representation for all or at least most of the words that compose the vocabularies. In 

AVP, this represents a challenging problem to solve, because source code may have very large 

vocabularies and many rare words induced by the fact that ways of writing code, especially the task of 

naming variables and functions, vary from developer to developer. To combat this problem, 

researchers used techniques to reduce vocabulary size by mapping user-defined variables and 

functions and all literal values (number and string) to special tokens. For example, in [18], all integers, 

real numbers, exponential notation and hexadecimal numbers are replaced with a generic <num> token 

and constant strings are replaced with a generic <str> token. Also, all rare tokens (e.g. occurring only 

once in the corpus) and tokens which exist in test sets but do not exist in the training set are replaced 

with a special token <unk>. In [16], [28]-[29], all user-defined variables and functions were mapped to 

representations, such as VAR1, VAR2, FUN1, FUN2, …etc. 

Using these techniques, researchers were able to reduce the vocabularies size and partially benefit 

from the power of token embedding. However, these techniques of reducing vocabularies may lead to 
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a very important loss of information by abstracting away certain syntactic and semantic characteristics 

of the code that are useful for vulnerability detection, which represents a limitation. To the best of our 

knowledge, no recent work has addressed this limitation. Instead, in recent works, researchers tried to 

address other aspects of DL-based AVP. In [30], researchers studied the cross-domain AVP. They 

proposed and evaluated a method to learn cross-domain representations in a range of cross-domain 

settings, including cross-project, cross-vulnerability and prediction of recent software vulnerabilities.  

Researchers in [34] addressed the problem of class imbalance between vulnerable code and non-

vulnerable code. A new fuzzy oversampling method is proposed to rebalance the training data. In [35], 

both cross-project and class imbalance problems were studied.  

To fill the research gap highlighted in the previous paragraph, we propose in this study an improved 

DL-based approach to detect vulnerabilities. Instead of reducing vocabularies and using token-level 

embedding, we propose an approach based on the works [1], [36] done by Facebook AI Research. The 

proposed approach is presented in detail in the next section. 

3. PROPOSED APPROACH 

The proposed approach is adopted from the communally used approach described in Figure1 (dashed 

lines) which was inspired by the previous works in the field of NLP. In our approach, DNNs are used 

to learn deep hidden features and as a classifier Figure 2 (approach 1). The different aspects of the 

proposed approaches: granularity level and input vectorization, are described in the following sub-

sections. 

 3.1 Granularity Level 

In previous studies of AVP, whether ML-based or DL-based, researchers investigated vulnerabilities 

prediction at different levels of granularity: file [7]-[8], [18], function/method [27], [37] and slice [9], 

[16], [22], [28]-[29]. Prediction at a coarse level (file and function) does not locate the vulnerable lines 

of code; instead, it can identify the components (files or functions) that require more focus from 

developers, which is less useful especially when the components are very large. Because the objective 

of the AVP is to assist developers and minimize the costs of vulnerabilities detection by minimizing 

the human intervention as much as possible, these coarse granularity levels are to be avoided. 

A slice is a reduced version (few lines of code) of a source component automatically-extracted from 

the original component by analyzing its data flow and control flow in respecting a slicing criterion 

[25]. Slicing is useful in several software engineering applications, such as debugging, program 

comprehension and change impact prediction because it can give insight into multiple behavioral 

aspects of the source entity, such as all lines that change the value of a variable or that participate in 

computing the return value of a function [38]. In AVP, this can be useful, for example, to get all 

statements that are related to critical function calls (memory management, string manipulation, …etc.).  

 

Figure 3. The adopted granularity level. 

This way, only lines of code that are related to vulnerabilities can be extracted and analysed, which 

leads to indicate the exact location of vulnerabilities [22]. 
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Currently, the slice level is the finest level of granularity to locate vulnerabilities. Predicting the status 

of a slice (clean or vulnerable) is just like locating the vulnerable lines (that the vulnerable slices 

contain) (Figure 3). Therefore, the slice level of granularity is adopted in this study. 

3.2 Input Vectorization 

As shown in Figure 3, a detection system built based on our proposed approach will take as input the 

source code of a software component (s) (file(s) or function(s)) and give in the output the vulnerable 

lines (those lines that compose the slices predicted as vulnerable). Since the prediction (deep features 

learning + classification) is made via DNNs, the source code of each extracted slice must be converted 

into vectors suitable to be used as input for DNNs (Figure 4, solid lines).  

 

Figure 4. The proposed input vectorization approach (VTi means the vector representation of the ith 

token). 

We aim to benefit from the power of embedding techniques to vectorize source code without losing 

useful semantic and syntactic information related to vulnerabilities induced by reducing vocabularies 

techniques. To achieve this aim, instead of reducing the vocabularies and applying token-level 

embedding as it was done in previous works (see related works section), we adopted solution  [1], [36]  

proposed by the NLP community to deal with the embedding task in languages with large vocabularies 

that contain many rare words which is the case with source code. The strength of the solution 

proposed by [1] lies in using character n-gram-based embedding, which means that every token is 

embedded using all its character n-gram (sub-tokens). This has two advantages:  

 Avoiding vocabulary reduction, because it is possible to embed almost any token using 

vectors of its sub-tokens. 

 Enriching semantic information of tokens by the information of their sub-tokens. 

In our approach, a very light pre-processing (removing comments and lowercasing the code) is made 

on the source code before transforming it into a set of tokens. Then, all the tokens are embedded using 

a pre-trained embedding model which gives a set of vectors.  Because on one hand, the DNNs take as 

input vectors with fixed size and on the other hand slices may contain a variable number of tokens, we 

relied on the principle of sentence embedding to get a fixed-length that represents the slice (which is 

considered as a sentence). This can be done using a very simple approach, such as summing or 

averaging all token vectors of the sentence [39] or with sophisticated approaches, such as the approach 

proposed in [40]. We applied the simple approach by averaging all the token vectors of a slice to get 

its vector representation. 
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4. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION 

In this section, we present the experiments conducted to evaluate our proposed approach. We begin by 

presenting the data preparation in 4.1 and then in 4.2, we present the implementation and architecture 

of the DNNs and finish by presenting the performance evaluation. 

4.1 Data Preparation 

To carry out the experiments, we prepared a dataset generated following the steps of the proposed 

input vectorization approach (Figure 4). The prepared dataset is then used to train and validate the 

DNNs to detect vulnerabilities. Before presenting our dataset, we begin by briefly describing the 

original dataset from which we retained the labeled source codes used to generate our dataset. 

4.1.1 Slices Dataset 

The labeled source codes from which we generated the dataset are retained from a dataset proposed by 

[28] which is publically available in [41]. The original dataset contains 420627 labeled slices, 

including 56395 vulnerable slices and 364232 clean slices.  The slices were generated based on 1591 

open-source C/C++ programs from the National Vulnerability Database (NVD) and 14,000 programs 

from the Software Assurance Reference Dataset (SARD). For the sake of brevity, the process of 

extracting and labeling the slices will not be described here. For more information about that process, 

see the slices dataset in [28]. We have chosen this dataset because it meets our needs: 

 The source codes are organized inside the dataset in the form of labeled slices. 

 Several types of vulnerabilities are considered (Library/API function call, array usage, pointer 

usage and arithmetic expression-related vulnerabilities). 

 The dataset is very large, which makes it very suitable for DL techniques. 

 On the contrary to other proposed datasets, the labeling process is based on real vulnerability 

reports mined from famous vulnerability databases, such as NVD, which is more efficient than 

using static analyzer tools to label source codes which can lead to mislabeling the source 

entities, because these tools can make high false-positive/negative reports. 

4.1.2 Embedding Model Preparation  

The proposed dataset contains two parts. The first part (vector dataset), which is used to train and 

validate the proposed DL-based VPMs, contains the vector representations and the class labels 

(Vulnerable/Clean) of each slice from the slices that exist in the original dataset. As shown in Figure 

4, the vector representations are calculated based on the pre-trained embedding model. This model is 

prepared and trained using the second part of the dataset.  

The data used to train the embedding model contains the tokenized slices (the tokens) without class 

labels. To prepare this data, we developed a C++ parser to parse the original dataset and do the 

following steps :  

1. Extracting the slice. 

2. Applying a minimalist pre-processing (removing comments if any). 

3. Tokenizing the slice. 

4. Composing a dataset line by gathering the tokens (separated by spaces) and adding it to the 

dataset. 

5. Repeating the above steps for all the slices of the original dataset. 

Using this data and the fastText tool [1], [36], we built the embedding model. The most important 

parameters of the model are its dimension (dim) and the range of size for the subwords (the minimum 

character n-grams size (minn) and the maximal character n-grams size (maxn)). The dimension 

controls the size of the vectors, where the larger they are, the more information they can capture, but 

the model requires more data to be learned. The range of size for the subwords controls the character 

n-grams that can be extracted from the tokens [42]. Building the embedding model with the defaults 

recommends that the values of these two parameters (dim:100, minn:3 and maxn:6) were very 

sufficient (see results section). However, since the size of the vectors also controls the architecture of 
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DNNs (the number of neurons in the input layer = the size of the vectors), we built two other models 

with the size of the vectors of 50 and 200. The other parameters related to training the models were 

also set to their default recommended values: 5 for the number of epochs and 0.05 for the learning 

rate. 

4.1.3 Vectors Dataset (The Proposed Dataset)  

To predict the status (vulnerable or clean) of a slice, its vector representation is extracted and passed to 

the trained DNN which learns more deep hidden features from the input vector and classifies them 

(Figure 4). To train the DNN, we prepared a labeled dataset that contains all the vector representations 

of the slices which exist in the original dataset with their class label (vulnerable or clean). As we 

mentioned before, the vectors are calculated based on the built embedding model. We developed a 

Java application to generate the dataset. The application is based on the Java implementation of the 

fastText API provided by the famous deep learning library Deeplearning4J [43]. The dataset contains 

a total number of 420627 instances, including 56395 instances with the ‘vulnerable’ class label and 

364232 instances with the ‘clean’ class label. Detailed descriptive statistics by each type of 

vulnerabilities can be observed in Table 1. 

Table 1.  Descriptive statistics about the proposed dataset. 

Type of vulnerabilities Number of instances 

with class label 

(vulnerable) 

Number of instances 

with class label (clean) 

Total 

Part1: Function Call (FC) 13603   50800   64403 

Part2: Array Usage (AU) 10926 31303 42229 

Part3: Pointer Usage (PU) 28391 263450 291841 

Part4: Arithmetic Expression 

(AE) 

3475 18679 22154 

Total 56395  364232 420627 

The embedding models and all the tools developed and used to generate them are made publically 

available in the public Github repository [44] for researchers who may want to replicate the study or to 

use it in other works. 

4.2 DL-based VPM Construction and Evaluation 

4.2.1 DL-based VPM Construction 

We used the implementation of the Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) provided by the Java API of the 

WekaDeeplearning4J package [45] to construct our DL-based VPMs. This package provides a rich 

API inherited from the Weka API [46] and the Deeplearning4J library that facilitate not only the 

construction and the validation of a prediction model, but also the deployment of the built models in a 

concrete Java application to be used in production.  

The effectiveness of the deep hidden features learning and consequently the overall prediction 

performance of the DL-based VPMs can be affected by several parameters related to the used DNN 

architecture: number of hidden layers, number of neurons in each layer, …etc. and the parameters 

related to the training process: learning rate, number of epochs, …etc. We considered all these 

parameters when conducting experiments. Some of these parameters, such as the learning rate, were 

set to their recommended values based on previous similar studies and what experts in the field of DL 

recommend. Other parameters, such as those related to the DNN architecture, were tuned 

experimentally. For example, when tuning the number and the size (in terms of the number of 

neurons) of the hidden layers, we started with simple architecture and each time we increased the 

complexity of the architecture, we observed the obtained results until we got the best performance. 

4.2.2 VPM Evaluation 

To accurately evaluate our DL-based VPMs and avoid the possibility of obtaining biased results, we 

used the technique of K-fold cross-validation to train and validate them. Using this technique, the 

dataset is randomly divided into K folds of equal sizes. K-1 folds are retained and used as the training 
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set and the remaining fold is used as the testing set. This process is repeated such that all folds are 

used as the testing set and also as part of the training set. The final performance results are then 

calculated by averaging the results of all the iterations. Because our dataset is large enough, we set the 

value of K to 3. This allowed us to get very good results and reduce computation time. 

A perfect VPM must have the following features:  

 The VPM must predict as vulnerable only the actually vulnerable source entities. If this 

feature is not sufficiently achieved (i.e., the model leverages high false-positive predictions), 

the costs of vulnerability detection will not be minimized, since developers will still waste 

time and effort in looking for vulnerabilities in non-vulnerable source entities. This 

characteristic can be measured by the metric of the False Positives Rate (FPR). 

 The VPM must not miss any vulnerability. This characteristic is very important, because if it 

is altered, vulnerabilities will be delivered with the software and can be exploited, which can 

lead to disastrous security issues. This characteristic can be measured by the metric of the 

False Negatives Rate (FNR). 

 The VPM must make a precise and effective prediction. This characteristic can be measured 

by metrics, such as Precision or Recall. 

Since obtaining a perfect VPM (FPR=0%, FNR=0% and Precision=100%) is impossible in practice, 

the objective is to minimize as much as possible the FPR and the FNR and to maximize as much as 

possible Precision. These metrics can be calculated from the outputs of the VPM: True Positive (TP), 

True Negative (TN), False Positive (FP) and False Negative (FN). The descriptions and the formulae 

of these metrics are shown in Table 2. For the sake of completeness, we also considered reporting in 

the results section, the obtained performance in terms of additional performance metrics that are 

communally reported in related works. 

Table 2. The performance metrics. 

Metric Formula Description 

Precision TP
*100

TP+FP  

The percentage of instances classified as positives and are actually 

positives. 

FP Rate FP
*100

FP+TN  

The percentage of positives that are falsely classified as real 

negatives. 

FN Rate FN
*100

FN+TP  

The percentage of negatives that are falsely classified as real 

positives. 

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In Table 3, we report the obtained results in terms of the main performance metrics which we based 

our work on, in order to draw the conclusions: Precision (the higher the better), FPR and FNR (the 

lower the better). For the sake of completeness and for comparing the obtained results with the 

reported results in similar works,  we report in Table 4 the obtained results in terms of additional 

performance metrics: Recall and F1 (the higher the better).  

These results were obtained using a Multi-Layer Perceptron with the following architecture: 1 input 

layer with 100 neurons, 3 hidden layers with 128, 64 and 32 neurons and an output layer with 2 

neurons. The MLP was trained and validated using the proposed dataset and 3-fold cross-validation. 

The parameters related to the training algorithm were set as follows (learning rate: 0,01, batch 

size:128) and the other parameters were set to their default recommended values (more information 

about these defaults recommended values can be found in the documentation of the Java API of 

Wekadeeplearning4j [47]). When carrying out the experiments, we begin by using the first part of the 

dataset which is related to the FC vulnerabilities to tune experimentally the DNN’s hyperparameter 

related to the number of epochs to train through and the size of the vectors for the dataset. We used 

only the FC part due to computational constraints. For the sake of showing the impact of these 

parameters on the VPM performance, we report results for different values of these parameters in the 

first rows of Table 3 and Table 4 for the number of epochs and in Table 6 for the size of the vectors. 
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Table 3.  Results. 

Vulnerabilities No. of epochs Precision (%) FP Rate (%) FN Rate (%) 

 

FC 

100 95,1 13,25 4,84 

500 96,8 8,30 3,12 

1000 97,1 7,66 2,87 

AE 1000 98,0 7,48 1,93 

AU 1000 97,1 6,36 2,86 

PU 1000 98,6 5,51 1,44 

Table 4.  Results in terms of additional performance indicators. 

Vulnerabilities No. of epochs F1 (%) Recall (%) 

 

FC 

100 95,06 95,2 

500 96,84 96,9 

1000 97,1 97,1 

AE 1000 98.04 98,1 

AU 1000 97,1 97,1 

PU 1000 98,55 98,6 

As can be seen in Table 3 and Table 4, the obtained performances in terms of all the performance 

metrics (whether the main ones or the additional ones) and for all the studied types of vulnerabilities 

(FC, AE, AU and PU) are very excellent. Indeed, the obtained precision was between 97,1% and 

98,6%, the FNR was between 2,87% and 1,44% and the FPR was between 7,66% and 5,51%, which is 

very promising and outperformed the obtained performances in the previous works that used the same 

original dataset and the same granularity level (slice) ([16], [29]) and others ([18], [27])  that used 

different datasets and different granularity levels (Table 5). We believe that this performance 

improvement is due to the two strengths of the proposed input vectorization approach, which were 

missing in the previous approaches. The first is embedding the source code without reducing the 

vocabulary, which led to preserving all semantic and syntactic information of the source code related 

to vulnerabilities. The second is that this information is enriched by embedding source code in 

character n-gram level, because each token is embedded using its sub-tokens. For example, 

considering a token named “BufferSize”, using the technique of character n-gram embedding, this 

token will be embedded using all its character n-gram, including “Buffer” and “Size”, which means 

that two important things are granted. The first is that even if the token “BufferSize” does not exist in 

the training set, it will be possible to get its vector representation from its sub-tokens vector 

representations. The second is that the overall semantic meaning of the original token “BufferSize” 

will be enriched by the semantic meaning of its sub-tokens, including “Buffer” and “Size”.  

We observed that the obtained values in terms of FPR were slightly higher when compared to the 

obtained values in terms of FNR (5,51% vs 1,44%). We confirm what other researchers [29] 

concluded about this situation. Indeed, improving the performance of a VPM in terms of one of these 

two metrics can affect its performance in terms of the other. As we mentioned before and as it is clear 

in Table 6, our obtained results outperformed the reported results of all the previous studies in terms of 

all performance metrics, except in terms of FPR. While we obtained in the best case 5,51%, 

researchers in [29] reported a value of 1,4%. The reported value is better than what we got, but it 

comes at the cost of much higher FNR (5,6%) than what we got (1,44%). In vulnerability prediction, 

the negative impact of FNR is much important than the negative impact of FPR. This is because FPR 

impacts the effectiveness of the model in terms of the cost of detection, while FNR impacts its 

effectiveness in the side of letting vulnerabilities undiscovered, which is very dangerous. Therefore, 

we believe that the advantages in terms of a lower FNR far outweigh the disadvantages concerning the 

slightly higher FPR. 

We observed also that all the best values for all the experimental cases were obtained using the part of 

the dataset that is related to PU vulnerabilities. Since this part is the larger one in the dataset (see 

Table1), we believe that this was due to the sufficient amount of data that this part contains, which let 

the DNN learn more efficiently than with the other parts. This lets us conclude that sufficient labeled 

data is very important when using the DL technique to predict vulnerabilities. 
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Table 5. Comparison with the reported results of previous studies. 

Study Granularity level Vocabulary reducing Vectorization / Technique Performances  (%) 

[16] Slice yes word2vec-based techniques / 

(Token level) 

-FPR: 5,7 

-FNR: 7,0 

-P: 88,1 

-R: / 

-F1: 90,5 

[29] Slice yes word2vec-based techniques / 

(Token level) 
-FPR: 1,4 

-FNR: 5,6  

-P: 90,8 

-R: / 

-F1: 92,6 

[27] Function yes Custom embedding 

technique / 

(Token level) 

-FPR: / 

-FNR: / 

-P:  / 

-R: / 

-F1:  84,0 

[18] File yes Custom embedding 

technique / 

(Token level) 

-FPR: / 

-FNR:/ 

-P: 92,0 

-R:93,0 

-F1 :91,0 

Our 

Study 

Slice no fastText-based embedding 

/ 

(Character n-gram level) 

-FPR : 5,51 

-FNR :1,44 

-P :98,6 

-R :98,6 

-F1 : 98,55 

Table 6. Results for different vector sizes. 

Vector size Precision (%) FP Rate (%) FN Rate (%) Recall (%) F1 (%) 

50 96,3 09,37 03,68 96,3 96,27 

100  97,1 7,66 2,87 97,1 97,1 

200 97,3 07,49 02,67 97,3 97,29 

To investigate the impact of the size of the vectors on the VPM performances, we pre-trained 3 

embedding models with 3 different values of the vector size parameter: 50,100 and 200. Then, we 

used the pre-trained models to prepare 3 datasets. The prepared datasets were then used to train and 

validate 3 VPMs. The obtained results are shown in Table 6. As can be seen, there were no significant 

differences between the 3 VPMs performances. This can be interpreted by the fact that models with 

higher vectors size (>200) need very big training data to capture much useful vector representation. 

Finally, we can conclude that the difference in performances (Precision: +0.2%, FPR: -0,17%, FNR: -

0,2%) obtained by increasing the vector size to 200  is not worth the constrains in terms of increasing 

the model size induced by increasing the size of the vectors. That way in this study, we opted for 100 

as the size of the vectors.  

5.1 Limitations 

We are aware that our work may have the following limitations: 

 Since the original dataset from which we generated the data used to evaluate the proposed 

approach is limited to C/C++ code, we cannot conclude that the approach is suitable for other 

types of applications that are written in other languages. Evaluating the proposed approach for 

these types of applications represents an intersecting open problem for future research works. 

 As the focus of the study was on proposing an input vectorization approach, we used only one 

DNN model, the MLP. Even though the obtained results using this model were very sufficient, 

other DNN models, such as RNN and CNN, must be considered in future works. 

 We evaluated our approach for 4 types of vulnerabilities using binary classification. A 

multiclass classification will be a better choice for future works. 

 More types of vulnerabilities must be considered in future works. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper investigated predicting vulnerabilities using the technique of deep learning. We aimed at 

improving the communally adopted approach in recent similar works which was inspired by the 

previous application of DL in NLP.  Our contribution was to propose an efficient input vectorization 

approach based on embedding source code in the character n-gram level. Using the proposed approach 

with DNNs, we were able to efficiently learn deep hidden features and detect vulnerabilities with 

much better accuracy. The strengths of our method lie in preserving and enriching semantic and 

syntactic information related to vulnerabilities that can be extracted from the code. Indeed, the 

achieved performance outperformed those obtained in previous similar works, which means that our 

method represents a valuable alternative to the input vectorization methods used in previous works.  

As part of this research, we proposed a dataset extracted from a labeled and large C/C++ codebase. 

The dataset was prepared based on the proposed input vectorization approach. We make it with other 

important data publically available for the community. As part of the future works and since the 

results obtained have been very promising, we plan to implement the proposed approach in a concrete 

solution that can be used in production. The solution can be in the form of a standalone AVP tool or an 

IDE plug-in. Improving further the proposed approach by addressing the limitations and the open 

research problems indicated in the previous section and considering more code structure for learning 

more comprehensive program semantics that is suitable for AVP, represent subjects for interesting 

future works a well. 
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 ملخص البحث:

لقدددم بدددح  تطددد تق بات دددّ بقت ددد ي  لدددالمشكح  لمت دددّ لتدددا  لتيدددالي  لاددد  بيددداا بتدددم  يق  ددد   طددد    م لطددد  

 لشغدددد ي  لات م دددد . ن رددددل ص ر  ا ددددل  لتيددددما ن لددددت   لات مدددد   يددددال     دددد   ددددم   دددد   ر دددد ا 

طدددل ق  لاقادددل ت - ثدددا بندددت    لاشتددد ي  - لتايددد    ق  قدددم ع اددد    اتددد   بقت ددد ي بيدددت    لتيددد   

. ن شدددل  لدددلأح  ددد  ع   لتاددد    ثغل ي  لتل ط ددد ح  لمت دددّ لشق ددد ّ  ددد لالتتل   لددد   ددد لسددداتم  شدددل  لدددامشك ب

   دددث  ث دددلم لل اتددد ّق  شدددح باددد   ددد لط  م  لا   ددد   ق ا ددد ص  اشدددع  لاددد  بدددح  لتيددد    ش  ددد   ددد   م لطددد  

ثغل ي  دددد   ددددة،  ل اقدددد ق  قاددددلت طل قدددد   تسددددت  ق  تدددد   شددددل  لاتتددددل   لدددد   دددد لن  لشغدددد ي  لات م دددد .

أدددل ّو. نقدددم  تشتددد   شدددل بق ددد ح  لال قددد   لتقال ددد  - تددد عص  شدددل بقت ددد  بندددت    لل ددد       لتل ط ددد 

 سدددايم    ق  دددمم ا ددد   مددديت  و ي  يدددما   اددد ت  شغددد   ثغدددل ي  لتل ط ددد را مددد  ع ددد  ل  ددد   ل

C/C++  لال قددد   لتقال ددد  باتادددج  دددغ  عق ت دددم لشغ  ددد   ا ددد    شدددل  ث دددلق  ددد  . نقدددم عت دددلي  لتاددد    ع 

  لال   ل  ا م     ا س يق س  ق .
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ABSTRACT 

Quantum-dot Cellular Automata (QCA) is an innovative technology in the nano-scale for changing the CMOS 

revolution with an alternative one. It provides some benefits in reversible logic, like competitive power 

consumption and feature size. Therefore, much attention is paid to producing different reversible circuits using 

that technique. This paper presents a superior model for a reversible Feynman gate-based odd parity generator 

and checker. The proposed model can be utilized for loss bit detection /checking in telecommunication systems. 

The circuit verification is carried out using the QCADesigner tool. The proposed Feynman gate provides an 

improvement of 50% and 48% in terms of latency and cost, respectively. The parity generator, parity checker and 

nano-communication circuit have complexity reduction by 25%, 37% and 24%, respectively, in terms of requiring 

cells. 

KEYWORDS 

QCA, Reversible gate, Parity generator, Parity checker. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In 1965, a table for integrated CMOS devices inside a chip was predicted by Moore [1]. The devices in 

this table grow exponentially as Moore described. Over time, the number of devices within the chip will 

reach the maximum value, so that it cannot be increased due to physical restrictions. This motivated 

scientists to think about new solutions to replace CMOS in order to keep Moore's table continuing. The 

QCA paradigm is one of the new nanotechnologies explored in 1993 by Lent et al. [2] as a CMOS 

alternative in digital systems [3]. This technology has a different computational paradigm compared to 

CMOS [4]. The basic building block in this nano-technique is a quantum cell. QCA cell has a square 

shape injected with two electrons [5]. The Coulomb repulsion of electrons enforces it to localize at 

corners. Because there are only two probabilities for localizing the electrons, QCA cells can represent 

binary numbers. Reversible circuits for parity generator and parity checker are necessary in 

telecommunication systems for the self-detection of errors [6]. This paper presents a new QCA structure 

of the reversible Feynman gate. The presented gate is used for designing a new form of reversible parity 

generator/checker. The QCADesigner tool [7] will be used in default parameters to display the 

input/output waveforms. 

This paper will be organized as follows: 

Section 2 will give a QCA background, while Section 3 will explain the reversible Feynman gate. 

Sections 4 will show the reversible Odd-Parity Generator/Checker and Section 5 will explain the 

proposed nano-communication system module. Section 6 will detail the simulation results and 

comparison and finally, the conclusion will be presented in Section 7. 

2. BACKGROUND 

This section provides an overview of QCA technology in terms of the main unit and working principle. 

2.1 QCA Basics 

The QCA-based design consists of a group of cells. Each cell contains four holes (dots) and two particles 

(electrons) [8]-[9]. These particles have the ability to tunnel between dots inside the cell, but cannot 
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escape out [10]. The Coulomb interaction forces the electrons to settle in a diagonal position depending 

on the driver cell  [11]. Cell polarization is illustrated in Figure 1, where P=1 represents (logic1) and 

P=-1 represents (logic 0) [12]. QCA wire and many logic functions can be constructed by arranging a 

set of cells. 

 

 

Figure 1. QCA cell polarization [13]. 

2.2 QCA Wire 

The QCA wire consists of a group of primary cells, where it transfers the logical value from input to 

output and the Coulomb interaction transfers the polarization from one cell to another [14]-[15]. The 

two main configurations of QCA wire are illustrated in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2. QCA binary wire (a) Normal arrangement (b) Rotated arrangement [15]. 

2.3 QCA Building Units 

The dominant block in QCA circuits is the majority gate, where when applying any input to 1 or 0, the 

AND or OR gate can be obtained [16]-[17]. Many researchers paid attention to this gate as in [18]-[20]. 

The majority gate with three inputs is presented in two forms, as shown in Figure 3 [21]. The general 

formula of this gate is given by: 

Maj(A,B,C) = AB + BC + CA                                                       (1) 

 

Figure 3. Majority gate layouts.  

Electron Quantum-dot 
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The primary building blocks in QCA are inverter and majority gate, where it is possible to design any 

logic circuit with these blocks only [22]. The three configurations of the QCA inverter are shown in 

Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4. QCA inverter layouts. 

2.4 QCA Clock Signal 

The computation and synchronization in QCA are done using the clock signal [23]. Clocking is 

important also for letting the information flow from input to output [11], [24]. The barrier level is 

essential for tunnelling the electrons between dots, where it can be controlled by the clock signal. The 

polarization of cell remains unclear as long as the clocking is low. Whenever the clocking reaches the 

highest level, the cell gets its fixed polarization. Adiabatic switching is essential in QCA by splitting the 

clock signal into four phases (switch, hold, release and relax), where the QCA circuit can be divided 

further into four clock zones. Figure 5 illustrated this process [25]-[26]. 

 
Figure 5. Clock signal phases in four zones. 

3. REVERSIBLE FEYNMAN GATE 

The Feynman gate is a logic reversible block that receives 2 inputs (X1 and X2) and generates 2 outputs 

(M and N). The input value can be identified by the output value because, there is a one-to-one matching 

between the input-output values. Output equations can be expressed as follows: 

M=x1 and N=X1⊕X2. The Feynman logic diagram [6] and the proposed QCA layout with input/output 

waveforms are shown in Figure 6. The proposed Feynman gate, inspired from the XOR gate given by 

[27], has many advantages, such as its complexity=11 cells and area=0.00096 µ𝑚2 with latency=0.25 
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clock cycle. These features make its superior compared with previous designs.  A QCA cell generally 

has two electrons. These particles change their position depending on the principle of electron repulsion 

and are affected by the driver cell as well as the surrounding cells. Therefore, several QCA gates have 

been suggested in the literature taking advantage of this potential, such as [28]-[29]. The QCA-XOR 

gate used in this work was derived from QCA's inherent capability and did not follow any Boolean 

function. The performance of the proposed gate in terms of power consumption is achieved using the 

estimator tool called QCAPro [30]. The average energy dissipated (leakage and switching) can be 

calculated in three different levels of King Energy (0.5 Ek, 1 Ek and 1.5 Ek) using this tool, as detailed 

in Figure 7. The output as observed from the simulation waveforms can be expressed as in Table 1. 

 

(a) 

 

 

(b) 

 

 
 

(c) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(d) 

 

Figure 6. Feynman gate (a) Logic diagram [6], (b) QCA form (c) Power map at 0.5 Ek and (d) 

Simulation waveforms. 

Table 1. Input-output Feynman gate. 

X1 X2 M N 

0 0 0 0 

0 1 0 1 

1 0 1 1 

1 1 1 0 

 

XOR 
X2 

N=X1⊕X2 

M=X
1 

X1 
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Figure 7. Power consumption of the proposed gate in three different levels. 

4. REVERSIBLE ODD-PARITY GENERATOR / CHECKER 

The odd-parity generator has been designed utilizing a cascade of proposed Feynman gates. The parity-

bit generator gives an output when applying three values (X1, X2 and X3) at the inputs. The logic 

diagrams with QCA form are illustrated in Figure 8. The wonderful feature of the proposed generator 

reduces the complexity by 0.25%, where it has complexity=24 cells and area=0.035 µ𝑚2 with 

latency=0.75 clock cycle. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                              (a) 

 

 

 

                                                                          (b) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(c) 

Figure 8. Reversible odd parity generator (a) Logic diagram [6] (b) Proposed QCA form and (c) 

Simulation results. 

XOR 

X3 

Parity_bit=(X1⊕X2) ʘX3 

GAR2=X3 

XOR 

X2 

GAR1=X1 

X1 
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The extra parity-bit forms a message word with an odd number of 1’s, where if the four-bit message 

received contains even 1’s, that indicates an error to have occurred in the transmission. The input-output 

odd parity as observed from the simulation results shown in Figure 8c can be expressed as illustrated in 

Table 2. 

The parity checker is utilized for checking whether an error that occurs at the parity-bit has been 

previously added in the message at the transmitter. Check-bit=1 when the number of 1's becomes even 

at the message word (input message includes parity-bit) indicating an occurring error; otherwise, check-

bit=0 when error-free. The reversible odd-parity checker produces an output by applying XNOR 

operation for the input bits and parity-bit. Figure 9 illustrates the logic diagram and proposed QCA 

layout with simulation results. 

Table 2. Input-output odd parity generator. 

X1 X2 X3 GAR1 GAR2 Parity-bit 

0 0 0 0 0 1 

0 0 1 0 1 0 

0 1 0 0 0 0 

0 1 1 0 1 1 

1 0 0 1 0 0 

1 0 1 1 1 1 

1 1 0 1 0 1 

1 1 1 1 1 0 

The wonderful feature of the proposed odd parity checker is that using a coherence vector simulation 

engine reduces the complexity by 0.37%, where it has complexity=42 cells and area=0.06 µ𝑚2 with 

latency=0.75 clock cycle. Table 3 explains the input-output binary data as observed from the simulation 

results shown in Figure 9c. 

 

 

 
 (a) 

 

 
         (b) 
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(c) 

Figure 9. Reversible odd parity checker (a) Logic diagram [6] (b) Proposed QCA layout (c) Simulation 

results. 

Table 3. Input-output odd parity checker. 

X1 X2 X3 Parity bit GAR1 GAR2 GAR3 Check bit 

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 

0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 

0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 

0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 

0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 

1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 

1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 

1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 

1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 

1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 

1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

5. THE PROPOSED NANO-COMMUNICATION SYSTEM MODULE 

For the nano-communication system, the self-checking is important for error detection in 

telecommunication networks. An optimal nano-communication system has been performed utilizing the 

proposed reversible generator/checker (odd-parity). The proposed module has been constructed by three 

separated blocks (transmitter, receiver and transmission medium). The transmitter generates an extra bit 

(parity bit) as a tail of three input message bits to form a pattern with an odd number of 1's.  
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Figure 10. Nano-communication system block diagram proposed by [6]. 

 

Figure 11. Proposed QCA layout of the nano-communication system. 

The receiver receives the message word that contains the tail (parity bit) which has been generated by 

the transmitter. The receiver checks the parity bit for detecting whether an error has occurred. The 

message pattern is error-free if it contains an odd number of 1's; otherwise, the receiver indicates an 

occurring error through the transmission. Figure 10 illustrates the module logic diagram, while the 

proposed QCA form of the nano-communication system is shown in Figure 11. The proposed module 

requires 106 cells only and the occupation area=0.14 µ𝑚2 with delay latency=1.75 clock cycle. The 

transmission medium is a link between transmitter and receiver. The message word includes the parity 

bit sent to the receiver via a transmission medium. The truth table of the nano-communication system is 

illustrated in Table 4. 

Table 4. Nano-communication system truth table. 

 

Parity bit Check bit

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0

1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0

1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0

1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0

message word

Parity Generator by transmitter

Received Message by receiver

 Parity Checker

P-G 
P-C 

TM 
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6. SIMULATION RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE COMPARISON 

The QCADesigner simulation tool V2.0.3 with default parameters has been used for verifying the 

performance of the proposed circuits. This tool is more flexible in handling cells and circuit design. 

Further, circuit simulation is carried out with the same tool to show the output waveforms. In this work, 

this tool is used in default parameters and the screen layout with parameters is shown in Figure 12. The 

simulation results are illustrated in Figures 6d, 8c, 9c and 13. The proposed QCA layouts are superior 

in many aspects, such as area, number of cells needed and minimum delay latency. A comparison 

between existing and proposed designs is illustrated in Table 5. In QCA technology, many factors have 

been presented to compare circuits, such as delay, complexity, area and cost. The cost function in the 

QCA has been presented in several approaches. In this research, the cost function is calculated as the 

approach presented in [31]. The proposed Feynman gate provides an improvement of 50% and 48% in 

terms of latency and cost, respectively. The parity generator gives an improvement of 25 % and 20% in 

terms of cell count and cost, while the improvements for the proposed parity checker are as follows: 

26%, 37%, 25% and 65% in terms of area, cell count, latency and cost, respectively. In addition, the 

proposed nano-communication system gives improvements of 10%, 24%, 13% and 40% in terms of 

area, cell count, latency and cost, respectively. 

 

(a)                                                                        (b) 

Figure 12. QCADesigner tool (a) Screen layout, (b) Default parameters. 

 

Figure 13. The input/output waveforms of the proposed nano-communication system. 
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Table 5. Comparison of the proposed circuits with existing designs. 

QCA Circuit Area 

(µ𝑚2) 

Cell 

Count 

Latency Cost 

(Area*Delay*Complexity) 

Feynman Gate [32] 
0.112 90 1.75 17.64 

Feynman Gate [33] 
0.038 43 0.75 1.2255 

Feynman Gate [34] 
0.08 75 1.25 7.5 

Feynman Gate [35] 
0.038 54 0.5 1.026 

Feynman Gate [36] 
0.07 53 0.75 2.7825 

Feynman Gate [37] 
0.038 34 0.75 0.969 

Feynman Gate [6] 
0.017 16 0.5 0.136 

Feynman Gate [38] 
0.0092 11 0.5 0.0506 

proposed Feynman Gate 0.0096 11 0.25 0.0264 

Parity Generator  [33] 0.078 72 1.75 9.828 

Parity Generator  [6] 0.033 32 0.75 0.792 

Proposed Parity Generator 0.035 24 0.75 0.63 

Parity Checker  [33] 0.143 130 2 37.18 

Parity Checker [6] 0.081 67 1 5.427 

Proposed Parity Checker 0.06 42 0.75 1.89 

Nano-Communication Circuit  [33] 0.479 293 2 280.694 

Nano-Communication Circuit  [6] 0.155 140 2 43.4 

Proposed Nano-Communication Circuit 0.14 106 1.75 25.97 

7. CONCLUSION 

Designing a logic circuit in the nano-level is the goal of scientists in the digital world. QCA technology 

is one of many proposed solutions. This paper introduces a new QCA layout of odd parity bit circuit 

(generator and checker). The presented design is in optimal form and implemented based on the 

proposed layout of the QCA Feynman gate. An efficient nano-communication system is accomplished 

using the proposed generator and checker circuit. This system has the ability to self-check the error that 

might occur in message words during transmission. The proposed QCA layout has a superior 

performance in many metrics used in QCA circuit, such as area, delay (latency) and complexity (cell 

count) in comparison with conventional presented circuits. The proposed circuits have been verified 

using QCADesigner tool V 2.0.3 with default parameters. 
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 ملخص البحث:

تعُدددددا  الدددددال مادددددلوية ماتيلدددددغ ماتقنيدددددغ رمتلدددددغ مانوددددد لل تيللدددددغ    نتددددد    ددددد    دددددا  تتلنان لدددددا مالدددددا ن 

بدددددددي ة بايقددددددغع   دددددد  تددددددن   بعدددددد   (CMOS)ا ثددددددني  تيللددددددغ  ددددددا س ددددددل م  نعا ددددددغ  دددددد

ددددديالع  دددددا  مافنمئدددددا  ددددد  مايل ددددد  مايابدددددل اقيقدددددقد  ،دددددل م  دددددنمن  مايلدددددا   اقيددددداي      ددددد  ما   

ددددددق با ددددددنتامْ تقدددددد  مانيللددددددغ   لددددددا  مت ددددددا مات،لدددددد   ددددددا م  نيدددددداْ ماددددددم ت ندددددداة  ميمل   ابقددددددغ  اقيق 

 ماي نت  ع

 اينادددددا    دددددا    اقنتدددددا ا مافددددد    م دددددنلا م   قدددددم تيددددداْ  دددددال ماني دددددغ ما ت،لدددددغ س ينر دددددا   نفن دددددا  

دددددقع   دددددا ماييتدددددا م  دددددنفا    دددددا م  يدددددنرة مايينددددد    ددددد  ماتوددددد   بنمبدددددغ " ايليدددددال"  ابقدددددغ  اقيق 

دددددا  ددددد  س ليدددددغ م تاددددداوع   دددددا تددددد  مانتيددددد   دددددا  ميمل م  يدددددنرة با دددددنتامْ   دددددا س   تددددد  مافي 

%(   50لا  بل ددددددددد غ )(ع  تدددددددددن   بنمبدددددددددغ " ايليدددددددددال" مايين  دددددددددغ تت دددددددددلQCADesignerس م  )

%(  ددددددا  لددددددا مانددددددديل    ماتقفددددددغ  قددددددم مان تلددددددقع   ددددددا  ققدددددد    ناددددددا مانتددددددا ا    ددددددا   48)

مانتددددددا ا    مي  متاددددددا ل مالددددددا ن  ي ددددددغ مانعيلددددددا  ددددددا  لددددددا  ددددددا  ماتنيددددددا ماي قنبددددددغ بل دددددد غ 

 %(  قم مان تلقع%24(   )%37(   )25)
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ABSTRACT 

The continuous market demands for high-performance and energy-efficient computing systems have steered the 

computational paradigm and technologies towards nano-scale quantum dot cellular automata (QCA). This paper 

presents novel simple and complex QCA-based C-element structures. The proposed structures were thoroughly 

analyzed based on key design parameters, such as area, energy dissipation and robustness against structural 

defects. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed simple structures have achieved up to 56% and 66% 

improvement in area and energy dissipation, respectively. On the other hand, the complex structures have shown 

a profound immunity against structural defects and achieved up to 143% improvement as compared to the simple 

structures. The proposed C-element structures can be considered as viable blocks for asynchronous designs. 

KEYWORDS  

QCA, Asynchronous circuits, C-Element, Robustness, Structural defects. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Over the past few decades, the microelectronics industry has been driven by increasing market demands 

for enhanced integration, energy efficiency and speed of integrated circuits (ICs). This was done 

primarily by scaling the transistor feature size and by implementing specific device architectures, such 

as FinFET and Gate-All-Around (GAA) nanowires [1]-[3]. Nonetheless, as the transistor feature size is 

reduced, some issues, like power consumption and increased leakage current, are beginning to dominate 

device performance due to various quantum effects and increased process variation levels at nano-scale, 

halting the advantages of device scaling being adopted. According to the International Technology 

Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS), the development of new computational paradigms and device 

structures is inevitable in future technology nodes with regard to device technology and clocking 

strategies [2], [4]. In this context, the nano-scale Quantum-dot Cellular Automata (QCA) technology is 

one potential alternative that is anticipated to overrule the VLSI technology and deliver rapid 

advancements in the internet of things (IoT) era [5] and information security [6].  The concept of QCA 

was first introduced in [7]. Unlike conventional CMOS-based structures, in which information is 

transferred by the flow of electrical current, QCA depends on the coulombic interaction between 

adjacent cells. In addition, the polarization level of the confined electrons within a QCA cell represents 

the binary levels in QCA-based structures. This ultimately allows the QCA-based structure to surpass 

CMOS-based counterparts in terms of switching speed, device density and power consumption [8]-[9]. 

Hence, QCA is considered as a transistor-less technology which can serve as a replacement technology 

to design nano-scale digital circuits [10]-[12].  

Typically, QCA devices are described on the basis of symmetric square cells, whereby all computational 

logic gates and memory structures can be correctly imitated. These structures can be implemented by 

assembling QCA cells in a specific geometric pattern to achieve the desired logic function. In QCA 

technology, the primitive building blocks are the majority voter and inverter gates, as shown in Figure 

1. The conventional AND and OR logic gates can be simply implemented based on the 3-input majority 

gate by setting one of the inputs to either ”0” or ”1”, respectively. An important issue in the design of 

QCA circuits is the switching of QCA cells from one state to another that is controlled by external clock 

signals. A clock signal has four sequential phases; namely, switch, hold, release and relax [13], as 

depicted in Figure 2. 
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            (a)                      (b) 

Figure 1. Basic QCA building blocks: (a) Majority gate, (b) Inverter. 

The purpose of these phases is to allow or deny the tunneling of the confined electrons in a QCA cell 

and in turn, achieving stable logic states and information flow by controlling the inter-dot barrier of a 

cell [14]. In addition, the QCA cells in a particular structure are typically grouped into sequential sub-

arrays known as clock zones. The clock signals applied to consecutive clock zones are phase-shifted by 

90 degrees to synchronize the polarization change within the QCA structure and prevent back-

propagation of information between adjacent cells assigned to different clocking zones, as shown in 

Figure 3. 

 
Figure 2. QCA clock phases. 

  
Figure 3. QCA clock zones. 
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Recently, extensive research efforts have been made on the design of various computational logic and 

memory structures, such as adders [15]-[18], multiplexers [19]-[20] and memory elements [21]-[23] 

based on QCA technology. More recently, Bahar et al. [11] have introduced effective single-layer binary 

discrete cosine transform (BinDCT) using QCA technology. In addition, the authors of [24] have 

proposed a QCA-based architecture of a new single-layer butterfly switching network (BSN) as a 

multistage interconnection network (MIN) for parallel computing. Moreover, the authors of [25] have 

implemented a bit-serial adder (BSA) using modified majority gate and E-shaped exclusive-OR gate. 

Additionally, Marshal et al. [26] have proposed novel and cost-efficient QCA-based configurable logic 

blocks and memory blocks, that can be used in Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) and embedded 

systems’ designs. Furthermore, Song et al. [12] have suggested a novel loop-based RAM cell with 

asynchronous set and reset, based on a new 2-1 multiplexer and D-latch structures. Apparently, the 

variety of QCA-based logic and memory structures introduces QCA technology as a substantial 

candidate for a new computing paradigm. 

A key factor in designing QCA-based structures is the reliability against structural defects. These defects 

can be categorized as dislocation defects that are caused by cells moving around their axis, dopant 

defects in which a QCA cell may have one or more extra or missing dots, interstitial (i.e., cell 

displacement) defects where cells may deviate from their intended horizontal or vertical orientation and 

vacancy defects (i.e., cell missing) caused by complete absence of cells. The presence of such defects 

in a computational structure may be manifested as an error that compromises the expected functionality 

of a design [27].  

In recent years, asynchronous circuit designs have received considerable significance in the VLSI 

scientific community [28]-[30]. Such designs pose a great potential for low-power and high-

performance computing and network-on-chip systems [31]. Asynchronous circuit designs can be used 

to ensure correct communication between different frequency domains. One of the most frequently used 

structures in constructing asynchronous circuits is the C-element, known as Muller gate [32]. This 

peculiar structure serves as a primitive building block in several asynchronous logic designs and is used 

in implementing the synchronization required by most handshaking schemes, which provides the basis 

for asynchronous communication, especially in micro-pipelines and some network-on-chip designs 

[31]-[34]. Figure 4 represents the symbolic representation of the 2-input C-element and Table 1 

demonstrates its truth table. Its output (F) only changes when the inputs (A and B) have equal logical 

values. However, when the inputs (A and B) are different, the output (F) memorizes its previous logical 

state. 

 

Figure 4. Symbolic representation of 2-input C-element. 

Table 1. 2-Input C-element truth table. 
 

A B Fi 

0 0 0 

0 1 Fi-1 

1 0 Fi-1 

1 1 1 

The purpose of this paper is to propose various QCA implementations of the C-element. As far as the 

authors could verify, there is no previous research efforts to tackle QCA-based C-element designs. This 

paper presents different QCA-based C-element structures with thorough analysis of their area, energy 

dissipation and robustness against structural defects. The proposed designs include 2-, 3- and 4-input C-

elements.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows the proposed C-element structures. 

Section 3 presents the simulation results and compares the proposed structures in terms of their area, 

energy dissipation and robustness. Finally, Section 4 summarizes and concludes the paper. 
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2. PROPOSED QCA-BASED C-ELEMENT STRUCTURES 

Figure 5a shows the proposed 2-Input QCA-based C-element structure. The simplest structure is mainly 

composed of a 3-input majority gate with a single feedback utilizing three different clock zones. 

 

(a)                 (b) 

Figure 5. Proposed 2-input C-element structures: (a) Simple structure, (b) Complex structure. 

As shown in Figure 5a, this structure consists of 14 cells with a total area of 0.013µm2. The functionality 

of the proposed structure can be formulated as: 

F = MAJ (A, B, F) = A.B + F. (A + B)                                                      (1) 

where A and B represent the inputs and F is the output of the C-element. In this structure, the device 

cell is responsible for computing the majority function between the inputs (A and B) and the output (F), 

while the feedback cells are responsible for controlling the flow of information from the output (F) to 

the device cell, allowing the proposed structure to achieve its intended functionality. Figure 5b shows 

an alternative design of the 2-input C-element, where the device cell is further duplicated to achieve a 

more robust design. In addition, the feedback has been duplicated to assure correct functionality in the 

presence of any structural defects. This design is composed of 43 cells with an area of 0.029µm2.  

Figure 6 shows the proposed 3−input QCA-based C-element structures. Table 2 demonstrates the truth 

table of the 3-input C-element.  

 

(a)                     (b) 

Figure 6. Proposed 3-input C-element structures: (a) Simple structure, (b) Complex structure. 
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Table 2. 3-Input C-element truth table. 

 

A B C Fi 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 Fi-1 

0 1 0 Fi-1 
0 1 1 Fi-1 
1 0 0 Fi-1 
1 0 1 Fi-1 
1 1 0 Fi-1 
1 1 1 1 

As depicted in Figure 6a, the 3-input C-element can be implemented by modifying the simple 2-input 

C-element structure to accommodate more inputs while maintaining the clock zone sequence in the 

feedback. This design consists of 22 cells occupying an area of 0.021 µm2. On the other hand, Figure 

6b shows a 3-input C-element structure that is achieved by modifying the design shown in Figure 5b by 

adding 15 more cells to accommodate an extra input while improving the robustness against structural 

variations.  

Figure 7 illustrates the proposed 4-input C-element structures. Table 3 shows the truth table of the 4-

input C-element. Figure 7a shows the simple 4-input C-element that is achieved based on a 5-input 

majority gate with proper structuring of the feedback. As shown, the number of used cells is 31 with an 

area of 0.03µm2. It is also possible to obtain a more robust C-element structure, as shown in Figure 7b, 

with a total of 67 cells. 

 

(a)                     (b) 

Figure 7. Proposed 4-input C-element structures: (a) Simple structure, (b) Complex structure. 

Table 3. 4-Input C-element truth table. 
 

A B C D Fi 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 Fi-1 
0 0 1 0 Fi-1 
0 0 1 1 Fi-1 
0 1 0 0 Fi-1 
0 1 0 1 Fi-1 
0 1 1 0 Fi-1 
0 1 1 1 Fi-1 
1 0 0 0 Fi-1 
1 0 0 1 Fi-1 
1 0 1 0 Fi-1 
1 0 1 1 Fi-1 
1 1 0 0 Fi-1 
1 1 0 1 Fi-1 
1 1 1 0 Fi-1 
1 1 1 1 1 
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3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

The QCADesigner-2.0.3 simulation tool was used to verify the functional correctness of the proposed 

C-element structures and assess their structural cost in terms of the occupied area [35]. The 

QCADesigner tool is a widely used layout and simulation tool in QCA technology to model and analyze 

the dynamics of QCA-based structures. In this work, simulation parameters are configured as shown in 

Table 4. Figures 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13 show the simulation results of the proposed 2-, 3- and 4-input 

C-element structures, respectively under different input combinations.  

As shown in Figures 8 and 9, when both inputs (A and B) are equal to (0), the output (F) is equal to (0) 

and maintains its logical value when one of the inputs toggles. However, when both inputs (A and B) 

are equal to (1), the output (F) is set to (1). Similarly, the output (F) keeps its state as long as the inputs 

change to distinct logical values. These observations validate the functional correctness of the proposed 

2-input C-element structures. On the other hand, Figures 10, 11, 12 and 13 validate the intended 

functionality of the proposed 3- and 4-input structures. Apparently, the functionality of the C-element 

is correctly captured by the proposed structures; the output (F) only changes when the inputs have the 

same logic levels (0 or 1). However, when the inputs have distinct logic values, the output (F) memorizes 

its previous logic value. 

Table 4. Simulation parameters. 

Parameter Value 

Number of samples 12800 

Cell Dimensions 18 nm x 18 nm  

Quantum-dot diameter 5 nm 

Cell separation 2 nm 

Radius of effect 65 nm 

Relative permittivity 12.9 

Clock High 9.8 ∗ 10−22 

Clock Low 3.8 ∗ 10−23 

Clock shift 0 

Clock amplitude factor 2 

Layer separation 11.5 nm 

Temperature 1K 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Simulation results of the proposed 2-input simple structure. 

The only difference between simulation results of the proposed simple and complex structures is 

that the polarization level of the output cell (F) in the complex structures is slightly higher than 

that of the simple structures due to the increased level of cell interaction induced by the redundant 

paths to the output cell. 
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Figure 9. Simulation results of the proposed 2-input complex structure. 

 
Figure 10. Simulation results of the proposed 3-input simple structure. 

 
Figure 11. Simulation results of the proposed 3-input complex structure. 

 
 

Figure 12. Simulation results of the proposed 4-input simple structure. 
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Figure 13. Simulation results of the proposed 4-input complex structure. 

Figure 14 shows and compares the occupied area of the proposed C-element structures. As shown, the 

occupied area increases as the number of inputs is increased. In addition, the complex (i.e., with more 

redundant cells) structures occupy more area as compared to their simple counterparts. To estimate the 

energy dissipation of the various structures, the QCADesignerE tool has been used [36]. The 

QCADesignerE is a viable tool that models and estimates energy dissipation of QCA-based structures. 

Figures 15a and 15b illustrate the total energy dissipation and the average energy dissipation per clock 

cycle of the proposed C-element structures. 

 
Figure 14. Area comparison of the proposed structures. 

  

(a)                                   (b) 

Figure 15. Energy dissipation of the proposed structures: (a) Total energy, (b) Average energy. 

In order to evaluate the robustness of the proposed C-element structures, the QCADesigner-FS simulator 

has been used [37]. The QCADesigner-FS is a modified version of the QCADesigner tool with a 

capability of simulating the behavior of QCA-based structures under different structural defects. The 
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rationale behind this simulator is to inject a particular defect into the structure (Vacancy, Interstitial, 

Dopant or Dislocation) and compare the output of the defective structure to that of the defect-free 

structure. The structure is said to be error-free if its output in the presence of a defect matches its correct 

output. This process is repeated for an adequate number of simulations. The robustness of a design is 

quantified in terms of the percent of the error-free simulations from the total number of simulations. 

Figure 16 demonstrates the robustness of the various designs under different structural defects. 

 

Figure 16. Robustness analysis of the proposed structures. 

In Figure 16a, the robustness analysis is carried out under the vacancy (i.e., cell missing) structural 

defect. As shown, the proposed complex structures have higher robustness when compared to their 

simple counterparts. On the other hand, Figure 16b compares the robustness against interstitial defects 

for both simple and complex structures. It can be seen that the complex structures exhibit higher 

immunity against interstitial defects as compared to the simple ones. Similar trends can be observed for 

the dopant and dislocation structural defects, as shown in Figure 16c and 16d, respectively. Figure 16e 

shows the robustness analysis results under combined structural defects. The observations that can be 

drawn from this figure are two-fold. First, the robustness of the simple structures as well as the complex 

structures decreases as the number of inputs of the C-element is increased. Second, the percentages of 

enhancement achieved by the complex C-element structures as compared to their simple counterparts 

are 66%, 143% and 137% for the 2- , 3- and 4-input structures, respectively. Table 5 summarizes and 

compares the proposed structures in terms of cell count, area and energy dissipation, while Table 6 

compares their robustness under different structural defects. 
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Table 5. Comparison of the proposed structures in terms of cell count, area and energy 

dissipation. 

Structure Inputs Cell count Area (µm2) Total Energy (eV) Average Energy (eV) 

Simple 

2 14 0.013 1.15e-002 1.04e-003 

3 22 0.021 1.17e-002 1.06e-003 

4 31 0.030 1.80e-002 1.64e-003 

Complex 

2 43 0.029 3.39e-002 3.08e-003 

3 58 0.041 3.08e-002 2.80e-003 

4 67 0.045 3.95e-002 3.59e-003 

Table 6. Comparison of the proposed structures in terms of robustness against different 

structural defects. 

Structure Inputs Vacancy (%) Interstitial (%) Dopant (%) Dislocation (%) Combined (%) 

 

Simple 

 

2 14.29 75.00 42.86 58.93 52.23 

3 13.64 47.73 14.77 45.45 30.40 

4 24.19 48.39 19.35 12.90 23.96 

 

Complex 

 

2 79.65 95.93 84.30 95.35 86.63 

3 51.72 93.10 61.64 85.34 73.92 

4 29.85 78.95 40.30 69.78 56.83 

It is worth noting that the simple structures provide easier reachability to the output cell while suffering 

from low immunity against structural defects. On the other hand, the complex structures achieve higher 

immunity against structural defects at the expense of requiring either coplanar or multilayer crossover 

wiring techniques to reach the output cell [38]-[39]. Moreover, the proposed QCA-based C-element 

structures have significant improvements in terms of area and energy dissipation as compared to 

previously reported CMOS-based C-element designs [40]. 

4. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, 2-, 3- and 4-input QCA-based C-element structures were proposed and evaluated in terms 

of their functional correctness, area, energy dissipation and robustness against structural defects. The 

proposed structures can be classified as either simple or complex designs. Whereas simple structures 

have resulted in lower area and energy dissipation with up to 56% and 66% improvement, respectively, 

complex ones have shown significant immunity against structural defects and achieved up to 143% 

improvement when compared to simple structures. In addition, the number of inputs has a pronounced 

impact on the considered evaluation parameters. Ultimately, the proposed structures can serve as a basis 

for further research in the asynchronous circuits design. 
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 ملخص البحث:

ّة ل ببببببثّا  ا ّ    لببببببثّ بببببب ّ  بببببب ّّنّ إ ّ   ببببببا  ث  الطلببببببتّالفيبببببب فلّ بببببب ّاليببببببالّةلببببببوّعالفببببببث 

شبببببب   ّ اّال  ّاتجببببب  ّ ل  بببببب ببببب اّالي  ببببببا  ثّ بببببب ّنّيقببببببا ّال  ق ا ببببب لطاّالط نببببببثّ بببببب نّ ببببب ّ بببببب ا ّع

 (ّ  ّاط لّتك الاج  ّال  اا.QCAثّالفي  دةّةلوّال  قطّالكف ثّ)الذات ّالخلاي ّ

ل  ةبببببلّ ببببب ّ) يببببب طثّ   قبببببدة(ّن  فبببببثّةلبببببوّ ل ببببب اّال شببببب   ّ  ّجديبببببدةسّ تقبببببد ّلبببببذ ّالاجنبببببثّ ص بببببوس

ّ ببببوّالفق ل ببببثّ  ل  ةبببب  ّ  ببببالببببذات ّالخلايببببثّالفيبببب  دةّةلببببوّالبببب قطّالكف ببببث.ّ نببببدّتبببب ّتيل بببب ّال صّ   س

ةلببببببوّ    ببببببلااّتةببببببف ف ثّع   بببببب ثّاّ ابببببب حّالفيبببببب  ثاّ ا بببببب لطاّالط نببببببثاّ اليةبببببب اثّ ببببببدّ

 ال  ابّال ص  ايث.ّ

 نبببببدّعنلبببببلاّا ببببب  لّالفي  ببببب ةّعنّال ص بببببوّال يببببب طثّالفق ل بببببثّ ققببببب ّتييببببب   سّ  ببببب ّالبببببوّ ببببب ّ

%ّ  فببببببب ّي ةببببببب ّ  لفيببببببب  ثّ ا ببببببب لطاّالط نبببببببثاّةلبببببببوّال لت  بببببببت.ّ ببببببب 66ّ%ّ 56ّايببببببب   ّ

ل ص ببببببوّالف قببببببدةّالفق ل ببببببثّ ةبببببب اثّجا ببببببخثّ ببببببدّال  ببببببابّال ص  ايببببببثاّجلببببببثّعظببببببل اّعنلببببببلاّا

%ّ ق جاببببببثّ بببببب ل ص وّال يبببببب طث.ّ يفكبببببب ّال لببببببلّالببببببوّ ص ببببببو143ّ يققببببببثّتييبببببب   سّ  بببببب ّالببببببوّ

ّ لفثّا   ثّلل ة    ّغ لّالف زا  ث.ّ  ة ةلّ  ّالفق ل ثّ ا  ل ّ  داا 

ّ 
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ABSTRACT 

Every day, cyberattacks increase and use different strategies. One of the most common cyberattacks is Phishing, 

where the attacker collects sensitive and confidential information by pretending as a trusted party. Different 

traditional strategies have been introduced for anti-phishing, such as blacklisted, heuristic search and visual 

similarity. Most of these traditional methods have a high false rate and take a long time to detect the phishing 

website. New modes have been introduced using machine learning techniques which improve the detection’s 

accuracy. Machine learning techniques require a huge amount of data called features that are collected from 

different websites. These collected features are classified into four categories. This paper introduces a novel 

detection model by utilizing features’ selection to pick up the highly correlated features with the class label. The 

phase of features’ selection employs independent significance features library from MATLAB and heat-map from 

Python to find the highly correlated features. Then, the proposed model uses an adaptive boosting approach which 

consists of multiple classifiers to increase the model’s accuracy. The proposed model produces an extremely high 

predictive accuracy of approximately 99%.   

KEYWORDS 

Adaptive boost, Feature selection, Correlation-based feature, Machine learning. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Phishing is against the law. It uses social engineering and technical trick to thieve Internet users’ non-

public identity facts and financial account credentials. Social engineering schemes prey on unwary 

sufferers with the means of not only fooling them into believing they're managing a trusted and a 

legitimate party, but also using misleading electronic mail addresses and electronic mail messages [1]-

[2].   

Disasters have continually been a good chance for different types of criminals’ special cyberattacks. The 

phishers have created violations to take advantage of hurricanes, recessions and different challenging 

times, merchandising fake charitable giving possibilities and nonexistent services or products. One of 

the most recent world catastrophes in 2020 is the COVID-19 pandemic. Anti-Phishing Working Group 

(APWG) classifies four cybercriminal methods that represent more complicated scenarios to lure their 

victims [3]-[4]. 

Several types of research introduced phishing attack problems and their consequences on customer trust 

in e-commerce and online services [5]. The phishing attackers create a website that pretends as a trusted 

website to collect valuable and sensitive Internet user information. At the same time, different anti-

phishing software models for phishing detections are introduced.  The phishing detection strategies are 

classified into seven categories [6] as follows:  

1. User education: this category depends on the educated Internet users to distinguish between a 

legitimate and a phishing website [7]. 

2. Create a blacklist: this strategy creates centralized phishing websites and compares an URL with 

the list to find out if the URL is legitimate or not [8].  

3. Heuristic blacklist methods: in this strategy, the system identifies the signature of the phishing 

URL and blacklists it for the future use of intrusion detection systems [9]. 

4. Visual similarity: These techniques use URL features to find out the similarity between websites 

(page source code, images, textual content, text formatting, HTML tags, CSS, website logo). 
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After that, the system compares the new website with previously visited ones and distinguishes 

whether it is a legitimate or a phishing website [10]. 

5. Search engine-based techniques: in this mode, the system uses the search engine and extracts 

the website features, then checks the website legitimacy. However, the search engine does not 

give precise output for the non-English search query [11]. 

6. Supervised Machine Learning detection system uses supervised machine learning models on 

phishing datasets with predefined features [12].  

7. Deep learning techniques: these techniques include Gated Recurrent Neural Network (GRU) 

and Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). Based on these techniques, the system automatically 

extracts the features from generic URL, file directory, ...etc. [13]. 

Table 1 shows a summary of phishing detection strategies and their main drawbacks. 

Table 1. Phishing detection strategies. 

 Phishing detection strategies Problem 

1 User education  Fail to detect a new phishing attack 

2 Create a blacklist  Produce high false positive rate  

3 Heuristic blacklist methods 

4 Visual similarity  Complicated  

 Slow in nature  

5 Search engine-based techniques  Not fit for real-time environment 

 Language dependence  

6 Supervised machine learning detection   The achieved performance depends on the features’ 

selection and the classification algorithms 

7 Deep learning techniques 

 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, a review of related work is presented. In 

Section 3, the proposed methodology is described. In Section 4, the experimental results are reported. 

The conclusion of the paper is included in Section 5. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Different research papers have conducted an intensive work on website security, some of which 

manipulated the routing security [14], while others dealt with intrusion detection, intrusion prevention 

and smart grid security [15]. 

Pawan Parakash et al. proposed two methods to identify phishing websites, where first proposed method 

introduced five heuristics to enumerate the combination of the known phishing websites to find out the 

new phishing websites. The second method used matching algorithms to find out the new phishing 

websites [16]. 

Samuel Marchal et al. analyzed and evaluated the URL of the websites and extracted the features of the 

URL. Based on the several queries through Google and Yahoo search engines, the authors determined 

the keywords for each website. Then, the keywords with the extracted features are used in a machine 

learning classification algorithm to find out the phishing websites from the real dataset [17]. In [18], the 

authors introduced models using machine learning and data mining algorithms for detecting website 

phishing. 

The authors in [19] used the artificial neural network to spot phishing websites. The proposed work used 

17 neurons as input for 17 characteristics and one hidden layer level and two neurons as output to decide 

whether or not the website is phishing. The dataset was divided into 80 percent as a training set and 20 

percent as a test set. The suggested model achieved 92.48 percent accuracy. 

Authors in [20] introduced a model relying on a machine learning technique called PLIFER. This model 

requires an age of the URL domain. Also, ten features are extracted and Random Forest (RF) model is 
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used to identify the phishing website. 96 percent of phishing e-mails were correctly identified by this 

model. Classification models are also used to identify phishing utilizing labeled datasets. Different 

classification methods used features, like URL-based and text-based applications. 

A proposed software collection model hybrid set of features (HEFS) to identify phishing websites 

relying on machine learning algorithms is presented in [21]. A cumulative distribution gradient 

technique is used to extract the primary feature set. Then, the second set of features is extracted using a 

method called data perturbation ensemble. Random Forest (RF), an ensemble learner, is subsequently 

implemented to identify phishing websites. The results indicated that HEFS identified phishing features 

with a precision of up to 94.6 percent.  

In 0, The authors selected the most suitable components to identify website phishing and proposed two 

new selection methods or detection techniques based on machine learning algorithms. The two methods 

include the AdaBoost classifier and the LightGBM classifier. When combined, they form a hybrid 

classifier. These two algorithms have proved to be effective and efficient in improving the accuracy of 

single classifiers in detecting web phishing attacks. 

In 0, The authors investigated agreeing on the final conclusion of the features used to detect phishing on 

webpages. Using three standard datasets, the authors used the Fuzzy Rough Set (FRS) theory as a tool 

to select the most significant features to identify intrusion on webpages.  The chosen features were then 

fed into three standard classifiers to detect phishing. When Random Forest classification was used, the 

maximum accuracy gained by Fuzzy Rough Set (FRS) feature selection was 95%. The Fuzzy Rough 

Set (FRS) had used three sets of data to come up with nine universal features of detecting phishing. 

When these versatile features were used to measure the accuracy value, the accuracy was about 93%, 

which is comparable to the Fuzzy Rough Set performance, with only a slight difference of 2%. 

The authors of 0 proposed three ensemble learning models based on Forest Penalizing Attributes (Forest 

PA) algorithm. The algorithm exploited the prowess of all attributes in a given set of data using a weight 

increment and weight assignment strategy to build highly resourceful decision trees. The results of the 

experiment showed highly efficient meta-learners with an accuracy of 96.26%. 

3. MOTIVATION AND MAIN CONTRIBUTION 

All phishing attacks have some salient features; however, these attacks exhibit some similarities and 

patterns. Thus, using machine learning methods to detect these similar patterns and recognize phishing 

websites has become possible 00. 

In this paper, an inventive detection model is introduced that utilizes feature selection to pick up similar 

features on phishing websites with the class label. The independent significant features library from 

MATLAB and heat-map from python are employed in the features’ selection to find the associated 

features on phishing websites. The proposed novel detection model consists of multiple classifiers 

incorporated in an adaptive boosting technique to increase the model's accuracy.  

The adaptive AdaBoost classifier is selected as an efficient technique for detecting website phishing, 

because it is flexible and straightforward, yet it has a high generalization performance 0-0. The fact that 

it is based on several weak classifiers makes it flexible and straightforward to implement. Also, it doesn't 

use large sets of features that may be unnecessary sometimes, but it treats each class's attributes 

separately 00. Moreover, the AdaBoost classifier achieves much high accuracy, as it regulates the errors 

of weak classifiers; therefore, it needs much fewer settings as compared to other robust classifiers 0-0.  

4. PRELIMINARIES 

This section provides a brief description of the phishing dataset used in the experimental comparison, 

as well as a background about the dataset, feature selection and the classification model used in this 

study. 

4.1 Dataset  

The dataset used is collected from the PhishTank archive [22], MillerSmiles archive [23] and Google 

searching operators. The phishing dataset consists of 30 features, as listed in Table 2. All of these 

features were classified into four categories: Address Bar Features (1-12), Abnormal Based Features 
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(13-18), HTML and JavaScript-based Features (19-23) and Domain-based Features (24-30). The last 

feature is the label column, which represents the class of the website as either phishing or legitimate. 

Table 2. Feature classes of the dataset. 

Feature class  Description  

Address Bar Feature of Uniform Resource Locator (URL) such as IP address 

Abnormal Based  Feature of abnormal activities such as URL of tag (Anchor) 

HTML and JavaScript-based  Feature of HTML and Jscript embedded in the page source code 

Domain-based Feature of third party 

For example, the feature number 28 is Google_Index, which examines whether a website is in Google’s 

index or not. 

Rule: IF{
Webpage Indexed by Google →  Legitimate

Otherwise →  Phishing
 

4.2 Feature Selection  

A subset of features that work well together is selected. The selection process aims to minimize the time 

needed to build the machine learning model and produce high accuracy. Selection features’ process 

keeps features that have low correlation to each other, but have high correlation to the label feature [28]. 

The rest of the highly correlated features are dropped. 

Table 3. URL features. 

# Feature name # Feature name 

1 having_IP_Address 17 Submit_to_email 

2 URL_Length 18 Abnormal_URL 

3 Shortining_Service 19 Redirect 

4 having_At_Symbol 20 on_mouseover 

5 double_slash 21 RightClick 

6 Prefix_Suffix 22 popUpWidnow 

7 having_Sub_Domain 23 Iframe 

8 SSLfinal_State 24 age_of_domain 

9 Domain_registeration 25 DNSRecord 

10 Favicon 26 web_traffic 

11 port 27 Page_Rank 

12 HTTPS_token 28 Google_Index 

13 Request_URL 29 Links_pointing 

14 URL_of_Anchor 30 Statistical_report 

15 Links_in_tags 31 Result 

16 SFH     

4.3 Adaptive Boosting 

AdaBoosting is the decision tree on binary classification problems. AdaBoosting is usually used for a 

discrete dataset, so it’s more related to classification than to regression. The AdaBoosting algorithm 

updates the weight to minimize error, which leads to minimize the misclassification rate. It is necessary 

to highlight that Freund, Schapire and Abe 0 developed the AdaBoost algorithm to increase the 

efficiency of binary classifiers. AdaBoost uses an ensemble learning method approach to learn from 

weak classifiers' mistakes and turn them into strong ones. AdaBoost generates a weak learner through 
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primary training data. The data is then adjusted according to the foreseen performance for the next round 

of weak learner training. It is good to note that the training samples with the lowest predicting accuracy 

in the preceding step are approached with more attention in the step that follows. The weak learners with 

different weights are finally combined to create a strong learner 0-0.  

5 . PROPOSED MODEL  

Figure 1 shows the system’s flow diagram to recognize the URL. The proposed system reads the URL 

from the dataset, then the URL is classified into multidimensional features according to the dataset 

components. The model’s detection accuracy is improved by selecting the most correlated features and 

eliminating the irrelevant features. The filtered data is split into the training set and testing data. Machine 

learning model is applied by using an adaptive boost classifier to create the adaptive boost knowledge 

base. The testing dataset is used as the input for the detection model to evaluate it.  

The proposed model uses Weka 3.6, Python and MATLAB. Table 4 shows the experimental parameters, 

such as the evaluator, the search algorithm and the batch size, the classifier, the number of iterations and 

the weight threshold. 

 
Figure 1. PhiBoost structure. 

Table 4. Experimental parameters. 

Feature Selection 

Parameters Value 

Evaluator Correlation-based Features 

Search model Best First search greedy hill-climbing 

Adaptive Boost Classifier 

Parameters Value 

Batch size 100 

Classifier Decision Stump 

Number of iterations 10 

Weight threshold 100 
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6 . DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The proposed model classifies the features into four categories by utilizing the correlation relationship 

between features and the class label (phishing or legitimate). 

The output from the feature selection process is nine features as follows: having_IP_Address, 

having_Sub_Domain, SSLfinal_State, web_traffic, Google_Index, Request_URL, URL_of_Anchor, 

Links_in_tags and SFH. In the next feature selection phase, MATLAB built-in procedure called 

independent significance features test (IndFeat()) is invoked. Figure 2 shows the Python heat map of the 

output of the independent significance features test. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Heat map after applying attribute selector. 

Four popular statistical measures were utilized to determine the efficiency of the proposed model. Table 

5 lists these performance measures and their effects on the model performance. In our experiments, we 

evaluate the proposed system by using the accuracy to evaluate the ratio of correctly predicated 

observations to the total observations of the proposed system. Precision measure enables us to evaluate 

the ratio of correctly predicated observations to the total of positive observations. The recall measure 

evaluates the ratio of correctly predicated positive observations to all observations in the actual class. F-

measure is a weighted average precision and recall. 

Table 5. Popularly statistical measures. 

Statistical measures Formula 

Precision  True Positive

True Positive +  False Positive
 

Recall  True Positive

True Positive +  False Negative
 

Accuracy  True Positive+True Negative

Total Number of Instance
  

F-measure  
2 ∗

Precision ∗ Recall

Precision + Recall
 

Table 6 shows the experiments conducted on a different percentage split. The minimum accuracy 

achieved in the proposed model is 97.7% and the F-measure is 97.5% after training the model in 50% 
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of the dataset. The best performance is obtained when the training percentage is 70%, where both 

accuracy and F-measure are approximately 99%. 

Table 6. The performance of the proposed algorithm.  

Experiment # Training Percentage  Precision Recall Accuracy F-measure 

1 50 % 97.8 % 97.1 % 97.7 % 97.5 % 

2 60 % 98.2 % 97.6 % 98.1 % 97.9 % 

3 70 % 99.0 % 98.6 % 98.9 % 98.8 % 

4 80 % 98.4 % 97.8 % 98.3 % 98.1 % 

5 90 % 98.8 % 98.2 % 98.7 % 98.5 % 

Figure 3 shows the efficiency of the PhiBoost model which explores the precision and accuracy with 

different percentages of training and testing to avoid any overfitting problem. The minimum accuracy 

that PhiBoost achieved was when the training test is 50% of the dataset. On the other side, the 

performance of the PhiBoost model improves if the training set is 70%. 

 
Figure 3. PhiBoost precision and accuracy. 

In Table 7, the proposed model is compared with different detection machine learning models. As 

demonstrated in the results obtained, the proposed model enhances the accuracy of the detection system. 

In [27], the authors introduced a phishing detection model by utilizing feature selection and combining  

Table 7. Comparison with the PhiBoost model. 

Paper Machine learning algorithm Accuracy 

[14] NN 94.07% 

[15] multi-label rule-based 94.8% 

[18] NN 84% 

[19] FFNN 92.48% 

[21] Feed-forward NN 97.40% 

[24] Logistic regression classifier 98.40% 

[25] Naïve Bayesian classifier 90% 

[26] HNB and J48 96.25% 

[27] Multilayer perceptron neural network 98.5% 

PhiBoost model  98.9 % 
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as a pre-processing step for the dataset. After that, they employed a multilayer perceptron neural network 

as a classifier function. In our proposed work, we tried to optimize the accuracy by minimizing the 

number of selected features and utilizing the adaptive boosting classifier. 

7 . CONCLUSION  

This paper aims to introduce an outstanding solution to the threat of phishing in our modern community. 

As a result, this research proposed implementing feature selection and adaptive boosting for an efficient 

model for detecting phishing websites. The results of this study explored the best splitting rate for the 

dataset to train the machine learning model, which was 70%. The results achieved a high accuracy and 

a high F-measure with high predictive capability as well as with low false-positive rates and low false-

negative rates. The proposed model minimizes the time to build the training model by picking up the 

most correlated features and produces an extremely high predictive accuracy of approximately 99%. 

Conclusively, the application of the implemented methods of this research in a real-time environment 

remains pivotal in future work. In the future, the system’s capability will be investigated by testing it 

over a real-time environment. 
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 ملخص البحث:

و زززززز   ٍ زززززز   تززززززل ي  ٍززززززا  ززززززاني يالتيززززززم  يارززززززتٍ يختل يا زززززز  ترزززززز   ن ي زززززز  يتتتتم ي      ززززززل 

زززززز " ت زززززز  ياٍتمخززززززم        ززززززان يايلززززززم    ص  ززززززم  يزززززز ذ يززززززم "يا     يالتيززززززم  يارززززززتٍ يختل رززززززتاتم

يتيززززززم  ي ا ززززززم ي ٍرم ززززززلي و زززززز  لي يتفيززززززم  هززززززمو    لززززززم  خ رزززززز  ٍ زززززز ذي  ا ززززززا ي يزززززز   و زززززز  

يي كززززززز   ي ززززززز  يتتتتم  م      زززززززل اي مو زززززززل اززززززز   يا زززززززما      زززززززا  ياا زززززززم ت ززززززز  يا م يزززززززل 

كشزززززززا يالتيزززززززم   ويا شزززززززمي  ياي  ززززززز   واكززززززز  اززززززز   يا ززززززز   يارزززززززا يح  وياٍهززززززز  يايا ززززززز  ا

يا   ت  ززززل الزززززم  زززز  ياأمازززززو  يزززز ل  ي زززززل تماتززززل وترززززز أ   ياك تزززز   ززززز  ياا زززز  اكشزززززا يايا زززززم 

يلإاك  وخزززز  يايلززززم    و زززز  ي زززز      خيززززم ن    زززز   ترزززز  ت   زززز  ت فتززززم  تي زززز  ي اززززل يا زززز   زززز  

 رلخلم  ن تهر       ل ياكشا 

زززززيم "  و ززززز   وته زززززمن ت فتزززززم  تي ززززز  ي ازززززل ي اززززز  ٍيتزززززم  ي  ززززز يلي   ززززز  ياٍتمخزززززم  ترزززززي  "يار  

زززززيم  يا ززززز   تززززز    ييلزززززم  زززززي    ييلزززززم  ززززز   اي زززززم ياك  وختزززززل      زززززل  وت زززززفا اززززز   يار  

   ييل  صفمذ يو  ئم  

زززززيم  لا  زززززم  ت ززززز ن اززززز   ياا  زززززل خيزززززا ن  ٍشزززززاي  ٍ كززززز يص  رززززز ف  ت ززززز  يل ززززز  م    ززززز  يخ  زززززمح يار  

ززززززيم   ي  يل تٍززززززم  يايززززززما   ززززززيم   ك ٍززززززل يار   ييلا ززززززل يا ززززززفا  وتا ززززززا   ٍ ززززززل يخ  ززززززمح يار  

زززززززيم   ي  يلايتزززززززل يايرززززززز   ل  ززززززز   زززززززمتلا    ( ويا    زززززززل ياه ي  زززززززل  زززززززز  MATLABيار  

ززززززززيم   ي  يل تٍززززززززم  يايززززززززما   يي  زززززززز ي   رزززززززز   ن يافيززززززززا ن Pythonيززززززززم  ان   ( لإ تززززززززم  يار  

  زززززل يافيزززززا ن  و ه ززززز  ياي  ززززز ق     زززززل تيل زززززلي تكت  تزززززلص تشززززز يا ت ززززز  تززززز       زززززف   م  ال زززززم   

 % 99يافيا ن ياي   ق   لص تفٍ ؤ  لص تماتلص   يص ت ا يا   م         
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ABSTRACT 

A Deep Learning (DL) algorithm is highly common and attractive in recent years because of its encouraging 

achievements in many areas. DL lies in image-based detection and instance segmentation of an entity, which is a 

critical issue that needs further investigation. This paper aims to study the fundamental challenges in using object 

instance segmentation of images. This paper proposes a novel algorithm for multi-object image instance 

segmentation algorithm in three stages. A novel backbone approach improves the image recognition algorithm by 

extracting low and high characteristic levels from the given images in the first stage. The ResNet is the fundamental 

building block and connects with the Squeeze-and-Excitation Network (SENet) for each ResNet block. The Region 

Proposal Network (RPN) is used to determine the object item’s placement, followed by the third stage, which 

suggests an average position RoI layer to choose the optimal boundaries of the instance segmentation. The 

experiments are conducted and validated using a standard benchmark image dataset, called COCO. The proposed 

algorithm’s performance is validated using standard evaluation criteria and compared against the recent image 

segmentation algorithms that use object instances. The results show that the proposed algorithm gets better results 

than other well-known instance segmentation algorithms in terms of average accuracy over IoU (AP) threshold 

measures using various thresholds. 

KEYWORDS 

Deep learning, Multi-object detection, Recognition, Instance segmentation, Average position RoI layer. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

DL as a branch of machine learning is given this term, since it uses a Deep Neural Network (DNN) [1]. 

DNN has attracted significant interest and attention over the years due to its ability to handle complex 

data by its very nature and having a high-level of dimensions [2], such as computer vision [3]-[4], speech 

recognition [5]-[6], Rate Control (RC) [7], depth estimation from singe image [8] and neural language 

processing [9]-[10]. One of the essential characteristics of the DNN is dealing with a broad set of data 

in its various forms in the training phase through optimization algorithms. Within a short period of time, 

the vision community has been improved rapidly for object recognition [11]-[12], object detection [13]-

[14], semantic segmentation [15] and instance segmentation [16]-[17] based on DL. The object detection 

algorithms, which are used to get object information, have two main problems. First, the traditional 

algorithms cannot solve the object detection [18]-[19] and recognition problems [20]-[21] effectively. 

This problem mainly focuses on distinguishing the object from the background and addressing labels of 

the object class. Second, addressing the bounding boxes of each object is a critical issue to solve the 

object localization. The development process has been motivated by a powerful baseline algorithm. A 

Region-Convolution Neural Network (R-CNN) [22] is used to solve the problem of multiple-object 

detection by generating a particular region search, which can draw bounding boxes over all of the 

objects. Afterward, the algorithm applies the VGG backbone with a modified Fully Connected (FC) 

layer using Support Vector Machine (SVM), which extracts a feature map for each region and image 

detection. R-CNN’s main drawbacks are that its detection process is slow, requires multiple stages and 

is computationally costly. Nevertheless, the Fast R-CNN enhances the R-CNN to solve the low accuracy 

and slow detection problems by sharing computation of the convolution layers of various proposals and 

running the CNN [23]. This is the primary motivation to generate proposals for the region using selective 
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search. Henceforth, the proposal region is sent to Region of Interest (RoI), which is a proposed region 

from the input image and RoI pooling that converts the feature inside each region to make small feature 

maps using max-pooling. The main issue of the algorithm is its slow detection, since using selective 

search produces bottlenecks. Notably, Faster R-CNN [24] is the enhanced version of Fast R-CNN by 

combining the RPN and Fast R-CNN. Furthermore, transforming the Faster R-CNN image into a 

convolution network requires output, which is a set of feature maps on the last convolution layer used. 

Hence, a sliding window is implemented for each feature map. The Faster R-CNN uses 3 × 3 as the 

sliding window size and a set of nine anchors, which computes how much these anchors have overlapped 

with the ground-truth bounding boxes. Finally, each feature map extracted from the convolution layer 

has fed a smaller network with two tasks: classification and regression. 

The instance segmentation is an essential task of the object recognition system in recognising each object 

based on the image. The instance segmentation task is challenging due to several challenges, including 

diversity, difference between the colours, sizes of the object items and overlapping between the objects. 

Li et al. in [25] have proposed a new algorithm for image segmentation, called Full Convolution Instance 

Segmentation (FCIS). However, in perdition edges, FCIS suffers from overlapping instances and errors. 

Another research [26] has proposed a Multi-task Network Cascade (MNC) algorithm for instance 

segmentation. The MNC comprises of three stages; each stage has a particular task to predict the instance 

level for each object. The first stage proposes the bounding box for each object in the image, the second 

stage presents a mask for each bounding box and the third stage distinguishes between instances. 

However, the MNC, which has numerous predicting instance segmentation gaps, is inflexible and takes 

much time when predicting instance segmentation. Also, the main problem in MNC is that the three 

stages do not work in a parallel way and require many parameters for each stage, leading to prolonged 

time to predict instance segmentation. Mask R-CNN is used to predict instance-level segmentation [27]. 

The proposed algorithm utilizes the Faster R-CNN to predict each object’s mask by adding a branch for 

each bounding box after the Faster R-CNN. The Mask R-CNN works in parallel to decrease training 

and testing time. Moreover, the main contribution of Mask R-CNN is that it uses RoI align and provides 

highly accurate results. However, it has taken a long time in the training stage and lost some features at 

the instance level. A real-time algorithm is proposed in [28], called You Only Look at CoefficienTs 

(YOLACT), where it uses the parallel concept in its main procedure. However, this algorithm does not 

receive satisfying feedback because of instance segmentation’s accuracy values. Regarding the 

architecture of YOLACT [28], the researcher in [29] has constructed a Cascade R-CNN that minimizes 

the overfitting using a sequential threshold. However, the Cascade R-CNN increases the threshold 

training and testing time. The architecture of Cascade R-CNN consists of many stages, where each stage 

extends Faster R-CNN for the localization of the object for each input image and extends Mask R-CNN 

to instance segmentation. The main advantage of Cascade R-CNN is decreasing overfitting through a 

sequence of detectors trained with increasing IoU thresholds and is sequentially more selective against 

close false positives. 

The main goal of this paper is to build a new algorithm able to perform the instance segmentation process 

effectively. Therefore, it combines elements from the classical computer vision object detection tasks. 

The objective is to classify individual objects, locate each using a bounding box and instance 

segmentation. The objective is to classify each pixel into a fixed set of categories without differentiating 

object instances. Normally, a complex algorithm is required to achieve good results. We demonstrate a 

surprisingly simple, versatile and fast algorithm that can overcome the results of well-known instance 

segmentation algorithms. This paper has proposed a new algorithm for instance segmentation of objects 

to solve the problems mentioned above. Hence, a novel image instance segmentation algorithm is 

proposed; namely, multi-object instance segmentation is divided into three phases. In the first phase, a 

novel backbone architecture is proposed, aiming to extract the object’s feature maps with high precision 

value and less time. In the second phase, the RPN is adapted to identify multiple objects. In the third 

phase, the Fully Convolution Network (FCN) [30] is used to generate instance segmentation to prevent 

the overlapping problem between objects. This prevention manages the various sizes of RPN’s feature 

maps using the average position RoI layer. So, the instance segmentation of multiple-object instances is 

the main aim of this research. The proposed multi-object instance segmentation algorithm is evaluated 

using two measures; the AP with different thresholds and time. The obtained results of the proposed 

algorithm are compared against other well-known instance segmentation algorithms published in the 

literature, such as MNC, FCIS, Mask R-CNN, YOLACT and Cascade R-CNN. The experimental results 
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have shown that the proposed image instance segmentation algorithm has obtained better results 

compared to other well-known image instance segmentation algorithms. The rest of this paper is 

organized as follows. Section 2 presents the full details of the proposed image instance segmentation 

algorithm and its main procedures. Section 3 shows the experiments and discussion. Finally, the 

conclusions and future work directions are given in Section 4. 

2. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

This section presents the proposed instance segmentation algorithm based on the improved DL 

algorithm for multi-object detection. We have focused on the multi-object instance segmentation by 

identifying multi-object tasks. 

Figure 1 shows the proposed algorithm which consists of several improved algorithms, including the 

backbone, detection and instance segmentation algorithms in order to obtain the most significant results 

by accurately presenting the multi-object image. The mathematical presentation of the given problem is 

explained as follows. 

 

Figure 1. The proposed algorithm. 

For each object, the overall loss function of the multi-object instance segmentation is calculated using 

Equation (1). 

𝐿 = 𝐿𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑠𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛                                                   (1) 

where Ldetection loss function is given according to Equation (2). 

𝐿(𝑝𝑖 , 𝑡𝑖) =
1

𝑁
∑|𝑝𝑖

∗ − 𝑝𝑖|2 + 𝜆
1

𝑁
∑ 𝑝∗𝐿𝑙𝑜𝑐(𝑡𝑖, 𝑡𝑖

∗)

𝑖𝑖=1

                                           (2) 
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where pi is the predicted probability of anchor i,  is the ground truth of anchor i, ti stands for the 

coordinates predicted,  is the coordinates ground truth, N is the normalization term and λ = a is the 

balancing parameter. 

The Linstance segmentation loss function is identified using the per-pixel sigmoid and average binary cross- 

entropy to generate boundaries for each class, as shown in Equation (3). 

𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑠𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = −
1

𝑠2
∑ [𝑦𝑖𝑗𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑦𝑖𝑗

𝑘 + (1 − 𝑦𝑖𝑗 log (1 −

1≤𝑖,𝑗≤𝑠

𝑦𝑖𝑗
𝑘 )]                        (3) 

 

where  is the ground truth of boundaries of size region ( ),  is the predicted value of boundaries 

and k is the ground truth class. 

The pseudocode of the proposed algorithm is as shown in Algorithm 1. 

 

Algorithm 1: Pseudocode of the proposed algorithm  
block 1, block 2, block 3, block 4, block 5 = build proposed backbone() 
anchors = generate-anchors() 
rpn = build-rpn() 
rois = Proposal-Layer(rpn, anchors) 
if mode == ’training’: then 

ground-truth-values = values from the training dataset 
bbox, classes = classifier(rois) 
target-detection   =   Detection-Target-Layer(ground-truth-values) 
instance-segmention = instance-segmention (rois from target 
detection) 
loss = loss-functions(target-detection, bbox, classes, instance-segmention ) 
algorithm = [bbox, classes, instance-segmention, loss] 

        else 
bbox, classes = classifier(rois) 
target-detection = Detection-Layer(bbox, 
classes) instance-segmention = instance-
segmention (rois) algorithm = [bbox, classes, 
instance-segmention] 

        end 
return algorithm 

 

 

2.1 The Proposed Backbone 

The ResNet has attracted significant interest and attention due to its ability to handle complex data and 

high accuracy compared to other backbones [31]; it consists of a series of blocks to overcome the 

problem of the vanishing of gradient [31]. Therefore, there are problems with ResNet backbone, such 

as: 1) determination of ResNet block that has failed to receive sufficient training, 2) determination of 

ResNet block that has received more than sufficient training and 3) adopting a large filter size in the 

first convolution layer. In this paper, ResNet is improved in the proposed backbone as the fundamental 

building block based on the proposed Equation 4. The ResNet block is fed forward directly and linked 

to all other layers, which consist of a series of blocks to overcome the vanishing of the gradient. 

𝐻(𝑦) = ∑ 𝐹(𝑦, {𝑦𝑖, 𝐼}) + 𝑦                                                                     (4)

𝑛

𝐼=1

 

where y is the building block’s input, H(y) is the block’s output,  F(y, W) is the remaining mapping that 

you acquired during the training stage and I represents the number of iterations to every ResNet block. 

In the case of a layer of insufficient training, I should be raised, while additional training must be 

decreased. The chosen filter size in the first convolution layer has been smaller than ResNet due to the 

feature map’s extraction. In the proposed backbone, the first convolution layer uses a 5x5 filter size 

accompanied by max-pooling of the 2x2 matrix to obtain more features, as shown in Figure 2. In order 
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to further enhance information flow across layers, the performance of the convolution layer is used for 

the input to the ResNet block of the proposed ResNet backbone. 

 

Figure 2. (a) The existing ResNet-101 backbone [31] (b) The improvement ResNet backbone. 

For incorporating a content-aware mechanism to weigh each channel adaptively, the production of each 

proposed ResNet block is transmitted via the SENet network to provide a linear scalar of how relevant 

each proposed ResNet block is, which can be written as: 

𝐹𝑓𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑝 = ∑ ∑ 𝑦𝑞(𝑖, 𝑗)

𝐻

𝑗=1

𝑊

𝑖=1

                                                             (5) 

where yq is the element of the feature map with spatial dimension H × W , where H is the height and W 

is the width. 
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Sequentially, we have obtained five samples of the building blocks consisting of ResNet blocks and a 

network SENet. Outputs are integrated from each of the SENet networks to combine all features from 

various depth levels by summation of the characteristics of feature maps derived from the five couples 

of the ResNet blocks, as shown in Figure 2. In the following sub-section, the architecture of SENet will 

be addressed. 

2.1.1 The architecture of SENet 

The feature-generating maps from the ResNet improvement have been fed to the SENet network [32] 

to obtain further channel information and enhance the sharing of information, as shown in Figure 3. It 

selectively uses global information to illustrate and eliminate less valuable features by using weights 

on each feature map’s layer. It contains five operations, including a global average pooling, an FC 

layer, an ReLU function, an FC layer and the sigmoid function. The role of the sigmoid activation for 

channel weights is suited to the input. The SENet architecture is illustrated in Figure 3. As represented 

in Figure 3, the SENet architecture mainly consists of two processes, which are: 

 
Figure 3. The SENet architecture [32]. 

 The squeezing process: It produces channel-wise statistics (Se ∈RD) through global average 

pooling, which can be written as: 

𝑆𝑒 = 𝐹𝑆𝐸𝑁𝑒𝑡(𝑦𝑞) =
1

𝐻 × 𝑊
∑ ∑ 𝑦𝑞(𝑖, 𝑗)

𝐻

𝑗=1

𝑊

𝑖=1

                                                (6) 

where FSENet (.) is the function of squeezing. yq is the element of the feature map with spatial 

dimensions H × W, where yq is the qth element of Se and q = 1, 2, ..., D. 

 Excitation process: It provides and identifies channel-wise dependencies and significantly 

minimizes the number of parameters through FC layers, sigmoid and ReLU functions, as shown 

in the following formula. 

𝑇 = 𝐹𝑒𝑥𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑆𝑒, 𝑊) = 𝜎(𝐺(𝑆𝑒, 𝑊)) = 𝜎(𝑊2𝛿(𝑊1𝑆𝑒))                                 (7) 

where T = t1, t2, ..., tD , Fexcitation is the function of excitation and 𝑡𝑞 ∈ 𝑅𝐻×𝑊. 𝛿(𝑥) =

𝑀𝐴𝑋(𝑥, 0) is reference to ReLU function, G(.,.) is the reference to global function and  𝜎(𝑥) =
1

1+𝑒−𝑥  is the sigma mode function. 

P̂ = Fscale(Seq , yq ) = Seq .yq ,                                                   (8) 

where yq ∈ RH×W and Fscale is the reference to channel-wise multiplication between the scalar Seq 

and the feature map yq. 
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2.2 Localization 

The RPN is implemented in the multi-object form to decide the location of multiple objects in the input 

image [24]. Besides, the RPN approved any sizes of the feature map that would act as the output. In the 

meantime, the proposed CNN functions as the input to produce multiple proposals for rectangular 

objects. The object is illustrated in the current technique for rectangular objects, while the sliding 

window is seen in all the feature maps collected by the proposed CNN’s last convolution layer. The 

sliding window in RPN comprises nine anchors, which are the center points of the sliding window. In 

particular, the location for each anchor is calculated based on the input image, which gives the sliding 

window different Aspect Ratio (AR) and Scale (S) values, as seen in Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4. The sliding window with different aspects in ratio and scale. 

As a consequence, the value of p∗ to every anchor is determined on the two parameters that are as 

follows: 

1) The anchors with the largest intersection-over-union overlap and a ground truth box. 

2) For each anchor, the overlap intersection-over-union (IoU) is higher than 0.7. 

The IoU is defined by the following formula: 

𝐼𝑜𝑈 =
𝐴𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑜𝑟 ∩ 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑡ℎ 𝑏𝑜𝑥

𝐴𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑜𝑟 ∪ 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑡ℎ 𝑏𝑜𝑥
                                                    (9) 

2.3 Average Position Region of Interest Pooling Layer (Average Position RoI Layer) 

Several propositions of rectangular objects are created on feature maps from RPN, as represented in 

Figure 1. Consequently, various map size features are designed, which affected the instance 

segmentation accuracy. This paper, therefore, has suggested a novel layer for handling the feature map’s 

different sizes. The function map has been reduced over the following two steps to a fixed scale, known 

as the average position RoI layer. Suppose that the feature map’s size is 5x5, where the rectangular 

object proposals are encoded in red colour as represented in Figure 5. 

The first move is to preserve the position of feature maps by stopping implemented quantification to 

each RoI boundary via the RoI Pool [25], as represented in Figures 6 and 7. Nevertheless, because of 

the strong quantization levels for every pixel and success in order to achieve optimal performance in 

segmentation, low performance is found in the RoI Pool segmentation [25]. This paper has solved the 
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question of misalignment by annulling quantization. For each bin, the second step has utilized average 

pooling to reduce computational complexity and extract low-level features from the neighbourhood, as 

represented in Figure 8. 

 
Figure 5. The rectangular object proposals in red colour on the feature map. 

 

Figure 6. (a) The RoI Pool after implementing of quantization (b) The prevention of quantization by 

average position RoI. 

 
Figure 7. (a) The RoI Pool after the second implementation of quantization (b) The second prevention 

of quantization by average position RoI. 
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Figure 8. (a) The RoI Pool result (b) The average position RoI result. 

After that, the result of the average position RoI layer is passed to the FC layer. This process consists 

of detection for each object element, as shown in Figure 1. 

2.4 Instance  Segmentation 

The FCN [30] is done to differentiate between class levels, while the segmentation of the instance has 

returned the boundaries of each object element. This process consists of three stages, which are as 

follows: 

1) The first stage consists of translating the average position RoI layer performance for the object 

item into a sequence of 3 x 3 convolution stages, multiple times after applying ReLU for the 

creation of limits for each area from the average position RoI layer. 

2) The second stage requires a 1 x 1 convolution layer to every feature map acquired from the 

last convolution. 

3) The third stage converts the segmentation dimension based on the input image by bi-linear 

interpolation. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The experimental findings and the proposed algorithm evaluation from the preceding sections are 

summarized in this section. The multi-object instance segmentation algorithm assessment is carried out 

using the following measurements: AP with specific thresholds is used to evaluate the multi-object 

instance segmentation algorithms, including improved CNN, RPN and instance segmentation. To ensure 

a judgment on the enhanced segmentation of multi-object instances, the outcome is compared with those 

of other well-known algorithms that have been used for the multi-object instance. 

3.1 Benchmark Datasets 

The experiments are conducted on MS-COCO dataset [33], which includes 1118k images for training, 

5k for validation (Val) and 20k for annotated testing (test-dev). The calculation of COCO AP was done 

from 0.5 to 0.95, with an interval of 0.05. All models have been trained on the COCO training set and 

tested on the Val set. For a fair comparison, the final results are compared with the state-of-the-art 

instance segmentation algorithm on the test-dev package.  

3.2 Experimental  Specifications 

A new algorithm for the instance segmentation of multi-object instances is introduced using TensorFlow 

[34]. The algorithms are tested with the GPU-Us-Tesla V100 16 GB and the VCPUs-8 cores 61 GB on 

Amazon Web Services (AWS) and Amazon Machine Image (AMI). In the training stage, the RoI is 

determined positive if it has IoU with a ground-truth box of at least 0.5 and negative otherwise and the 

L segmentation loss function is defined on positive RoIs. The instance segmentation is the intersection 

between an RoI and its associated ground-truth of instances segmentation. We train on GPU-Us-Tesla 
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V100 16 GB and the VCPUs-8 cores 61 GB on Amazon Web Services (AWS) and Amazon Machine 

Image (AMI). The weight decay for 50 epochs was 0.0001 with a learning momentum of 0.9 and a 

learning rate of 0.001. Every one of the epochs is an iteration of 1000. Besides, the optimization 

algorithm used in the context of this analysis is Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) [27]. 

3.3 Comparison with the State-of-the-Art Layers 

In this sub-section, a comparison of the proposed algorithm with the state-of-the-art layers is conducted 

to validate the average position RoI layer ability. Table 1 compares the performance of the average 

position RoI layer with state-of-the-art layers. 

Table 1. Evaluation results of the proposed backbone with various RoI layers. 

RoI layers  

AP 

Instance segmentation 

AP50 

 

AP75 

 

AP 

Detection 

AP50 

 

AP75 

RoI pooling [25] 31.0 53.6 30.12 35.6 60.1 34.3 

RoI wrap [26] 28.3 50.2 28.1 31.8 53.7 31.6 

Average position RoI layer 45.8 66.7 47.1 47.6 68.6 47.1 

Based on the results, the average position RoI layer ability has obtained high accuracy with different AP 

values. The feature maps are reduced to a fixed size while maintaining the map’s location obtained from 

the previous algorithms by avoiding quantization, while RoI Wrap and RoI pooling are still considered 

quantization in the RoI boundary, which leads to losing alignment with the input image. As a result, 

significant results in the detection and instance segmentation are obtained due to the impact on the 

detection and instance segmentation process for each pixel value in the feature maps. 

3.4 Comparison with the State-of-the-Art Detection Algorithms 

We compare our proposed algorithm with the state-of-the-art algorithms on COCO detection to validate 

the proposed algorithm’s ability. 

Table 2. Multi-object detection algorithm performance with different thresholds (0.5, 0.75, 

Small (S), Medium (M), Large (L)). 

Algorithms Backbone AP AP50 AP75 APS APM APL 

Fast R-CNN VGG 19.7 35.9 - - - - 

Faster R-CNN VGG 21.9 42.7 - - - - 

Faster R-CNN ResNet-101 34.9 55.7 37.4 15.6 38.7 50.9 

Mask R-CNN ResNet-101 38.2 60.3 41.7 20.1 41.1 50.2 

Cascade R-CNN ResNet-101 42.8 62.1 46.3 23.7 45.5 55.2 

Proposed algorithm ResNet-50 40.5 62.7 43.3 23.5 42.8 51.5 

Proposed algorithm ResNet-101                                 44.8 66.0 46.6 30.2 48.1 56.8 

Proposed algorithm Proposed backbone without SENet             45.5 66.4 46.8 30.4 48.9 57 

Proposed algorithm Proposed backbone with SENet 47.6 68.6 47.1 32.8 50.8 58.9 

The efficiency of the proposed algorithm indicates better results with different AP values. The proposed 

algorithm AP accuracy has amounted to 47.6, 68.6, 47.1, 32.8, 50.8 and 58.9. Particularly, these values 

are considerably higher than comparable algorithm values due to the recommendation of a new 

backbone in this paper, which addresses insufficient training and determines the best possible filter size. 
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Additionally, inserting an SENet network for each block helps increase the efficiency of the method’s 

productivity by capturing several local and precise features from the input image. 

3.5 Comparison with the State-of-the-Art Instance Segmentation Algorithms 

In this sub-section, a comparison of the proposed algorithm with the state-of-the-art algorithms is 

conducted to validate the proposed algorithm’s ability. 

It is clear from Table 3 that the proposed algorithm is compared with the state-of-the-art algorithms, 

including MNS [26], FCIS [25], Mask R-CNN [27], YOLACT [28] and CASCADE R-CNN [29]. 

Table 3. Multi-object instance segmentation algorithm performance with different thresholds (0.5, 

0.75, Small (S), Medium (M), Large (L)). 

Algorithms Backbone AP AP50 AP75 APS APM APL 

MNC ResNet-101 24.6 44.3 24.8 4.7 25.9 43.6 

FCIS ResNet-101 29.2 49.5 - 7.1 31.3 50.0 

Mask R-CNN ResNet-101 35.7 58.0 37.8 15.5 38.1 52.4 

YOLACT ResNet-101 31.2 50.6 32.8 12.1 33.3 47.1 

CASCADE R-CNN ResNet-101 42.8 62.1 46.3 23.7 45.5 55.2 

Proposed algorithm ResNet-50 33.8 55.1 36.4 19.4 42.2 51.1 

Proposed algorithm ResNet-101 36.3 57.4 38.7 18.8 40.5 53.8 

Proposed algorithm Proposed backbone without SENet 43.9 64.8 45.3 22.4 44.4 54 

Proposed algorithm Proposed backbone with SENet 45.8 66.7 47.1 24.3 46.2 55.9 

The performance of the proposed algorithm has been found to exhibit better results with different AP 

values. Our algorithm’s AP accuracy has amounted to 45.8, 66.7, 47.1, 24.3, 46.2 and 55.9. Notably, 

these values are significantly higher than the comparative algorithms’ values due to the suggestion of a 

new backbone in this paper, which is essential to achieve better results. 

The proposed algorithm has solved gradient vanishing via an identity shortcut based on a new gradient 

equation while taking into account the efficiency training for each convolution block. 

This function is considered to remove a certain amount of feature from the input image and transfer it 

to other layers by means of a similar duplicate increase or decrease in training and reduction in the filter 

size. Also, the SENet network has increased the performance of the feature selection process. The 

proposed backbone incorporates deeper and shallow feature maps. Because there are several local and 

accurate feature maps on the shallow layers, there are also rich feature maps on the deep network layers. 

Consequently, with the proposed backbone, we should effectively collect feature maps in different 

improved ResNet blocks and transfer them to the SENet for additional spatial feature maps. 

Compared to other algorithms, the results obtained from the produced function are positive results. In 

addition to the structure, this paper has also proposed a novel layer for managing different sizes of the 

feature map created from the RPN, known as the average position RoI. Furthermore, the average position 

RoI layer has reduced the feature maps to a fixed size while preserving the map’s position obtained from 

previous algorithms by avoiding quantization. 

As a result, significant results in the instance segmentation are obtained due to the impact on the instance 

segmentation process of every pixel value in the feature maps. Given the significant success of the 

proposed algorithm in the multi-object segmentation setting, it is expected that the proposed algorithm 

obtains the potential for substantial results. The visual experimental results are presented in Figure 9. 

3.6 Time Measure 

In this sub-section, the time measure is used to evaluate the proposed algorithm’s training time and 

frame per second in the testing process. The training and frame per second are significant factors in 

evaluating algorithm efficiency. The comparative algorithms are evaluated in terms of the training time 

in second per image and frame per second, as shown in Table 4. 
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Figure 9. The visual experimental results from the proposed algorithm for instance segmentation. 

Table 4. Evaluation of training time in second per image and frame per second of multi-object 

segmentation using different state-of-the-art algorithms. 

Algorithms Training time in second Frame per second 

MNC 0.21 5.45 

FCIS 0.14 5.75 

Mask R-CNN 0.11 6.07 

YOLACT 0.27 29.5 

CASCADE R-CNN 0.41 8.03 

Proposed algorithm 0.10 8.71 

Based on the evaluation frame per second in the testing process of multi-object instance segmentation 

algorithm with different state-of-the-art algorithms, the proposed algorithm has produced 8.71 frames 

per second, making it the second algorithm following YOLACT algorithm despite of the YOLACT 

algorithm’s high-speed characterization in this process. At the same time, the precision is omitted in 
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AP50, AP75, AP90, APS, APM and APL due to its reliance on the proposed backbone, which has 

resulted in the avoidance of the issue in ResNet. This trend has happened with the reduction of the filter 

size and the emphasis on the layer, allowing further training and reduction in the amount of excessive 

layer testing to obtain good results in the shortest possible time. In contrast, the MNS, FCIS, Mask R-

CNN and CASCADE R-CNN algorithms have produced less frames per second due to ResNet101 

implementation as the backbone network. ResNet has faced many problems, including using a large 

filter size affecting the increased consumption time parameters, as stated earlier. In addition, several 

layers have not undergone preparation, which has resulted in a substantial time investment in the training 

cycle, due to the three-fold repetition of the bounding box by the algorithm. 

4. CONCLUSION 

Multi-object image is improved by extracting features low and large via creating a novel backbone by 

several connected copies of the ResNet blocks of enhancement ResNet network connected with SENet 

to obtain additional channel features, improve the use of a more significant feature in images and provide 

a linear scalar of how relevant each proposed ResNet block is. The second phase is to adopt RPN to 

locate the object item and create a new layer called the average position RoI layer, which manages to 

map various features to obtain the best boundaries for the multi-object image. In the third phase, the 

FCN is used to generate instance segmentation to prevent the overlapping problem between objects. 

This prevention manages the various sizes of RPN’s feature map using the average position RoI layer. 

So, the segmentation of multiple-object instances is the main aim of this research. The proposed multi-

object instance segmentation algorithm is evaluated using two measures; AP with different thresholds 

and training time and frames per second. The proposed algorithm’s obtained results are compared 

against other well-known segmentation algorithms published in the literature, such as MNC, FCIS, 

Mask R-CNN, YOLACT and Cascade R-CNN. Better performance regarding the accuracy AP with 

different thresholds; namely, AP50, AP75, AP90, APS, APM and APL, is observed from the proposed 

algorithm. Such thresholds are higher than those of the state-of-the-art instance segmentation 

algorithms. Notably, the proposed system has rapidly and reliably defined, located and segmented the 

multi-object precision, preparation, training and frames per second. The proposed algorithm can be 

enhanced in future work by adding an edge detection algorithm to capture multiple objects’ fine details. 

Also, we will implement variations of CNN architectures to investigate instance segmentation. 
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 ملخص البحث:

تعددددددرزميات التددددددلعمتقدددددد علانتمتقعوتددددددفم تلددددددعلأمترة  ددددددل م   زت ددددددلأم دددددد متق دددددد اتعمت يتدددددد   م  قدددددد م

م ددددد متقعر دددددرملدددددتمتقويدددددلرع م   ودددددتمتقددددد علانتم  دددددلق ى متقددددد ملدددددلمتإنزدددددفم  ادددددلاململدددددتم ةيدددددلاتعُّ

دددددا  مت م ددددد  ملدددددل ممتقعوتدددددفم ددددد متق  دددددلمتقو ددددد  رمتقددددد متق ن  تيزئدددددلأمتقو تخدددددكمتقٍلادددددلأم  تدددددل ُّ

متق متقوز رملتمتقبإثم ترل ن ل   م تلا مل أقلأمخ  لأم  مخل لأُّ

تمددددرهمادددد  متقا قدددددلأمتقدددد متق ددددد تجميات التددددلأملب  ددددد  ملددددتم  دددددكمتيزئددددلأمتقو تخدددددكم دددد متق دددددا م

ل عدددددرم متقواتندددددم ملدددددتم ددددد فمل تخدددددكام مدددددرهمتقبإدددددثم ددددد متق إدددددر لعمتق ددددد متات ددددد متلددددد ٍرت م

زئددددددلأمتقو تخددددددكم دددددد متق ددددددا  م دددددد متقو خلاددددددلأمت  قدددددد  متق دددددد مت دددددد كمتقعوددددددامميات التددددددلعمتي

تق ندددددد لم  متقيددددددز مت لللدددددد  م يدددددد لمتإ ددددددتتميات التددددددلأمتوتتددددددزمتق ددددددا م بدددددد متلدددددد ٍ  م

تقو دددددددد ا لعمتقددددددددرةتلم تقعلاتددددددددلمتقووتددددددددز ملددددددددتمتق ددددددددا ملانددددددددا متقوعلقيددددددددلأ م  خددددددددر متقب ددددددددل م

تقادددددددد  م( م اددددددد مت  دددددددكملدددددددمم دددددددب لأمResNetت لللدددددددتلأماددددددد متلاددددددد متق دددددددب لأمتقو دددددددول م 

( مResNet(مق ددددددددكم خددددددددر ُّملددددددددتم خددددددددرتعم ددددددددب لأم SENet تلإ ددددددددل  متق دددددددد متعدددددددد هم للددددددددتم 

(مقلاعوددددددكم لادددددد متإر ددددددرملانددددددممتقع   دددددد متقمددددددره مRPN ت دددددد ٍر م ددددددب لأمتق دددددد تجمتقو  نددددددلأم 

(ملددددددتم  ددددددكمتي تددددددل متقإددددددر ممRoI ت بعمددددددلمتقو خلاددددددلأمتققلققددددددلأمتق دددددد متن دددددد جم بنددددددلأمتقوانددددددمم 

متقوقلقتلأمقلا يزئلأ 

مل  عتددددددلأمقلا ددددددا مت عدددددد هم للددددددتمتددددددتم  دددددد ت متق يددددددل  م تنتت ومددددددلم للدددددد ٍرت مقل ددددددر م تلةددددددلعُّ

 COCOم  دددددددد امتنتددددددددتتمتقٍات التددددددددلأمتقون  خددددددددلأملددددددددتمختددددددددثمت مت م للدددددددد ٍرت ملعددددددددل ت م )

ملدددددددتميات التدددددددلعمتيزئدددددددلأمتقو تخدددددددكمتقإر قدددددددلأمتقٍلادددددددلأم تنتدددددددتتمل  عتدددددددلأ م لنل ة مدددددددلم عدددددددرمُّ

  اددددددكملددددددتم لق ددددددا  م  ت دددددد متق  ددددددلئمم  متقٍات التددددددلأمتقون  خددددددلأم دددددد مادددددد  متقا قددددددلأم لةدددددد م

م يدددددد املع   ددددددلأم تددددددرتممت دددددد ٍر متقو تخددددددك م  قدددددد ملددددددتمختددددددثمل الدددددد م يات التددددددلعمتيزئددددددلأُّ

ملٍ لا لأ APتقرقلأم لل ٍرت مقتلللعمتقع بلأم   ( م  ق مقع بلعُّ
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ABSTRACT 

Enhancing the IoT health monitoring systems used in various environments, such as smart homes and smart 

hospitals, imply lively analyzing the patients’ critical streams (e.g. ECG stream). Conducting these tele-health 

applications over the traditional cloud violates the deadline constrains of the stream analytics applications, 

which results not only in performance degradation, but also in inaccurate analytics results due to patient's 

stream loss. Fog computing can take place within the patient's vicinity and is considered as the best candidate 

for critically analyzed stream applications. Fog nodes are geo-distributed and are poor in resources, thus a 

scalable and fault-tolerant resource management platform for stream analytics in fog computing is a must. 

Current Stream Processing (SP) resource managers are designed for massive resource nodes, deploying them 

over the poor resource edge fog nodes greatly decreasing the fog infrastructure utilization. Innovative SP 

resource managers that cope with the fog nature are needed. We propose Fog Assisted Resource Management 

(FARM) platform based on Apache Hadoop2 resource manager (YARN) for compatible stream/batch analytics. 

Static FARM (S-FARM) represents two YARN schedulers; per-user and per-module. Results indicate that per-

user scheduler overcomes the lack of resources issues of the edge fog nodes, fully utilizes the fog infrastructure 

and allows the system to expand safely up to its double size. In addition, Differentiated S-FARM scheduler is 

proposed to support per-user control to the analytic results' accuracy and speed. Stream CardioVascular 

Disease (S-CVD) application for patient's ECG analytics is simulated in iFogSim to judge the proposed YARN 

schedulers. The research is pioneer in enhancing the poor resource edge fog node utilization, supporting per-

user control to live big data analytics IoT applications and utilizing iFogSim to implement and evaluate the 

resource manager performance of a stream analytics platform. 

KEYWORDS 

Fog/Edge computing, Big data analytics, Stream analytics, Apache Hadoop2 YARN schedulers, Per-user 

control, Analytics accuracy, Fog infrastructural management, Patient monitoring, Smart hospital. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

According to the National Council on Aging, up to 80% of older adults have at least one chronic 

health condition that requires continual treatment management. This fact increases the burden on the 

world's health care systems. The evolution of the IoT technologies and health informatics systems 

aims to realize the remote patient's monitoring (tele-health) with high quality of care and to make the 

management of these populations more cost-effective [1]. Tele-health applications allow patients to 

live more independently and improve their quality of life while reducing the cost of medical care and 

hospital re-admissions. In addition, online patients’ data aids caregivers in early patient state 

classification, emergency situation management and following up patient adherence to the given 

treatments. 

Data analytics plays an important role in tele-health ecosystems, especially for smarter decision-

making within the time constrains; i.e., patient's critical state detection. For this fully distributed data 

sources, cloud data processing fails to meet the requirement of delay sensitive applications, which 

results not only in performance degradation, but also in inaccurate analytics results due to patient's 

stream loss [2]. Fog computing, also known as edge computing [3]-[4], is a distributed computing 

paradigm that aims to tackle the issue by offloading data analytics and sensitive delay tasks to the edge 

of the network closer to the data sources, leaving the delay tolerant highly computational tasks to be 

performed at the cloud. Resource management in fog computing is a challenging issue [5]-[6]. This is 

because fog allows application modules to be distributed along the fog tiers to provide an enhanced 
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application delay and network usage [2], [7]. However, deployment of critical tele-health stream 

applications in such manner degrades the application performance, because edge fog nodes are geo-

distributed, poor in resources and sustain to failure that will affect the patient's experience and prevent 

achieving the main purpose of tele-health applications [2]. A scalable and fault tolerant Stream 

Processing (SP) platform in fog computing overcomes these issues. The on-market SP resource 

managers are designed for massive resource nodes. Deploying these resource managers over poor 

resource edge fog nodes degrades the fog infrastructure utilization. Innovative SP resource managers 

in fog computing are needed. All the reviewed literature depends on real cluster implementation. To 

the best of our knowledge, the research is pioneer in utilizing iFogSim simulator [8] to implement and 

evaluate the performance of SP platform resource manager. This contribution may guide researchers in 

implementing and judging the resource management performance of other various on-market SP 

platforms; i.e., Apache (Samza, Flink, Spark,...). 

This work proposes a Fog Assisted Resource Management (FARM) platform based on YARN for 

compatible short-term and long-term big data analytics. Static FARM (S-FARM) represents YARN 

schedulers. Two schedulers are proposed to control the fog nodes CPU load: per-user and per-module. 

Per-user scheduler is a YARN scheduler that copes with the edge fog nodes lack of resources. In 

addition, Differentiated S-FARM scheduler is proposed to allow per-user control to the analytics 

results QoS. Analytics results are controlled by the analytics tuples' Million Instructions Per Second 

(MIPS) to represent accurate versus fast results. Stream CardioVascular Disease (S-CVD) application 

is modelled. It lively analyzes the patient's ECG streams to conduct the patient's state using a linear 

classifier machine learning tool. IFogSim is used to judge the application and the fog infrastructure 

performance under the proposed YARN schedulers. 

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces a brief background about live big data 

analytics. Section 3 provides a literature review. Section 4 presents the research methodology. Section 

5 presents S-CVD application and system model. Section 6 presents FARM platform and YARN to 

fog mapping. Section 7 presents the YARN schedulers (S-FARM algorithms). Section 8 analyzes the 

application and infrastructure performance. Finally, Section 9 concludes the paper and presents 

suggestions for future work. 

2. LIVE BIG DATA ANALYTICS  

Big data is characterized by its volume, variety, veracity, velocity and value. Big data could be 

analyzed either in stream or batch mode [11]-[12], see Table 1. 

Table 1. Comparison between stream and batch data analytics Modes. 

Differences Stream Mode Batch Mode 

Mode Short-term (live) analytics Long-term analytics 

Management target Transient streams Persistent data 

Amount of data Unknown in advance Finite 

Processing model On the fly Store then process 

Query model Continuous One-time query 

Access model Sequential access Random access 

Result repeatability Nearly impossible Easy 

Result update Incremental update Global update 

Focus of processing Low latency High accuracy 

Platforms Storm, Spark, Samza, Flink,… Apache Hadoop,… 

In the domain of healthcare, IoT big data has several challenges, including high data rate with variable 

volume, semi-structured or unstructured format (i.e., echo image, voices), correlation across several 

dimensions (i.e., time, location) and its social relations among related healthcare devices [1]. 

Analyzing the healthcare IoT streams at the fog network has a set of advantages, including real-time 

handling, user-centric processing, user’s mobility support and geo-distribution, location and context 

awareness applications support [10]. 

Stream Analytics for Critical Healthcare Decision-making: A stream is defined as a sequence of  
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data elements ordered by time. Each data element has a time stamp that measures the data order. 

Stream processing SP is a one-pass data processing that aims to achieve low processing latency by 

keeping data in motion. The complete stream analytics data life cycle includes [12]: 

1. Data generation stage. 

2. Data collection and aggregation stage: from different distributed sources. 

3. Messaging and buffering stage: IoT streams are gathered into a centralized buffer. 

4. Continuous Logic Processing (CLP) stage: processes data according to the designed continuous 

logic. Current CLP Systems (CLPS) are scalable and fault-tolerant. 

5. Presentation and storage stages: deliver the insights to end users and store them. 

Table 2 presents a comparison between Apache’s Stream Processing (SP) platforms that represent the 

third-generation CLPS. SP platforms are characterized by [12]-[13]: 

 Programming components of the CLPS: graph name, nodes and edges. 

 Type of process: client (graph builder), task scheduler and task executer. 

 CLPS capability of accurate recovery of the same processing results when system failures occur. 

 State consistency of all participating components during processing, which is related to the fault 

recovery methods implemented by the system. 

Apache Hadoop2 YARN (Yet Another Resource Management Negotiator) [18]-[19] can serve as the 

core of various Apache’s SP platforms. YARN can serve as the core of various Apache’s SP 

platforms. Thus, the proposed FARM platform is based on YARN for compatible stream/batch 

analytics. 

Table 2. Comparison between open-source stream analytics platforms. 

Apache’s SP Platform Storm [14] Spark [15] Samza [16] Flink [17] 

Processing Type Stream Stream-Batch Stream-Batch Stream-Batch 

Type of processes: 1-

Client 

2-Task scheduler 

3-Task executer 

1-Topology 

builder 

2-Nimbus and 

Zookeeper 

3-Workers 

1-Spark DAG 

2-YARN 

scheduler or 

standalone  

3-Workers 

1-User-defined 

2-YARN 

scheduler or 

Zookeeper 

3-Workers 

1-Graph builder  

2-YARN scheduler 

or standalone  

3-operators 

executer 

Accurate Recovery  Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes  
State Consistency  No  Yes  Yes  Yes  
Adopted by  Twitter, Yahoo eBay Inc. LinkedIn Research gate 

3. LITERATURE REVIEW: STREAM ANALYTICS IN FOG COMPUTING 

Stream analytics research in fog computing could be classified as: 

 Stream Analytics Platform Deployed Stream Applications: [20]-[24]. See Table 3. In this 

literature, performance was measured for general-purpose applications. It did not consider 

healthcare stream applications with high sensor rates and critical reading that concerns patient’s 

safety and security. In addition, no study considered a single platform for both short/long-term 

analytics that is required for accurate remote patient monitoring. 

 Healthcare Stream Analytics Platforms: proposed to deploy healthcare stream applications 

only. The healthcare application modules are placed on the fog network according to the type of 

the analytics task; i.e., [25]-[27] for healthcare data critical analysis task and [28]-[29] for 

healthcare data critical control task. See Table 4. In this literature, three tiers of IoT data network 

are used for permanent task allocation regardless of the encountered application performance: 

smart watch or smart phone tier was used for data collection tasks, fog/cloud tier was used for data 

computations tasks and the cloud tier was used for data storage and long-term analytics tasks. 

 Stream Analytics Platform Deployed Healthcare Stream Applications: [30]-[32]. See 

Table 5. In this literature, the evaluation method depends on real cluster implementation only. In 

addition, the lack of resources of the edge fog nodes has not been addressed. 

To the best of our knowledge, no research addressed the edge fog node lack of resources, provided 
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 per-user control to the accuracy and speed of the analytic results or utilized iFogSim as an innovative 

tool to implement and judge the performance of a stream analytics platform resource manager. 

Table 3. Stream analytics platform deployed general-purpose application in fog computing. 

REF. Platform Perf. Metric Scheduler Imp. 

[20] Storm Utilization, latency, inter- 

node traffic 

distributed Storm scheduler that adapts to 

fog network’s changes 

R 

[21] Storm Comm. latency to 

external IoT actuators or 

databases 

modified Storm with a decision module 

that decides whether to place selected 

tasks on edge devices at run time 

R 

[22] Storm, 

Nimbus 

Latency, average inter-

node traffic 

modified Nimbus by adding offline and 

online schedulers that analyze the 

topology and monitor the effectiveness 

of the schedule at run time 

R 

[23] Spring cloud 

dataflow 

Optimization problem resource elasticity mechanism to deal 

with changing rates of streaming data 

R 

[24] Spark Job completion time, 

scalability, power 

consumption 

Modified Spark to utilize the whole 

processing capacity of all the available 

edge devices 

R 

R: Real Implementation. 

 

Table 4. Healthcare stream analytics platform in fog computing. 

REF. Perf. Metric Per. Task Allocation Application Imp. 

[25] Data size, processing and 

transmitting time 

At LAN level ECG monitoring R 

[26] Processing time, system 

reliability 

At PAN level for transport 

scenario 

ECG feature 

extraction 

R 

[27] End-to-end data delay, mobile 

battery life time 

At PAN level for user 

mobile scenario 

Patient monitoring R 

[28] Patient deterioration and re-

admission incidence rate 

User mobile scenario Oxygen level control R 

[29] Stable patient heart beat At LAN level for hospital 

scenario 

Pacemaker monitoring R 

Per.: Permanent Task Allocation. 

 

Table 5. Stream analytics platform deployed healthcare stream applications in fog computing. 

REF Platform Perf. Metric Scheduler Application Imp. 

[30], 

[31] 

Storm, 

Kafka 

- Kafka and Storm cluster 

architecture for S/B analytics 

i.e., pervasive 

health 

- 

[32] Flink, 

Kafka 

CPU, memory 

usage, average 

data loss 

Stream computing at 

Kafka’s broker and Flink’s 

cluster processing layer 

Anomaly detection 

REALDISP dataset 

R 

4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

In this research, we aim to develop a FARM platform for critical tele-health stream analytics 

applications. Figure 1 presents our research methodology. 

5. S-CVD APPLICATION MODEL 

Stream CardioVascular Disease (S-CVD) application analyzes an ordered Electrocardiogram (ECG) 

stream with a sensor transmission rate of (25ms: 1000ms). The application is modelled as a Directed 

Acyclic Graph (DAG), where modules are represented as vertices and inter-module communications 

are represented as edges, see Figure 2. Client module accepts the sensor ECG stream, adding any  
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Figure 1. Research methodology. 

 
Figure 2. S-CVD application model. 

related information and securing the packets. Filtering module cleans the data, eliminates inaccurate 

and out-of-range readings. Monitoring module is a linear classifier machine learning tool that 

continuously classifies the patient’s state. Caregiver module gets the analytics results and reports the 

online consultant about the current patient state. Online consultant has a complete access to the 

patient’s electronic health record along with a knowledge base that aids him/her in decision-making. In 

emergency situations, the consultant can send an ambulance or contact the patient’s family for help. 

After analyzing the data, the patient is informed by his state or with the ongoing actions. Cloud 

analytics module is located at the remote cloud and is responsible for long-term analytics and 

managing the analytical operators supervised machine learning for the patient state classifiers.  

System Model 

 Body Area Network of ECG sensors are connected to the patient and through WiFi or Bluetooth to 

the smart e-health gateway 1. 

 Smart e-health gateway 1 (Mobile) is the patient’s smart phone that carries out the data collection 

task; i.e., S-CVD (Client module). 

 Smart e-health gateway 2 (Dept) is located at the patient’s vicinity (smart home, smart vehicle or 

smart hospital ward) and carries out the data analysis tasks of the tele-health applications. 

It is connected to the healthcare center. 

 Remote healthcare center (Proxy-Server) is located at the smart hospital and carries out the 

decision-making and permanent data storage tasks; i.e., S-CVD (Caregiver module). Data 

management tasks; i.e., S-CVD (Filtering, Monitoring modules) could be utilized at smart gateway 

or at the proxy-server according to the required application and fog infrastructure performance. 

 Remote cloud is responsible for long-term data analytic; i.e., S-CVD (Cloud analytics module). 

Deploying YARN over this system model enables a scalable and fault-tolerant platform for the tele-

health application. Also, it preserves the patient’s security and privacy, because his/her sensory data is 

processed locally at his/her vicinity or at his/her smart hospital. 
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6. FOG ASSISTED RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (FARM) PLATFORM 

Based on the complete life cycle of the IoT stream analytics systems [12] and the Apache Hadoop2 

YARN architecture [18]-[19], Figure 3 is proposed to represent the FARM platform based on YARN 

for compatible stream/batch analytics in the fog/cloud system. For a smart hospital system model, the 

fog nodes (i.e., smart e-health gateway 2 and the remote healthcare center) represent the YARN nodes 

that carry out the stream analytics. A remote cloud represents YARN nodes that carry out batch 

analytics tasks for multiple hospital branches that belong to the same owner. For the S-CVD 

application, patients’ streams are queued in messaging system (i.e., Kafka) before turning into the 

hospital’s stream analytics platform. The Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) can comprise a 

large number of directly connected individual fog nodes at the smart hospital. For decision-making, 

caregiver queries are sent to HDFS in fog network and cloud data center. 

 
Figure 3. FARM platform based on YARN for compatible stream and batch analytics. 

YARN to Fog Mapping: Table 6 proposes YARN to fog physical entity mapping, where Fog 

Manager Server and Fog Domain Servers are presented to carry out the main YARN responsibilities. 

Also, it presents YARN to iFogSim mapping. 

Table 6. YARN concept to fog physical entity components and iFogSim mapping. 

YARN Concept Fog Physical Entity iFogSim Mapping 

ResourceManager (Master): 

Scheduler: global resource 

scheduler 

Application Manager: 
follows up the progress for 

executing the application’s 

specific ApplicationMaster 

Fog Manager Server (Master): 

Scheduler: determines how 

application’s modules are placed 

across fog devices upon 

submission of the application 

Application Manager: monitors 

the performance and reschedule 

resources of each host fog device 

to the application modules 

Fog Master Server: Console for 

user interface and modules 

Scheduler: represented by: 

controller class,  

per-user-Basic-MP class,  

per-module-MP class,  

per-user-Diff-MP class, 

StreamOperatorScheduler, 

TupleScheduler class 

ApplicationManager: 

CheckDelay-Enh-Diff method 

(FogDevice class),  

MY-updateAllocatedMips 

method (FogDevice class) 

NodeManager (slaves): 

Host: tracks the running 

Virtual Machines (VMs) 

Container: VMs 

ApplicationMaster: global 

monitoring daemon, negotiates 

resources for VMs. 

Fog Domain Server:  
one or multiple tiers 

Wireless End Fog Nodes:  
light-weight cluster slaves 

ApplicationMaster: allocated over 

certain host or centralized 

Host: FogDevice class. 

Container: AppModule class 

ApplicationMaster: main class 
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7. FARM ALGORITHMS 

This work proposes Static FARM (S-FARM) representing YARN ResourceManager(Scheduler). 

Other YARN components will be studied as future work, see Table 6. 

7.1 Basic S-FARM Algorithm 

S-FARM schedulers determine how the application’s modules are placed across the fog nodes upon 

the application submission. Two modes are used: 

 Per-user Mode, where each user has his own Virtual Machines VMs carrying out his own 

workload. Resources are managed by placing the user’s modules (VMs) individually and one by 

one according to the user’s priority, until the required RM objectives are reached. This mode 

allows explicit user differentiation according to the user’s Service Level Agreement (SLA). 

 Per-module Mode, where all users’ workloads are placed together and carried out over one VM. 

Each VM represents one application module. Resources are managed by placing the whole module 

according to the application DAG until the required RM objectives are reached. 

Per-user S-FARM scheduler, Algorithm 1, places the high-priority user modules at its closest fog 

nodes first; if there is a shortage in the closest fog node computational resources, the remaining users’ 

(the lower priorities) modules are shifted up to the next fog node in the fog node path hierarchy. Per-

module S-FARM scheduler, Algorithm 2, places and shifts up the modules that carry the whole user 

instances according to the application’s DAG. 

UsrMIPS in algorithm 1 and ModMIPS in algorithm 2 represent the analytics tuple’s CPU length. 

They are permanently assigned by caregivers based on the requested analytics accuracy, where heavy-

weight tuples represent accurate results and light-weight tuples represent fast results. They are used 

across all the module’s edges to calculate the required CPU load for this module 
q

ModCPULoad Re
. 

Algorithm 1: S-FARM Per-user Scheduler Algorithm 
1: procedure SFARM-PERUSER(PATHS,App,Usrprio,UsrMIPS) 

2: Arrange all FogDevices within PATHS (leaf to root traversal)  

3: Arrange PATHS according to the Usrprio (high to low priority users). 

4: for (P ∈ PATHS) do 

5: for (endFogDev ∈ P) do 

6: for (UsrModule ∈ App) do 

7: Assign the UsrMIPS (analytics tuple’s CPUlength). 

8:             if 
Curr

DevCPULoad  + 
req

ModCPULoad .≤ 
av

DevCPULoad max
. then 

9: Place the UsrModule on the endFogDev 

10:      else 

11: Shift up the UsrModule to ParentFogDev 
 

Algorithm 2: S-FARM Per-module Scheduler Algorithm 
1: procedure SFARM-PERMODULE(PATHS,App,ModMIPS) 

2: Arrange all FogDevices within PATHS (leaf to root traversal) 

3: for (P ∈ PATHS) do 

4: for (endFogDev ∈ P) do 

5:  for (Module ∈ App) do 

6:  Assign the ModMIPS (analytics tuple CPUlength). 

7:  if (Module is Placed on this endFogDev ) 

8:   if (
Curr

DevCPULoad  + 
req

ModCPULoad .≤ 
av

DevCPULoad max
.) then  

9:    Place this Module instance on this endFogDev 

10:   else 

11:    Shift up the whole Module to ParentFogDev 

12:  else 

13:    if 
Curr

DevCPULoad  + 
req

ModCPULoad .≤ 
av

DevCPULoad max
.then  

14:    Place the Module’s first instance on this endFogDev. 
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In addition, in both algorithms, the modules are placed at a fog device until the device’s maximum 

available 
av

DevCPULoad max
 is reached. In this study, dept and proxy fog devices are loaded up to 100% 

of their maximum CPU load, while the user’s mobile is loaded to <= 0.15% of its maximum CPU 

load. Increasing the allowable mobile’s CPU load permits more application modules to be placed at 

the user’s mobile, which is not a desired performance. 

Both schedulers shift up the modules to the next level on the fog devices’ path hierarchy if: 
Curr

DevCPULoad  + req

ModCPULoad  
av

DevCPULoad max
. 

7.2 Differentiated S-FARM Algorithm 

Basic S-FARM assigns a constant analytics tuples’ MIPS to all users. Differentiated S-FARM assigns 

a variable analytics tuples’ MIPS to each user, according to the user’s requested analytics accuracy 

and speed. 

8. RESULTS 

Simulation parameters are the same used in [2]. S-CVD are tested for heavy-weight processing 

modules (10MB RAM, 2000 MIPS) and tuples (2000 MIPS and 500 Byte network length). Both 

modules (VMs) and tuples (Tasks) are time-shared scheduled, with device scheduling interval (10 ms) 

and application scheduling interval (300 ms). Fog devices’ CPU processing is: Mobile (1000 MIPS), 

Dept (2800 MIPS) and ProxyServer (16800 MIPS) to express the edge fog node lack of resources. 

Simulation time is up to 600000ms. The system is configured by the number of depts and the number 

of mobiles per each dept. The simulated (Depts/Mobile) are: 1D/3M, 2D/4M, 2D/6M, 2D/8M and 

3D/10M. Performance Metrics include: 

 Stream Analytics Loop Delay (ALD-Mean): the average delay for all tuples within the analytic 

loop for all users. The analytic loop executes the modules: ECG, client, filtering, monitoring and 

caregiver, in order. 

 Stream Analytics Loop Delay User (ALD-User): the average delay for all tuples within the 

analytics loop for a single user. 

 Standard Deviation of the Analytics Loop Delay (ALD-SD): for N users, the standard deviation is 

the root of variance: 

 σˆ2 = 



N

i

MeanUseri ALDALD
N 1

2)(
1

 

 Percentage of unsatisfied users per fog device: percentage of users with analytics loop delay 

greater than the delay threshold at this device. For SP, the max. allowed analytics delay for all 

devices should be less than or equal to the sensor’s transmission rate. 

 Device’s Power Consumption (Watt/hour): measured by the device’s utilization percentage over 

the simulation period. 

 Total Network Usage (kByte). 

8.1 Basic S-FARM Performance 

8.1.1 At Various System Configurations 

Figure 4 shows the analytics loop delay for ECG with a sensors’ transmission rate of 50ms, at two 

user’s Mobile CPU load percents (0.1% and 0.15%) of its max. CPU load. Results indicate that at 

1D3M, per-user and per-module modes have the same analytics delay; where the modules are placed 

similarly in both algorithms. Analytics delay is acceptable (<50ms) under all system configurations 

for per-user and per-module modes with Mobile CPU load of 0.15%. Expanding the system to 3D8M, 

both per-user and per-module modes with Mobile CPU load of 0.1% encounter unacceptable analytics 

delay (>50ms), but per-user mode delay is within the reasonable limit. 

Figure 5 shows the energy consumption of dept and proxy fog devices. Starting from 2D/6M 

configuration, per-module dept device flushes all its load to the proxy device and works by its idle 

power. At 3D/8M per-module mode, proxy device reaches its maximum allowable CPU load, flushes 
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Figure 4. Analytics loop delay under various system configurations. 

 

Figure 5. Fog devices energy consumption under various system configurations. 

all its workload to the remote cloud and works also by its idle power, leaving the smart hospital fog 

system completely un-utilized. Per-user mode dept and proxy devices work under all system 

configurations; even if the device’s maximum CPU load is reached, the device shifts up selected user’s 

modules only to the higher fog device. Thus, per-user mode permits for safer system expansion than 

per-module mode. The same information is deduced from Figure 6 that shows the dept and proxy fog 

devices CPU utilization at 3D/8M configuration. Per-user devices have 100% CPU utilization, while 

pe- module devices have 0% CPU utilization. Cloud datacenter carries out the heavy cloud analytics 

module for batch analytics, consumes higher energy in per-user mode than in per-module mode. Thus, 

cloud datacenter by its massive resources is not preferable to work in per-user mode. We suggest a 

hybrid mode of operation, where the limited resource fog nodes can work in per-user mode to save the 

system expandability, where the massive resource nodes like the cloud datacenter should work in the 

pe- module mode to save its power consumption. Also, within the same fog node, the hybrid mode 

could be studied to optimize the fog infrastructure energy consumption while allowing for safe system 

expansion. 

Figure 7 shows Mobile energy consumption. Results indicate that Mobile devices consume lower 

energy with per-user mode under all system configurations. Also, more energy is consumed when the 

mobile CPU load is 0.15% of its max. available CPU load. 

8.1.2 At Various Sensor Transmission Rates 

Figure 8 shows analytics loop delay under various sensor transmission rates, at 2D/4M and 3D/8M 

configurations. AT 2D/4M, all sensor transmission rates >=25ms are acceptable for per-module mode, 

while sensor transmission rates >= 40 ms are acceptable for pe- user mode. At 3D/8M, per-module 

analytics delay is acceptable for sensor rates >=500ms, while per-user analytics delay is acceptable for 

rates >= 100ms. 

 

Figure 6. Fog devices CPU utilization at 3D/8M configurations. 
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Figure 7. User mobile energy consumption under various system configurations. 

 

Figure 8. Analytics delay at various sensor transmission rates. 

Figure 9 shows that at 2D/4M, per-user network usage is lower than that of per-module mode under all 

the sensor transmission rates. Same result is obtained under various system configurations and tuple 

MIPS. 

 

Figure 9. Total network usage at various sensor transmission rates. 

 

Figure 10. Fog devices energy consumption at various sensor transmission rates. 

 

Figure 11. User mobile energy consumption at various sensor transmission rates. 
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Figure 10 shows the energy consumption of dept and proxy devices. Sensor transmission rate is not 

linearly affecting fog device energy consumption. Sensor rates 100ms gives the lowest devices’ energy 

consumption under both per-user and per-module modes. The same information is deduced from 

Figure 11, where the minimum Mobile energy consumption is obtained at a sensor transmission rate of 

100ms. Under all rates, per-user mode saves Mobile energy more than per-module mode. 

8.1.3 At Various Analytics Tuples’ MIPS 

Varying the analytics modules (Filtering, Monitoring and Caregiver) and their analytics tuples 

between 500 and 4000 MIPS, while keeping the remaining modules constant to their original MIPS, 

Figure 12 shows delay under two situations. Situation1: transmission rate 50ms and 2D4M 

configuration, we found that delay is acceptable (<50ms) under all analytics tuples’ MIPS for per -ser 

and per-module modes. Situation2: transmission rate 100ms and 3D8M configuration. In per-user 

mode, the variation in analytics tuples’ MIPS doesn’t linearly affect the delay and the delay is 

acceptable (<100ms) under all analytics tuples’ MIPS. In per-module mode, delay is acceptable only 

for analytics tuples’ MIPS <= 1000 MIPS. 

Figure 13 shows the analytics tuples’ MIPS limit that affects the dept utilization. Situation1, analytics 

tuples’ MIPS >= 3000, makes per-module dept CPU utilization=0. Situation2, analytics tuples’ MIPS 

>= 1000, makes per-module dept CPU utilization=0. All tuples’ MIPS make per-user mode dept work 

by its full utilization. 

 

Figure 12. Analytics delay under various Tuple MIPS. 

 

Figure 13. Dept CPU utilization limits under various Tuple MIPS. 

Safe Stream Analytics under S-FARM at 3D8M Configuration 

Tracing the analytics tuples’ MIPS limit that is necessary to obtain an acceptable analytics delay while 

keeping the dept device working, we found that: 

 Rate 50ms: per-user tuple MIPS <= 400; per-module tuple MIPS <= 1000. 

 Rate 100ms: per-user tuple MIPS <= 4000; per-module tuple MIPS <= 1000. 

8.2 Differentiated S-FARM Performance 

Differentiated S-FARM is studied by considering the safe analytics delay limit at 3D8M for per-user 

basic S-FARM. Two situations have been simulated. Situation1: a random analytics tuples’ MIPS 

between (500:4000) with sensor rate 100ms. Situation2: a random analytics tuples’ MIPS between 

(50:400) with sensor rate 50ms. The average of 10 simulation runs is figured out at each case to test 

the dept device safe capacity under four configurations: 1D4M, 1D6M, 1D8M, 1D10M. 
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Figure 14. Differentiated S-FARM: analytics delay. 

 

Figure 15. Differentiated S-FARM: average number or unsatisfied users. 

Figure 14 shows that average analytics delay is acceptable up to 8 Mobiles per dept for 100 ms sensor 

rate, but the standard deviation is very high (30 ms) due to the variation in the users’ analytics tuples 

MIPS and the delay is not acceptable for 4 users (50%) on average, as seen in Figure 15, while the 

average analytics delay is acceptable up to 10 Mobiles per dept for 50 ms sensor rate, but the standard 

deviation is 10 ms and the delay is not acceptable for only 2 users (20%) on average, as seen in Figure 

15. 

WORK LIMITATION  

To minimize the number of unsatisfied users, performance monitoring should be done on the 

application run. Analytics delay should be calculated at each fog device to discover the risky users and 

the risky devices that may cause a problem. If a user’s delay at a device exceeds his allowable 

analytics delay at this device, the device resources should be managed by reallocating more resources 

to that user (enhanced time-shared scheduling). This will be implemented by the Dynamic FARM (D-

FARM) algorithm that represents the YARN ResourceManager (ApplicationManager). It monitors the 

performance and reschedules resources either locally or by migration to the risky user VMs. 

9. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

Fog Assisted Resource Management FARM platform based on YARN for compatible short-term/long-

term data analytics is presented. S-FARM is proposed using per-user and per-module modes; it 

represents the YARN ResourceManager (Schedulers). S-FARM schedulers are simulated over 

iFogSim. Results indicate that although per-module scheduler minimizes the analytics delay and 

energy consumption, it is a risky scheduler. It leaves fog devices un-utilized in case that it encounters 

a shortage in its CPU resources. Per-module scheduler shifts up the whole module to a higher fog 

device, if there is an increase in: the number of users, the sensor transmission rate or the analytics 

tuple MIPS. In addition, per-module consumes the user’s mobile energy and the network usage more 

than the per-user scheduler under all the simulated scenarios. 

Conducting stream analytics over the poor resources fog nodes, per-user scheduler allows for safer 

system expansion. If there is a shortage in the device’s CPU resources, selected users’ modules only 

could be shifted up to the higher fog device in the path hierarchy. Although being better for the fog 

infrastructure utilization, per-user scheduler has an average analytics loop delay higher than in per-

module mode. Per-user analytics tuples’ MIPS should be adjusted carefully under the variable system 

configurations and transmission rates to allow for a safe stream analytics platform that avoids losing 
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any sensor reading or violating the stream analytics restrictions of the continuous query result. 

Managing the fog network resources, differentiated S-FARM scheduler is the best methodology for 

the per-user control to the live analytic results, as it allows users to request their specified analytics 

tuple MIPS and thus their analytics QoS. Heavy-weight analytics tuples allow accurate analytics 

results, while light-weight analytics tuples allow fast analytics results and allows accommodating 

more users per fog device. 

The application’s mean analytics delay and the standard deviation are not sufficient parameters to 

judge the resource management algorithms’ performance. Maximum users’ analytics delay should also 

be figured out at each simulation run, in order to figure out whether there is any loss in the user’s 

stream. 

The future work is to minimize the number of unsatisfied users of the differentiated S-FARM 

algorithm by monitoring the stream analytics application and fog infrastructure performance, as well 

as to propose Dynamic FARM (D-FARM) that represents the YARN ResourceManager 

(ApplicationManager) with enhanced time-shared scheduling algorithm to support per-user 

differentiation. 
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 ملخص البحث:

نّتحسمممممظنّ ال ممممم ّلص يل اممممم ّلصىمممممحظ ّلصياء ممممم ّدمممممم ّ اتياممممم ّل  مممممظا ّ لص سمممممت    ّ ممممم ّيتضممممم ّ 

مممممص ّّحمظمممممنّلصحممممم ّ لصت ّّ- كظ ممممم ّ لص ستشممممماظاوّلص  ّكظ ممممم ثمممممنّلص  ممممما  ّلص  ّ-ّبظئممممماوّ ت  دممممم  نّلصاظااممممماوّظّ س 

ممممم كيّ نّ جممممميل ّ ممممم  ّنّبظااممممماوّ  ااممممماوّلصيمممممموّلصدييباءظممممم   ّ لص ممممم ييّباصممممم  ّظّ لصحممممميلّس ثمممممنّ  

مممممملصتااظيمممممماوّلصىممممممحظ ّدممممممنّب ّ ممممممحاب ّلصت ّعمممممم ّب ل مممممما ّلصس  دلوّلص ياءظمممممم ّيٌّي مممممميدّلص حمممممم  ّ يمظ يمممممم ّ   

مممممصمت ّ يممممملدنّلصممممم ّّ  ّلصاظااممممماورّل  ممممميّلصممممم نّصمممممظ ّ مممممنّ ممممم ا ّ نّ ظّ ااظيممممماوّلصياء ممممم ّدمممممم ّتحمظمممممنّ  

لصممممم ّاتممممماء ّ ظممممميّد ظيممممم ّصع مظممممماوّلصت ّ ةّ ّصايمممممتممممم   اّل دل ّ حسمممممورّبمممممنّ يضممممما  لنّحمظمممممنّالممممميلةّ

 ّ نّتممممممتمّدممممممم ّ ييبمممممم ّ ممممممنّلص ممممممييورّ  مممممم ّبظاامممممماوّلص ممممممييو ّ ي دممممممنّصمح  مممممما ّلصضمممممماابظ ّ

ّااظياو  ّصي لّلص  عّ نّلصت ّ بي ّلصتي ظاوّلص اضم ّ

مممممي مممممميمممممتمّت  يممممم ّلصع ّ ةّ تدمممممم نّ يظممممميذةّ مممممم ّلص ممممم لاد ّصممممم لّ مممممم نّ اابظ ّ ّلصض  لصحاجممممم ّلصمممممم ّّ ّجغيل ظممممما

مممممم ىمممممماًّ  مممممميلةّعا ممممممنّ مممممم ّل  امممممما ّت ّلصت ّ  ممممممع ّ  مممممماداذّدممممممم ٍّ ّلإدلاذّلص مممممم لادّ ابممممممم ّصمت ّ  ى 

ة ّ  مممممم مممممم ّلص  مممممم ّلصمممممميّ  لجامممممما عا ممممممنّظ  ّلصاظاامممممماوّصمت ّل نرّيممممممتمّتىمممممم ظمّ ال مممممم ّ دلاذّص عاص مممممم ّ  

ممممميممممم ّلص ممممم لادّ ت  ظايممممماّبممممم  ةّ مممممنّلصع ّ ممممم ّ دممممم لدّ ممممم   ّ مممممنّدّ   ّ يظممممميذّلص ممممم لاد ّاابظ ّيممممم ّلصض 

ممممم  ّتىممممم ظمّ  ىممممماوّ ّلصممممملمممممان ّ   ممممما ّ اجممممم ّ ا  ممممميصّ ممممم ّل مممممتغن ّب ظممممم ّلص  ّاّيعممممماص ّلصممممم  ّ   

ّ  ّاابظ ّ دلاذّ  لادّ اداذّدم ّ  لكا ّطاظع ّلصح  ا ّلصضّ 

ممممم مممممايتممممميهّ ممممم ّ ممممم  ّلص ا ممممم ّ  ى  ّاابظ ّ ّ دلاذّ ممممم لادّ اتدممممميذّتسمممممت  ّلصممممم ّلصح  ممممما ّلصض   ّب ممممما ة

 Apache Hadoop2ّ ّ ممممممممنّسYARNدممممممممم ّ دلاذّلص مممممممم لادّبا ممممممممت  لنّالممممممممانّيمممممممماانّس

ممممممممظ      نّلصاظاامممممممماصمت ّ ممممممممحمممممممممظنوّلص ت ل يمممممممم ّ مممممممم ّ   مممممممم   ّ  S-FARMّ ّسوّ ت ثممممممممنّ  ى  صظنّ    

ّقّلص   لو  ظنّ لصثاا ّيع نّ  ّ قّلص ست  ّ  ّ     اّيع نّ  ّ  YARN نّا عّس

ممممممّتمممممماء ّ نّ ليمممممميّلص  ّ ت ّ مممممم ّ  ّ لص    وّدممممممم ّ شممممممدم ّايممممممصّ ظنّيتغم ممممممقّلص سممممممت  ّ  ّلصمممممم نّيع ممممممنّ   

مممممي ممممملص ممممم لادّلصتممممم ّتعممممماا ّ  يممممماّلصع ّ مممممحتظ مممممصت ّكا مممممنّلصا ظممممم ّلّبشمممممدنٍّّ رّ يسمممممتغنّ اابظ ّ ّلصض   رّاابظ ّ ّلصض 

ممممم ّ   ممممم  ّ  ممممما  ّلصممممم ّ صممممم رّيمممممتمّل تممممميلهّ ّ م مممممث ّلصممممم ّ ّ ّدّب  مممممانٍّ ممممم  ّلمممممانّباصت ّ يسممممم ًّصم  ّ    ّ  ّ ّ 

YARNّمممممممنّطممممممميل ّس S-FARM ّ مممممممصممممممم دمّلصمممممممتحدّ ّ ّلصتاا مممممممم قّمّ ممممممم ّا ممممممم ّل  مممممممت  لنّ   

حمظممممممنّ  مممممميد ّلصحىمممممم  ّدمظيمممممما ّ يسممممممت  نّتااظممممممقّ ّاتمممممماء ّلصت ّ ظنّ ممممممنّ ظمممممم ّد  مممممملص سممممممت  ّ 

ممممممحمظممممممنّ  اّ  ّصتS-CVDس وّلصدييباءظمممممم ّصم ي مممممم رّ  مممممم ّتمممممممّ جمممممميل ّ حاكمممممماذٍّصمممممم ّامممممماوّلصيم 

ّ ّلص يتي ظن YARNص ّس ّ  ّ  ّ حيقّ نّ دل ّ ّ  ّصمت iFogSimّ  ّس

مممممم مممممم لّلصاحمممممم ّالءمممممم لةّ مممممم ّتحسممممممظنّل  ممممممتغن ّلصايظمممممميّصم مممممم لادّصمع ّّعمممممم  ّ ي ّ  رّ ددمممممممّاابظ ّيمممممم ّلصض 

ممممممحدّ لصممممممت ّ وّلصضمممممم   ّتحمظممممممنّلصاظاامممممماّ ظنّ مممممم ّتااظيمممممماوقّلص سممممممت  ّ مّ مممممم ّا مممممم ّل  ممممممت  لنّ   

لصمممممم ّ اتيامممممم ّل  ممممممiFogSim ممممممظا رّ ل  ممممممتاادذّ ممممممنّسل ممممممت ادلةّ اوّ دلاذّ ّ مممممم ّتيظممممممظمّ دل ّ  ى 

 ال  ّتحمظنّ ظ  ّلصاظاااو  لص  لادّ  ّ

 

 

 



       نولوجيا المعلوماتالمجلة الأردنية للحاسوب وتك 

( مجلة علمية عالمية متخصصة محكمة تنشر الأوراق البحثية الأصيلة عالية المس توى JJCITالمجلة الأردنية للحاسوب وتكنولوجيا المعلومات )

 وهندسة الحاسوب والاتصالات وتكنولوجيا المعلومات.في جميع الجوانب والتقنيات المتعلقة بمجالات تكنولوجيا 

( المجلة الأردنية للحاسوب وتكنولوجيا المعلومات، وهي تصدر بدعم من صندوق دعم PSUTتحتضن جامعة الأميرة سمية للتكنولوجيا )

 وطباعتها وتوزيعها والبحث عنها البحث العلمي في الأردن. وللباحثين الحق في قراءة كامل نصوص الأوراق البحثية المنشورة في المجلة

لى المصدر. ليها. وتسمح المجلة بالنسخ من الأوراق المنشورة، لكن مع الاإشارة اإ  وتنزيلها وتصويرها والوصول اإ

 الأهداف والمجال

لى نشر آ خر التطورات في شكل آأوراق بحثية آأصيلة  (JJCIT) تهدف المجلة الأردنية للحاسوب وتكنولوجيا المعلومات اإ

وبحوث مراجعة في جميع المجالات المتعلقة بالاتصالات وهندسة الحاسوب وتكنولوجيا المعلومات وجعلها متاحة للباحثين في 

تصالات ش تى آأرجاء العالم. وتركز المجلة على موضوعات تشمل على سبيل المثال لا الحصر: هندسة الحاسوب وش بكات الا

 وعلوم الحاسوب ونظم المعلومات وتكنولوجيا المعلومات وتطبيقاتها.
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